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Summary

In the recent years, due to the need for rapid diagnosis and improvements
in sensing, new recognition elements are employed in biosensors. One kind of
these new recognition elements are aptamers. Aptamers are synthetic strands of
DNA or RNA which are selected in vitro and have the ability to bind to proteins,
ions, whole cells, drugs and low molecular weight ligands recognizing their target
with high affinity and specificity. Several aptamer-based biosensors, also called
aptasensors, have been recently developed. Among all the transduction
techniques employed in biosensors, Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
has widely used as a tool for characterizing sensor platforms and for studying
biosensing events at the surface of the electrodes. The important feature
presented by this technique is that it does not require any labelled species for
the transduction; thus, this detection technique can be used for designing labelfree protocols thus avoiding more expensive and time-consuming assays.
The main aim of this PhD work was the development of aptasensors using
the electrochemical impedance technique previously mentioned for protein
detection. For that, different types of electrodes were used, such as Graphite
Epoxy Composite electrodes (GECs), Avidin Graphite Epoxy Composite electrodes
(AvGECs) and commercial Multi-Walled carbon nanotubes screen printed
electrodes (MWCNT-SPE).
The work was divided in two main parts according to the detection of the
two different proteins.
The first part was focused on thrombin detection. First of all, different
impedimetric label-free aptasensors based on several aptamer immobilization
techniques such as wet physical adsorption, avidin-biotin affinity and covalent
bond via electrochemical activation of the electrode surface and via
electrochemical grafting were developed and evaluated. Then, AvGECs electrodes
XIII

were compared as a platform for genosensing and aptasensing. With the aim to
amplying the obtained impedimetric signal using AvGECs, an aptamer sandwich
protocol for thrombin detection was used including streptavidin goldnanoparticles (Strep-AuNPs) and silver enhancement treatment.
The second part of the study was based on cytochrome c detection. Firstly,
a simple label-free aptasensor for the detection of this protein using a wet
physical adsorption immobilization technique was performed. Finally, with the
goal to amplify the impedimetric signal, a hybrid aptamer-antibody sandwich
assay using MWCNT-SPE for the detection of the target protein was carried out.
In this way, the thesis explores and compares a wide scope of
immobilization procedures, the use of label-free or nanocomponent modified
biomolecules in different direct or amplified protocols, and the use of direct
recognition and sandwich alternatives to enhance sensitivity and/or selectivity of
the assay.
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Resumen
En los últimos años, debido a la necesidad de análisis rápidos y de mejoras
en sensado, se han utilizado nuevos elementos de reconocimiento en
biosensores. Uno de estos nuevos elementos de reconocimiento son los
aptámeros. Los aptámeros son cadenas sintéticas de ADN o ARN las cuáles son
seleccionadas in vitro y tienen la habilidad de unirse a proteínas, iones, células,
fármacos y ligandos de bajo peso molecular reconociendo a sus moléculas diana
con alta afinidad y especificidad. Diversos biosensores basados en aptámeros,
también llamados aptasensores, han sido desarrollados recientemente. De entre
todas las técnicas de transducción utilizadas, la Espectrocopía Electroquímica de
Impedancia ha sido ampliamente utilizada como herramienta para caracterizar
superficies de sensores y estudiar eventos de biosensado en la superficie de
electrodos. La característica más importante que presenta está técnica es que no
requiere ninguna especie marcada para la transducción; por lo tanto, está técnica
de detección puede utilizarse para diseñar protocolos directos sin etiquetaje,
evitando ensayos más caros y laboriosos.
El principal objetivo de esta tesis doctoral fue el desarrollo de
aptasensores utilizando la técnica electroquímica de impedancia mencionada
anteriormente para la detección de proteínas. Para ello, diferentes tipos de
electrodos fueron utilizados, tales como electrodos de compósito grafito-epoxi,
electrodos de biocompósito grafito-epoxi modificados con moléculas de avidina y
electrodos comerciales serigrafiados de nanotubos de carbono de pared múltiple.
El trabajo se dividió principalmente en dos partes de acuerdo con la
detección de dos proteínas diferentes.
La primera parte se focalizó en la detección de trombina. Antes de nada,
se compararon y evaluaron varios aptasensores de detección directa sin
etiquetaje basados en diferentes técnicas de inmovilización de los aptámeros,
tales como: adsorción física húmeda, afinidad avidina-biotina y enlace covalente
XVII

mediante activación electroquímica de la superficie del electrodo y mediante
inserción electroquímica. Posteriormente, los electrodos de biocompósito fueron
comparados como plataformas en genosensado y aptasensado. Con la finalidad
de amplificar la señal impedimétrica obtenida utilizando electrodos de
biocompósito, un protocolo sándwich fue empleado incuyendo nanopartículas de
oro modificadas con estreptavidina y tratamiento amplificador de plata.
La segunda parte del estudio se basó en la detección de citocromo c.
Primeramente, se realizó un simple aptasensor de detección directa de ésta
proteína sin etiquetaje utilizando la técnica de inmovilización de adsorción física
húmeda. Finalmente, y con el objetivo de amplificar la señal impedimétrica, se
desarrolló un ensayo tipo sándwich hibrido de aptámero y anticuerpo utilizando
electrodos serigrafiados de nanotubos de carbono de pared múltiple para la
detección de la proteína.
De esta manera, la tesis explora y compara una amplia gama de
procedimientos de inmovilización, el uso de detección directa sin etiquetas o
nanomaterial modificado con biomoléculas en diferentes protocolos directos o de
amplificación, y el uso de reconocimiento directo y sándwich para amplificar la
sensibilidad y/o la selectividad del ensayo.
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Resum
En els últims anys, a causa de la necessitat de diàgnostics ràpids i de
millores en sensat, s’han utilitzat nous elements de reconeixement en biosensors.
Un tipus d’aquests nous elements de reconeixement són els aptàmers. Els
aptàmers són cadenes sintètiques de ADN o ARN les quals són seleccionades in

vitro i tenen la capacitat d’unir-se a proteïnes, ions, cèl.lules, fàrmacs i lligands
de baix pes molecular, reconeixent les seves molècules diana amb alta afinitat i
especificitat. Diversos biosensors basats en aptàmers, també anomenats
aptasensors, han sigut desenvolupats recentment. D’entre totes les tècniques de
transducció

utilitzades

en

biosensors,

l’Espectrocòpia

Electroquímica

d’Impedància ha sigut àmpliament emprada como a eina per caracteritzar la
superficies de sensors i estudiar esdeveniments en el biosensat en la superficie
d’elèctrodes. La característica més important que presenta aquesta tècnica és
que no requereix cap espècie marcada per a la transducció, per tant, aquesta
tècnica de detecció pot utilitzar-se per dissenyar protocols de detecció directa
sense marcatge, evitant assajos més cars i laboriosos.
El principal objectiu d’aquesta tesi doctoral va ser el desenvolupament
d’aptasensors utilitzant la tècnica electroquímica d’impedància esmentada
anteriorment. Per a això, diferents tipus d’elèctrodes van ser utilitzats, tals com
elèctrodes de compòsit grafit-epoxi, elèctrodes de biocompòsit grafit-epoxi
modificats amb molècules d’avidina i elèctrodes comercials serigrafiats de
nanotubs de carboni de paret múltiple.
El treball es va dividir principalmente en dues parts d'acord amb la detecció
de dues proteïnes diferents.
La primera part es va focalitzar en la detecció de trombina. Primer de tot,
es van comparar i avaluar diversos aptasensors de detecció directa sense
marcatge basat en diferents tècniques d'immobilització dels aptàmers, tals com:
adsorció física humida, afinitat avidina-biotina i enllaç covalent mitjançant
XXI

activació electroquímica de la superfície de l'elèctrode i mitjançant inserció
electroquímica. Posteriorment, els elèctrodes de biocompòsit van ser comparats
com a plataformes en genosensat i aptasensat. Amb la finalitat d'amplificar el
senyal impedimètric obtingut utilitzant elèctrodes de biocompòsit, un protocol
sandwich va ser emprat incloent nanopartícules d'or modificades amb
estreptavidina i tractament amplificador de plata.
La segona part de l'estudi es va basar en la detecció de citocrom c.
Primerament, es va realitzar un simple aptasensor de detecció directa sense
marcatge per a la detecció d'aquesta proteïna utilitzant la tècnica d'immobilització
d'adsorció física humida. Finalment, i amb l'objectiu d'amplificar el senyal
impedimètric, es va desenvolupar un assaig tipus sandwich híbrid d’aptàmer i
anticòs utilitzant elèctrodes serigrafiats de nanotubs de carboni de paret múltiple.
D'aquesta manera, la tesi explora i compara una àmplia gamma de
procediments d'immobilització, l'ús de detecció directa sense marcatge o
nanomaterial modificat amb biomolècules en diferents protocols directes o
d'amplificació, i l'ús de reconeixement directe i sandwich per amplificar la
sensibilitat i/o la selectivitat de l'assaig.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Biosensors
In recent years, the importance of monitoring and controlling many
different parameters in fields such as clinical diagnoses, food industry,
environment, forensics or drug development has been increasing. Thus, there is
a need to have reliable analytical devices capable to carry out fast and accurate
analyses. Conventional methods provide high sensitivity and selectivity but they
are expensive, time consuming and require highly trained personal. One way to
overcome many disadvantages of these methods is to develop biosensors.
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1.1.1 Brief history of Biosensors
The history of biosensors started with the development of enzyme
electrodes by the Professor Leland C Clark Jnr. In 1962, Clark published his
paper on the oxygen electrode [21]. The concept was illustrated by an
experiment in which glucose oxidase was entrapped at a Clark oxygen electrode
using dialysis membrane. A few years later, in 1975 Clark's biosensor became
commercial reality with the successful re-launch of the Yellow Springs
Instrument Company (Ohio) glucose analyser based on the amperometric
detection of hydrogen peroxide.
After Clark published his enzyme electrode paper, Garry A. Rechnitz with
S. Katz published one of the first papers in the area of biosensors with the
direct potentiometric determination of urea after urease hydrolysis in 1963. In
1969 the potentiometric urea electrode was introduced by George Guilbault and
Joseph Moltavo using immobilized urease and a pH-sensitive sensor [64]. Then,
in 1973 Ph. Racinee and W. Mindt developed the first lactate electrode [127]. In
1976, Clemens and his co-workers incorporated an electrochemical glucose
biosensor bedside an artificial pancreas, and a few years later this biosensor
was marketed by Miles Laboratories [22, 149]. Finally, Karl Cammann
introduced the term “biosensor” in 1977 [19], but it was not until 1997 when
IUPAC introduced for the first time the definition for biosensors in analogy to
the definition of chemosensors [156].
Nowadays, as can be seen in Figure 1.1, the work on biosensors and
papers published continues to make progress using different biological elements
in combination with various types of transducers.

-5-
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Figure 1.1. Number of biosensors’ publications published from 1995 to 2015 (Science DirectMay 2015).

In commercial term, biosensors are quickly acquiring popularity in the
global market due to their wide variety of applications in the fields of medical
diagnostics,

pharmaceuticals,

biodefense,

food

industry

and

industrial

processes. The greatest application for biosensors continues to be blood
glucose devices. However, the market is changing towards other applications
such as infectious disease screening, cholesterol testing, blood gas analyses,
pregnancy testing and applications in industrial biology, food toxicity detection
and military field [186].

1.1.2.

Definition and classification

Several definitions have been proposed to define biosensors, but
according to the IUPAC in 1999, a biosensor is an independently integrated
receptor transducer device, which is capable of providing selective quantitative
-6-
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or semi-quantitative analytical information using a biological recognition
element [181].
The term biosensors means that the device is a combination of three
parts: (i) a biorecognition element or bioreceptor, (ii) a sensor element also
called transducer and (iii) a signal processing system. The basic concepts of a
biosensors’ operation can be illustrated in Figure 1.2. A bioreceptor generally
consists of an immobilized biocomponent that is able to detect the specific
target analyte. On the other hand, the transducer is a converter. The reaction
between the analyte and the bioreceptor causes a chemical change, and this
change is converted into an electrical signal by the transducer. Finally, the
electrical signal is amplified and sent to a microelectronics and data processor.

Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of a biosensor.

Biosensors can be classified either by the type biorecognition element
that they utilize or by the type of transduction they employ. Most forms of
transduction can be categorized in one of four main groups: optical,
calorimetric, piezoelectric and electrochemical, as indicated in Figure 1.3. In
-7-
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addition, this group can be further divided into two general categories; label
(indirect detection) and label-free types (direct detection).

Optical

Piezoelectric

Transducers

Electrochemical

Calorimetric

Figure 1.3. Classification of transducers used in biosensors.

Among all types, electrochemical biosensors are especially attractive
because of the remarkable high sensitivity, low cost, fast-response and
experimental simplicity. Moreover, they are the most frequently used in
commercialized biosensors, for instance for blood glucose testing. The small
size of electrodes and the possibility to miniaturization permit the construction
of hand devices or/and in field devices.
As mentioned above, biosensors also can be classified depending on the
type of bioreceptor used. Generally they can be divided into five major groups:
enzyme based sensors, nucleic acid based sensors (called genosensors), cell
based sensors, immunosensors and biomimetic sensors, see Figure 1.4.
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Antibody

Nucleic Acid

Biomimetic

Bioreceptors

Cell

Enzyme

Figure 1.4. Classification of bioreceptors used in biosensors.

1.2. Aptamer
Since Watson and Crick proposed the double helix structure of DNA in
1953 [194], the development of DNA based sensors or genosensors has been
increasing [10, 122, 191]. Recently, synthetic DNA/RNA structures called
aptamers have attracted more and more interest.
The word aptamer derives from the Latin word aptus, which means to fit,
and the Greek meros, meaning region [47, 175]. Nucleic acid aptamers are
single artificial strands of DNA or RNA with a length in the range of 10-100
nucleotides, which are selected in vitro and have the ability to bind to proteins,
ions, whole cells, drugs and low molecular weight ligands, ranging from low
nanomolar (nM) to picomolar (pM), and recognizing their target with high
affinity and specificity, often matching or even exceeding those of antibodies
-9-
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[132]. Complementary base pairing defines aptamer secondary structure,
consisting primary short helical arms and single stranded loops. Several
secondary motifs have been described in the literature, such as hairpin
structure, pseudoknot or G-quadruplex [155]. This class of functional nucleic
acids can fold into complex three-dimensional shapes [68, 144, 145] in aqueous
solutions, forming binding pockets and clefs for the specific recognition and
thigh binding of any given molecular target [70].

(A)

(B)

Figure 1.5. A) A double G-quadruplex Thrombin aptamer and B) Thrombin aptamer bound to
exosite 1 (magenta) of thrombin (adapted from [162]).

The aptamer generation emerged in 1990 [47, 188]. Thuerk and Gold
described a new in vitro selection and amplification method, named SELEX
(Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment). They used a
combinatorial nucleic acid library to select RNA oligonucleotides that binds very
tightly and selectivity to a certain non-nucleic acid target [188]. In the same
- 10 -
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year, Ellington and Szostak used a similar selection method to isolate RNA
molecules from a random sequence RNA library which can recognize and bind
small organic dyes [47]. Two years later, the successful selection of single
stranded DNA aptamers from a chemically synthesized pool of random
sequence DNA molecules could be shown. Since its discovery, aptamer
technology has received tremendous interest in scientific and industrial fields
such as pharmaceutical, medicinal,…and is often modified to make the selection
process more efficient and less time consuming, and to select aptamers with
particular binding features for different molecules and for different applications.

1.2.1

Types of aptamers

Initially, aptamer were developed with DNA or RNA molecules for a direct
interaction with a target. Nevertheless, lately additional functionalities have
been incorporated to aptamers.
1.2.1.1 Molecular Aptamer Beacon
Molecular aptamer beacons (MAB) are DNA sequences composed of one
target-recognition region, flanked by two short complementary stem sequences,
which force the entire sequence to form a stem–loop structure in the absence
of a target, also described as a hairpin [98, 176, 214]. The formation of the
stem–loop structure brings in closeness the quencher and fluorophore, which
are located at opposite ends of the MAB, by which fluorescence is quenched
effectively. In the presence of a target molecule, biorecognition between the
target and the loop sequence of the MAB takes place, conformational changes
open the hairpin and fluorescence is restored due to the spatial separation of
the fluorophore and quencher [30].
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1.2.1.2. Spiegelmers
The word spiegelmers comes from the German word Spiegel, which
means mirror. Spiegelmers are L-enantiomeric RNA or DNA oligonucleotides in
which the mirror-image configuration of the nucleotides prevents nuclease
degradation [197]. They are immunologically inert and show high biostability
without any further chemical modifications, thus Spiegelmers are very well
suitable for in vitro and in vivo applications [134].
1.2.1.3 Multivalent circular DNA aptamer
Multivalent circular aptamers or captamers are simple DNA aptamers
with a large molecular framework in the form of a multivalent circle [13]. It is
considered that these circular species increase the conformational stability and
improve activity through a reduction in misfolding and a substantial degree of
nucleolytic stabilization. Moreover, they are multitasking, thus they can
simultaneously or alternatively bind to different molecular targets [41].
1.2.1.4 Peptide aptamer
Peptide aptamer are protein-based agents that are selected for specific
binding to a given target protein under intracellular conditions. Generally, a
peptide aptamer consists of a short variable peptide domain presented in the
context of a supporting protein scaffold [24, 54]. It has been shown to possess
the capability to specifically block the function of its target protein in vitro, as
well as in living cells. It can be used to validate therapeutic targets at the
intracellular level and also possess therapeutic potential as lead structures for
drug design and as a basis for the development of protein drugs [71].
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1.2.1.5 Aptazymes
Aptazymes are chimeric molecules that contain two functional regions: a
ligand-binding motif that is responsive to a target of interest and a catalytic
element that can accelerate a chemical reaction under determinate conditions
[73].

1.2.2 SELEX
The SELEX process is characterized by iterative cycles of in vitro selection
and amplification. The basic stages in a SELEX process are shown in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6. Scheme of SELEX process.

The process starts with the synthesis of a single-stranded library of
oligonucleotides, consisting of about 1013 to 1015 different sequence motifs
[78]. Each oligonucleotide comprises a central region of random sequence
flanked by a 5’ and a 3’ region of defined sequence. Each member in a library is
a unique linear oligomer. The chemically synthesized single-strand DNA pool is
amplified by Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) in order to generate a double- 13 -
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stranded DNA pool [183]. Several modifications of the random libraries have
been developed. Essentially, modifications can improve aptamer potency by
increasing the affinity of aptamers to targets by providing higher stability or by
offering nuclease resistance (in the case of RNA aptamers) [63].
In the screening stage, the starting library is incubated with a target of
interest in a buffer solution of election at a given temperature. During this step,
a small fraction of the individual sequences interacts with the target, and these
sequences are isolated from the rest of the library by filtration through
nitrocellulose (for protein target) or by affinity chromatography (normally for
small molecules target) [79]. The population of sequences after being isolated,
it is amplified in order to achieve an enriched library to be used for the next
selection and amplification cycle. The enrichment of the high affinity sequences
requires several iterations under stringent conditions. In general, 8-15 cycles
are required to obtain an oligonucleotide population that is dominated by those
sequences which bind the target best [174]. Once obtained the sequence by
cloning, the aptamer can be generated by chemical synthesis. In order to
validate its specificity and affinity for the target, its binding activity can be
checked by different methods.
Aptamers obtain from SELEX process are full-length sequences. In most
cases, the fixed sequences regions used for primer binding are not important
for aptamer function and consequently they can be removed. Technological
advances in this process have allowed to eliminate the fixed regions in random
sequences libraries, producing shorter aptamer sequences [80].
It is worth mentioning that the RNA SELEX is more complex than DNA
SELEX because additional in vitro transcription steps are needed before and
after each PCR amplification [174].
SELEX is a highly complex process, that takes a long time, months,
nevertheless this process was automated in 1998 [27]. Improvements upon
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around this process have increased binding efficiency of aptamers. Many
variants of SELEX method have been developed, some of which are
summarized in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1. Different variants of SELEX.

METHOD

DESCRIPTION

APPLICATION

REFERENCE

TOGGLE SELEX

Change of targets
during the process

Aptamers with
different specificity
levels

[196]

CONDITIONAL SELEX

Selection in specific
conditions

Aptamer which bind
the target depending
on a specific
condition

[192]

TAILORED SELEX

Use of libraries that
lack fixed border
sequences

Aptamers of small
size

[189]

CELL SELEX

Whole cells are used
as target

Aptamer for cellular
markers

[129]

GENOMIC SELEX

Libraries are based
on genomic
sequences

Genomic sequences
for different
molecules

[166]

MIRROR-IMAGES
SELEX

Use of natural
compound’s
enantiomers

Spiegelmers

[152]

Elimination of primer
prior the selection
step

Elimination of the
effect of primers

[141]

PRIMER-FREE SELEX
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1.2.3. Biorecognition event between aptamer and target
As already mentioned above, aptamers form characteristic threedimensional

structures,

such

as

stems,

loops,

hairpins,

triplexes

or

quadruplexes. This tertiary conformational structure furnishes the key for
understanding molecular interaction between the aptamer and the target.
Several mechanisms for binding affinity, target specificity, thermodynamics and
kinetics are used in order to determine how aptamers interact, associate and
dissociate with their target molecules [167].
There are some different interactions between aptamer with small and
large targets. Small molecules are bound by fitting into the aptamer
conformation by the formation of intermolecular hydrogen bonds. In this model,
aptamers fold into a binding pocket on association with the target and unfold
on dissociation of hydrogen bonds. However, for larger targets, for instance
proteins or cells, the aptamer binding site is induced to fit better into the
surface of the target by noncovalent ligations such as hydrogen bonds,
electrostatic interactions, base stacking effects and hydrophobicity [167]. In
addition, water molecules facilitate the contact by filing the empty spaces at the
protein-aptamer interfaces [188]

1.2.4 Aptamers versus Antibodies
It is well known that antibodies and aptamers can bind the relative target
with high specificity and affinity. However, aptamers offer numerous
advantages over antibodies that make them very promising in several
applications, see Table 1.2.
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Table 1.2. Advantages of aptamers versus antibodies.

APTAMER

ANTIBODY

In vitro production

In vivo production

Automated synthesis and screening

Production process complicated and
expensive

Identification of small molecules, toxins
and drugs

Limited to molecules that produce an
immuno-response. Small molecules require
conjugation to a hapten

Can function at different T and pH

Only works under physiological conditions

Production highly reproducible and
produces pure product

Variations in lot to lot

Easily labeled in precise locations

Labeling can cause loss of afinity

Easy transportation and storage

Sensitive to temperature and humidity
changes

The main advantage of aptamers over antibodies is that aptamers are
isolated by in vitro methodologies that are independent of animals, and an in

vitro combinatorial library can be generated for any target including toxins or
small molecules. Moreover, the aptamer selection process can be manipulated
to obtain aptamers which bind a specific region of the target under different
conditions [183]. In addition, aptamer can be easily functionalized by their ends
to facilitate immobilization on supports.
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By contrast, the generation of antibodies are in vivo. The animal immune
system selects the sites on the target protein to which the antibodies bind, thus
limiting the extent to which the antibodies can be functionalized and applied.
After selection, aptamers are produced by chemical synthesis with
extreme accuracy and reproducibility. They are purified under denaturing
conditions to a very high degree of purity [80]. Besides, through chemical
synthesis, modifications in the aptamer can be introduced to enhance the
affinity, stability and specificity of the molecules. However, the production and
identification of monoclonal antibodies are laborious, expensive and requires
screening of a large number of colonies [168].
Another advantage that aptamers have over antibodies can be seen in
their higher temperature and pH stability. Aptamers are very stable and can
recover their native, active conformation after thermal denaturation. They are
stable to long-term storage and can be transported at room temperature.
Whilst antibodies are temperature and pH sensitive proteins that can suffer
irreversible denaturation, and they also have a limited shelf life [80].
Although aptamers present all these properties, mainly RNA aptamers
are nuclease-sensitive which is very critical for their use in ex vivo and in vivo
applications [50]. However, chemical modification of the ribose ring at the 2’position improves the stability of these aptamers [150].

1.2.4

Applications of aptamers

Due to the several advantages that aptamers possess, they have been
used in numerous applications [155, 175, 183].
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1.2.4.1 Therapeutic applications
One of the first applications of aptamers was in therapeutics. Their
advantages of small size, quick elimination, biocompatibility, low production
cost and no cross reactivity with antibody binding receptor make them good
candidates for this application. The majority of therapeutics aptamers inhibit
target molecules [48] with high affinity and selectivity, and some act as
receptor agonists [124]. One of the most successful therapeutic application of
an aptamer has been carried out for the treatment of age-related macular
degeneration [164]. Antivascular endothelial growth factor participates in the
growth of abnormal new blood vessels in the eyes causing vision loss. A
therapeutic aptamer was developed with the aim to inhibit this abnormal
growth by OSI Pharmaceuticals under the name Macugen®. This aptamer was
approved for patients with neovascular age-related macular degeneration by
the Food and Drug Administration.
Another possibility is to use aptamers as targeting molecules in drug
delivery. Huang et al. proposed the conjugation of doxorubicin (Dox) with an
aptamer as a delivery agent. Dox is a polyclyclic antibiotic very used in the
treatment of various leukemias and lymphomas. It intercalates into DNA and
blocks its replication. The Dox molecule was attached to the aptamer via
hydrazine linker. The aptamer-Dox complex retained aptamer’s binding
properties and interacted with the T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia with high
affinity. In addition, the cytotoxic effect of Dox was preserved. It was
conjectured that the covalent bond between the aptamer and Dox was
hydrolyzed in the acidic environment of the endosome and the realesed Dox
would then be free to enter the nucleous [72].
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1.2.4.2 Separation techniques
Other aptamer area of increasing interest in the field of pharmaceuticals
or biological analysis is the separation techniques, such as chromatography,
affinity chromatography, capillary electrophoresis and mass spectroscopy. The
relatively small size of aptamers and their easy of chemical conjugation to
chromatographic supports make high-density aptamer columns useful. Other
features of aptamers which make them suitable candidates for these
applications include their good stability, high purity, and desirable binding
properties. Obviously, the other property used is the reversibility of the target
binding, normally forced by changes in pH, salinity, etc. of the reaction media.
One example was the purification of human L-selectin by affinity
chromatography. It was performed with a streptavidin-sepharose column
conjugated with biotinylated DNA aptamers selected against selectin (Kd = 2
nM), showing excellent purification efficiency with about 1500-fold purification
and an 83 % recovery in a single step [158].
Pavski and Le reported a non-competitive capillary electrophoresis/LIF
(CE/LIF) using a specific aptamer for the reverse transcriptase of the type 1
human deficiency virus (HIV-RT). The approach was based on the use of a
fluorescently labelled DNA aptamer and could quantify HIV-RT up to 50nM with
high selectivity [147].

1.2.4.3 Bio-Imaging
Another application of aptamer is in bio-imaging. The conjugation of
aptamers with nanomaterials such quantum dots (QD), gadolinium,… or simple
fluorophores as imaging agents represents a powerful diagnostic tool for the
detection of several diseases in early stage [168, 200].
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Hwand et al. developed a cancer-specific multimodal imaging probe base
on cobalt-ferrite nanoparticle protected by a silica shell and coated by
fluorescent rhodamine. They demonstrate that the aptamer multimodal
nanoparticle system enabled the targeted fluorescence imaging of nucleolide
and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) in vivo and in vitro [76]. Chen et al.
reported a prion protein aptamer modified silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) that
could be used as targeted contrast imaging agents for dark-field light scattering
and Transmission Electronic Microscopy (TEM). The complex could be
internalized into plasma membrane, lysosome and endocytic structure through
aptamer mediated endocytosis [34].

1.2.4.4 Diagnostics
The most dynamic field in aptamer research seems to be diagnostics.
Several researchers make effort to develop sensitive, time-efficient and
inexpensive methods to detect particular molecules, proteins, toxins,… even
cells. Biosensors using aptamers as a biological recognition element are called
aptasensors. Due to the wide spectrum of potential aptamer targets they have
been using in numerous applications, see Figure 1.7.
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Medicine

Food
Industry

Forensics

Aptasensors

Defence

Enviroment

Figure 1.7. Scheme of the principal applications of aptasensors.

1.3 Aptasensors
Aptasensors (or genosensors of aptamers) are devices capable of
providing an analytical signal from the binding event between a target molecule
and an aptamer. They combine a biological recognition element (aptamer) that
confers selectivity, with a transducer that confers sensitivity and generates an
electrical signal from the recognition event.
The first use of aptamers as biorecognition element in biosensors was
reported in 1996, with an optical biosensor based on fluorescently labeled
aptamers for Immunoglobulin G (IgG) detection [39]. Few months later, Conrad
and Ellington developed a radiolabeled aptamer for different protein kinase C
isozymes detection [25], and Drolet et al. reported an enzyme-linked sandwich
assay which used a fluorescently labeled SELEX derived oligonulceotides [42].
After that, several aptasensor papers have been published using different types
of transductors. Table 1.3 shows a sample of potential targets, transductions
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methods and sensitivities of different aptasensors. One of the features that can
be derived is the low detection limits that are achieved, for very different
targets, from potassium ion to tumoral cells.
Table 1.3. Different aptasensors from the literature using different transducers.

TRANSDUCER

TRANSDUCTION

LABEL

TARGET

LOD

REFERENCE

Berberine

Potassium

31

[66]

ion

nM

Ochratoxin

20

A

pg/m

TECHNIQUE

OPTICAL

OPTICAL

Fluorescence

Fluorescence

Tb3+

[209]

l
OPTICAL

SPR

No

Lysozyme

2.4

[126]

nM
OPTICAL

Colorimetric

AuNPs

Bisphenol A

0.1

[125]

ng/m
l
PIEZOELECTRIC

PIEZOELECTRIC

ELECTROCHEMICAL

QCM

SAW

DPV

No

No

AgNPs

HIV-1 Tat

0.25

protein

ppm

Human

32

breast

cells/

cancer cells

ml

Cocaine

150p

[128]

[29]

[160]

M
ELECTROCHEMICAL

DPV

Alkaline

IgE

phosphatase

300

[142]

ng/m
l

ELECTROCHEMICAL

Voltammetry

No
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growth
factor
ELECTROCHEMICAL

EIS

No

17β-

5 fM

[88]

0.2

[208]

estradiol
ELECTROCHEMICAL

EIS

No

Thrombin

nM

Fluorescence labels have been widely used in aptasensors. Stojanovic et
al. described an aptasensor for cocaine detection. They engineered anti-cocaine
aptamer to obtain a partially folded structure with a ligand-induced binding
pocket based on terminal stem-closure. When double-end labeled, aptamer
could detect cocaine concentrations through changes in fluorescence [171].
Lee and Walt reported an aptasensor for thrombin detection using a microarray
format. Thrombin was detected by displacement of fluorescein conjugated
thrombin from the aptamer linked to silica microspheres in a fiber-optic
biosensors system [96].
Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) and Surface Plasmon Resonance
(SPR) were widely used as label-free methods. In 2004, Minunni et al. reported
an aptasensor for HIV-Tat protein detection based on piezoelectric quartz
crystals [128]. Taking advantage of SPR technique, Chuang et al. reported a
membrane-based microfluidic device integrated sensor for interferon-gamma
(IFN-γ) detection. Using a bi-functional, hairpin-shaped aptamer as the sensing
probe, they specifically detected the IFN-γ and amplified the signal by binding
the streptavidin [36].
In 2005, the first electrochemical aptasensor was described, based on a
sandwich format, where aptamers were labeled with glucose oxidase for the
detection of Thr by amperometry [184]. Lai et al. designed an electrochemical
aptasensor for the detection of platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) directly in
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blood

serum.

The

aptasensor

approach

employed

alternating

current

voltammetry to monitor target-induced folding in a methylene blue-modified,
PDGF-binding aptamer [93]. An et al. developed a liquid-ion gated field-effect
transistor (FET)-type flexible graphene aptasensor with high sensitivity and
selectivity for Hg. The field-induced responses from the graphene aptasensor
had excellent sensing performance, and Hg2+ ions with very low concentration
could be detected, 10 pM [3].

1.3.1. The biosensing event in aptasensors
The biosensing event in aptasensors basically consists in three steps, as
indicated Figure 1.8.

Aptamer immobilization onto the
electrode surface

Aptamer biorecognition of the
target

Detection

Figure 1.8. Scheme of the principal steps in the construction of aptasensors.

In some cases, additional steps are required for amplifying the obtained
signal.
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1.3.2. Aptamer immobilization techniques on the electrode
surface
As mentioned in the previous section, the first step in the protocol for
aptasensing is the immobilization of aptamers onto the electrode surface. The
control of this step is essential in order to ensure high orientation, reactivity,
accessibility and stability of the surface-aptamer. The achievement of high
sensitivity and selectivity requires minimization of nonspecific adsorption and
the stability of the immobilized aptamers [133].
Several electrode materials such as glassy carbon, carbon paste, graphite
composites, graphite, carbon nanotubes, graphene, gold,… are used in
aptasensors as sensing platforms. Some of them are explain in Section 1.5.1.
It is important to mention that previous to the aptamer immobilization, a
pretreatment of the solution of the aptamer is required in order to promote the
loose conformation of the aptamer.
The most common immobilization techniques used in aptasensors are
shown in Table 1.4, and they are described in detail below.
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Table 1.4. Summary of some immobilization techniques.

IMMOBILIZATION
TECHNIQUE

INTERACTION
OR REACTION

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

REFERENCE

PHYSICAL
ADSORPTION

Hydrophobic
interaction

Simple

[113, 137]

Fast

Desorption by
change of ionic
strength, pH,
reagents

Low cost

Random orientation

Direct method

COVALENT BINDING

Chemical binding

Good stability
High binding
strength

AVIDIN-BIOTIN
AFFINITY

Specific
interaction

Use of linker
molecules

[85, 101, 157]

Slow, irreversible

Use during long
term

Expensive

Good orientation

Expensive

High specificity
and functionality

Use of
biocompatible
linker

[65, 120]

Well-controlled

SELF-ASSEMBLED
MONOLAYERS
(SAM)

Chemical binding
or adsorption

Good orientation
High sensitivity
Well-ordered
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1.3.2.1 Adsorption
This immobilization technique is based on a direct adsorption of aptamer
through weak, labile bonds with active substrate sites. The physical adsorption
could be either wet or dry. In the first case, a solution of aptamer is incubated
onto the electrode surface and then it is let dry. While in the second case, the
electrode is left in contact with a solution of aptamer for a specific time. Du et
al. reported a dual-analyte logic aptasensor for thrombin and lysozyme
detection. They immobilized a mix thrombin and lysozyme aptamer by wet
physical adsorption onto graphene/glassy carbon electrodes [43]. Labeled
Ochratoxin A (OTA) was immobilized onto nano-graphite surface by physical
adsorption for OTA detection using a fluorescence transducer [195].
Adsorption is the simplest method to immobilize aptamers on the
electrode surfaces because it does not require additional reagents or special
nucleic acid modifications, therefore resulting in a rapid, simple and low cost
protocol for the aptamer immobilization. However, it has some drawbacks,
aptamer orientation is random and the attachment of aptamers to the electrode
surface is weak. Due to this weak attachment aptamers can be removed by
some buffers or reagents when performing the assay.
1.3.2.2 Covalent binding
Immobilization of aptamers onto the electrode surface is usually carried
out by means of covalent binding between a molecule attached to the electrode
surface and a reactive group of the aptamer. Different types of covalent binding
technique have been reported in the literature [18, 157, 199], considering that
aptamers can be easily functionalized by their ends to facilitate the
immobilization (eg. –amino, -tiol, biotinia, etc.). However, the most used
protocol is based on the formation of a covalent bond between the aptamer and
the electrode surface through the activation of a carboxylic acid with
carbodiimide 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethyl carbodiimide (EDC) and N- 28 -
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hydroxysulfosuccinimide (NHS) for reaction with an amine group. For instance,
Chen H. et al. immobilized NH2-terminated aptamer on an activated glassy
carbon electrode by the formation of amide bond for adenosine triphosphate
detection[31]. Rohrback F. et al. developed an aptasensor based on covalently
immobilization of lysozyme aptamer modified with amine group on the surface
of multiwalled carbon nanotube-modified screen-printed electrode [157].
This method provides the benefits by structural flexibility and chemical
stability, thus improving biorecognition efficiency. However, it presents some
drackbacks, it requires chemical modifications of the surface, which make the
assay time consuming, and aptamers have to be modified, which make the
assay more expensive than others immobilization techniques.

1.3.2.3 Streptavidin (or Avidin)-Biotin Affinity
Several researchers have been taken advantage of the strong complex
formed by streptavidin or avidin with biotin in order to immobilized bioreceptors
onto electrode surface [17, 151]. Streptavidin and avidin are large tetrameric
molecules (70 KDa) with four identical binding sites, and biotin is a small
molecule that binds with high affinity binding site with an affinity constant of
1·10-15 M-1 [45]. The stability of this interaction is nearly equal to that of a
covalent bond. Actually, this interaction can only be broken under very extreme
conditions. This is a two steps method, where the solid surface is first modified
with streptavidin or avidin (deposition by physical adsorption or covalent
interaction or immobilization into a composite material), followed by step of
biotinylated aptamers are added to form the complex.
Zhang K. et al. immobilized biotinylated aptamer of thrombin onto a
microplate modified covalently with biotin and then with streptavidin [210]. Bai
et al. reported an SPR aptasensor for avian influenza virus based on
biotinylated aptamer immobilized on a gold surface modified with streptavidin
[6].
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This immobilization technique provides a good orientation of the
aptamers onto the electrode surface, which causes a high specificity. However,
streptavidin and avidin are expensive and it requires biotinylated aptamers
which increases the production cost.
1.3.2.4 Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAM)
Self-assembled

monolayers

(SAM)

technique

is

a

spontaneously

formation of monolayers by adsorption or chemical binding of molecules from a
homogeneous solution onto a substrate. Several kinds of SAMs have been
reported. However, in aptasensors most common protocols are based on the
adsorption of sulfur-based compounds such as thiols, disulphides, … on gold
[110, 212]. An example reported in the literature is the immobilization of thiolaptamer by self-assembly on gold surface. The thiol groups demonstrate affinity
towards the noble metal surface allowing the formation of covalent bonds
between the sulfur and gold atoms [9, 193]. In addition, various oligo(ethylene
glycol) (EG) mixtures of different molar ratios of EG6-COOH and EG3-OH were
used for the formation of SAM in the construction of an aptasensor for IgE
detection [89].
SAM method is one of the simplest techniques to provide a reproducible,
ultrathin, and well-ordered layer suitable for further modification with aptamers,
which improve sensitivity, speed, and reproducibility. However, the use of linker
molecules make the assay expensive.

1.3.3. Types and formats of detection
After aptamer immobilization and target biorecognition, the following
step in the construction of aptasensor is the detection. Different types and
formats of detection can be used in aptasensing.
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1.3.3.1 Label-free or labeled detection
Aptasensors that use label-free transduction methods do not require a
label aptamer to signal the presence of target on the sensor surface, thereby
enabling the use of unmodified samples, with the possibility of real time
measurement. Label-free detection methods greatly simplify the time, effort
and money required for assay development. There are few techniques and
transducers making possible the label-free detection. Between them once can
list SPR, Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS), Field Effect Transistor
(FET) and Piezoelectric transduction.
On the other hand, labeled methods require a labeled aptamer to signal
the presence of target on the sensor surface. Fluorophores, enzymes or metal
nanoparticles are some examples of labels. Typically, optical methods imply
labeled species. Different label-based aptasensors have been reported [2, 111,
195, 202].
1.3.3.2 Format of detection (configuration assay)
Basically, aptasensors can be divided into three different assay formats:
direct, sandwich or competitive.

-Direct format
This format consists on the direct or simple interaction of a label or labelfree aptamer with its target. For small molecular targets, they are often covered
within the binding pockets of aptamer structures, see Figure 1.8 (A). By
contrast, protein or big targets are structurally more complicated than smaller
targets and they allow the interaction of several discriminatory contacts such as
hydrogen bonds, electrostatic interactions, shape complementary, etc., [169]
see Figure 1.8 (B). Several aptasensors based on this approach have been used
for the detection of targets such as lysozyme [102], Immunoglobulin E [185],
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thrombin [154], cocaine [159] or cancer cells [51] . This format is simple, fast
and cheap. However, sometimes there are problems of sensitivity or selectivity.

Figure 1.8. Aptamer-based assay direct formats. (A) Small molecule target hidden within the
binding pockets of aptamer structure (B) Protein or big target locally exposed with the binding
pocket of aptamer structure.

-Sandwich format
Sandwich format is based on the immobilization of an aptamer onto the
electrode surface followed by an incubation with the target protein and in a last
step with a second aptamer, Figure 1.9 (A). Generally, first and second aptamer
have different nucleic acid sequences. However, in limited cases, for instance
dimeric proteins contain two identical binding sites, thus allowing the use of a
single aptamer. In case when there are no two aptamers for the target of
interest, it is possible to use an antibody as a second aptamer, Figure 1.9 (B).

Figure 1.9. (A) Aptamer sandwich format, (B) Aptamer-antibody sandwich format assay.
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The use of sandwich format enables detection of the target with very
high sensitivity and selectivity. However, several incubation steps are required,
which make the assay time-consuming. In addition, an extra aptamer or
antibody is needed, which make the assay expensive [140].

-Competitive format
In competitive assays only one aptamer is required and the time
necessary for the assay is fast. As can be seen in Figure 1.10, the format
consists on the immobilization of the target onto the electrode surface, followed
by exposure to different concentration of the target and a fixed concentration
of the aptamer, leading to a competition for the aptamer.

Figure 1.10. Competitive format assay.

1.3.4. Detection techniques
Most aptasensors in the literature depend on the transduction technique
employed can be classified in optical, piezoelectric or electrochemical.
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1.3.4.1 Optical aptasensors
This method of transduction has been employed in many aptasensors
due to the many different types of spectroscopy such as absorption,
fluorescence,

phosphorescence,

Raman,

Surface-enhanced

Raman

Spectroscopy (SERS), refraction and dispersion spectroscopy. However, the
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) or fluorescence are the most popular
methods available for optical aptasensors.

-Fluorescence
A fluorescence aptasensor detects the change in frequency of
electromagnetic radiation emission which is caused by previous absorption of
radiation and also by generation of an excited state lasting for a short time. In
this approach, the simplest format is to label the aptamers with a quencher and
a fluorophore. Furthermore, different complicated formats utilizing quaternary
structural reorganization, such as molecular aptamer beacon, which results in
the assembly or disassembly of aptamer were also developed.
Verdian-Doghaei et al. developed a biosensor based on a quadruplexforming aptamer for the determination of potassium ion. The aptamer was used
as a molecular recognition element. It was adjacent to two arm fragments and
a dual-labeled oligonucleotide serving as a signal transduction probe which is
complementary of the arm fragment sequence. In the presence of potassium,
the aptamer was displaced from the signal transduction probe, which was
accompanied by decreased signal. The concentration of potassium was
proportional to the quenching percentage of fluorescence intensity [190]. Chen
et al. reported a signal-on fluorescent biosensor for detection of OTA based on
fluorescent DNA-scaffolded silver-nanocluster, structure-switching of anti-OTA
aptamer and magnetic beads [33].
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Fluorescence technology provides high sensitivity, high efficiency and
simple operation.
-Surface Plasmon Resonance
Surface Plasmon Resonance aptasensors use surface plasmon waves to
detect changes when the target interacts with the aptamer. When the
immobilized aptamer recognizes its target, it produces a change in the
refractive index at the sensor surface. This produces a variation in the
propagation constant of the surface plasmon wave and the variation is measure
to produce a reading.
Golub

et

al.

developed

an

aptasensor

for

cocaine

detection.

Supramolecular AuNPs-aptamer subunits-cocaine complex generated on the Au
support allowed the SPR detection of cocaine through the reflectance changes
stimulated by the electronic coupling between the localized plasmon of the
AuNPs and the surface plasmon wave [58]. Bai et al. reported an aptasensor for
avian influenza virus (AIV) using a SPR transductor. The immobilized aptamers
captured AIV H5N1 in a sample solution, which caused an increase in the
refraction index [6].
An important advantage of using SPR is that it is able to provide labelfree biosensing which makes it really attractive for real time monitoring.
1.3.4.2. Piezoelectric aptasensors
Piezoelectric aptasensors are based on the principle of coupling the
aptamer with a piezoelectric component. Several materials exhibit the
piezoelectric effect, such as quartz, tourmaline, lithium niobate or tantalite, etc.
However, the properties of quartz are the main reason for its common
application in biosensing [148]. The most important transducer in this field are
represented by Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) and Surface Acoustic Wave
(SAW).
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-Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM)
Aptasensors based on QCM transduction detect changes in frequency of
a gold-plated quartz crystal due to changes in mass on the surface of the
crystal. Aptamers are immobilized on the quartz oscillator surface, and target
solutions are injected. When targets are recognised by the aptamers, the
effective mass of the oscillator increases, resulting in the decrease in the
resonance frequency of the oscillator [138].
Zheng et al. developed an aptamer-based gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)enhanced sensing strategy for detection of adenosine [213]. The QCM crystal
was modified with a layer of thiolated linker aptamer, which can be partly basepaired with the detection part containing the adenosine aptamer sequence. In
the presence of adenosine, the aptamer bound with adenosine, which
restrained the reporter part carrying AuNPs to combine with the random coiled
detection part. Therefore, when the concentration of adenosine is low, more
amount of AuNPs combined to the crystal [213]. Zhang et al. reported a novel
quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) assay for lysozyme detection. In order to
enhance the sensitivity of this aptasensor, biocatalytic precipitation reaction
combined with strand-scission cycle and rolling circle amplification were applied
together [211].
The advantages of using this type of transduction are label-free
detection, simplicity of use, cost effectiveness and real time monitoring.
However, there are some drawbacks needing to be overcome such as lack of
specificity and sensitivity.

-Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW)
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) aptasensors are based on horizontally
polarized surface shear waves, which allow direct and label free detection in
real time. Signal response changes result from mass increase and viscoelasticity
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changes on the biosensor surface. All types of binding reactions can be
detected by determining resonant frequency changes of an oscillator [94].
Chang et al. designed an aptasensor array for human breast cancer cells based
on Leaky Surface acoustic wave (LSAW). In this methodology, every resonator
crystal unit of the LSAW aptasensor array had an individual oscillator circuit to
work without mutual interference, and could oscillate independently with the
phase shift stability of ±0.15° in air phase and ±0.3° in liquid phase. The
aptamer was assembled to the gold electrode surface of 100 MHz LiTaO3
piezoelectric crystal, which could effectively captured target cells based on the
specific interaction between aptamer and the overexpression of MUC1 protein
on tumor cell surface. The aptamer-cell complexes increased the mass loading
of LSAW aptasensor and led to phase shifts of LSAW [29].
1.3.4.3. Electrochemical detection
Electrochemical techniques have been extensively recognized as a
powerful tool for fast access to biochemical information in aptamer-target
complex due to their high sensitivity, fast response, easy operation, possibility
of minituarization, relatively compact, as well as low production cost [69].
According

to

the

IUPAC,

electrochemical

techniques

include

amperometry, potentiometry, conductometry and semiconductor field-effect
transistor [181].

-Amperometry
Amperometric aptasensors are focused on the measurement of current
as a function of time resulting from the oxidation and reduction of redox
species in a biochemical reaction that mainly depends on the concentration of
an analyte with a fixed potential [148]. When the current is measured at a
constant potential, this is referred to as amperometry. However, when the
current is measured during controlled variations of the potential, this is referred
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to as voltammetry [61]. Normally, it utilizes mediator or redox species in order
to participate in the redox reaction with the biological component and help in
the faster electron transfer.
Luo et al. designed a sensitive amperometric aptasensor to detect toxin
A of Clostridium difficile based on a horseradish peroxidase (HRP) labeled
aptamer-DNA duplex. In the absence of toxin, the aptamer-DNA duplex
modified the electrode surface with HRP, so that an amperometric response
was induced based on the electrocatalytic properties of thionine. This was
mediated by the electrons that were generated in the enzymatic reaction of
hydrogen peroxide under HRP catalysis. After the specific recognition of the
toxin, an aptamer-toxin A complex was produced rather than the aptamer-DNA
duplex, forcing the HRP-labeled aptamer to dissociate from the electrode
surface, which reduced the catalytic capacity of HRP and reduced the response
current [117]. Bai et al. reported an aptasensor based on direct electron
transfer and electrocatalysis of HRP using exonuclease-catalyzed target
recycling and hybridization chain reaction (HCR) for signal amplification for
sensitive detection of thrombin [7].
The main advantage of this class of transducer is the type of instrument
used for these measurements, which is very easy to obtain and can be
inexpensive and compact, thus this allowing for the possibility of in situ
measurements. However, some limitations for this signal transduction
mechanism are: the potential interferences to the response, if several
electroactive compounds generate false current values, and it requires labels to
generate the amperometric signal which makes expensive the assay.

-Potentiometry
This technique measures differences in potential that it generated across
an ion selective membrane separating two solutions at virtually zero current
flow. In these types of aptasensors, the biological recognition element converts
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the recognition process into a potential signal to provide an analytical signal
[148]. Düzgün et al. demonstrated the feasibility to potentiometrically detect
large analytes such as proteins using a nanostructured hybrid material (based
on carbon nanotubes) that incorporates aptamers of thrombin[44]. In addition,
Zelada-Guillén et al. showed that the same strategy could be applied to quantify
bacteria in real samples [206].
The main advantages of this detection system are simplicity use, low
cost, and real-time detection which make it highly valuable for different types of
applications.

-Field-Effect Principles (FET)
FET is a type of transduction that uses an electric field to control the
conductivity of a channel between two electrodes in a semiconducting material
[61]. Althought, there are different types of FET transductors, in biosensing
application ion-selective field-effect transistor (ISFET) is the most used.
Goda and Miyahara developed biosensors based on an aptamer-modified
field-effect transistor (FET) for the detection of lysozyme and thrombin. The
aptamer-based potentiometry was achieved in a multi-parallel way using a
microelectrodes array format of the gate electrode. A change in the gate
potential was monitored in real-time after introduction of a target protein at
various concentrations to the functionalized electrodes in a buffer solution.
Specific protein binding altered the charge density at the gate/solution interface
because of the intrinsic local net-charges of the captured protein[56]. Zayats et
al. reported a label-free, reagentless ISFET aptamer-based sensing device.
Upon binding to adenosine monophosphate (AMP), an AMP aptamer released a
hybridized short complementary oligonucleotide, which in turn affected the
charges associated with the gate and altered the source-to-drain current. This
approach demonstrated a sensitivity limit of 5 × 10−5 M, requiring only a 4 min
response time.
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-Conductometry
This transduction technique provides information about the ability of an
electrolyte solution to conduct an electric current between electrodes. The
major advantage of conductometric biosensors are that no reference electrode
is required, it is cheap, and there is the possibility of minituarization [61].
Unfortunately, they have some drawbacks, low sensitivity and strongly
dependent on the response to buffer capacity.

-Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is one of the most
powerful tool for directly probing the interfacial reaction mechanisms and
monitoring the dynamics of biomolecular interactions [62].
Compared to other electrochemical methods, EIS has been used in
numerous studies, such as immunosensing [97, 103, 106] and genosensing [15,
16, 146], because of its high sensitivity, simplicity use, capacity for label-free
detection and cost-efficient technique.
A detail explanation of this technique is given in the followed section.

1.4. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)
The term impedance was introduced by the electrical engineer, physicist
and mathematician Olivier Heaviside in 1886, who adapted complex numbers to
the study of electrical circuits [123].
EIS is one of the most effective and reliable methods to extract
information about electrochemical characteristics of electrochemical systems
[20], thus it is widely applied in many fields, e.g. corrosion, electrode kinetics,
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membranes,

batteries

and

cells,

interfaces,

biochemistry,

solid-state

electrochemistry.
Basically, there are two modes of performance the method:
-Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy or Impedance Voltammetry,
which is based on measuring the impedance as a function of the frequency of a
small sinusoidal potential perturbation superimposed on a potential bias.
-Alternating Current Polarography or Alternating Current Voltammetry,
which consists on applying superposition of a single-frequency sinusoidal
potential on a scanned or stepped direct potential and measuring the sinusoidal
current response as a function of the direct potential.
Basically, EIS is based on applying an AC potential to an electrochemical
cell and measuring the current through the cell. When a process occurs in a
electrochemical cell, it can be modelled using combination of resistors,
capacitors,… using the principle of the equivalent circuits. This principle consists
on obtaining values of electrical parameters such as resistance, capacitance,
etc. when an experimental spectra is fitted with a theorical curve corresponding
to the selected circuit model.
If it is applied a sinusoidal potential excitation 𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡 :

𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡 = 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜 ∙ sin(𝜔𝜔 ∙ 𝑡𝑡)

(1.1)

Where 𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡 is the potential at time t, 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜 is the amplitude of the signal and

𝜔𝜔 = 2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 is the radial frequency (𝑓𝑓 is the frequency expressed in Hertz (Hz)).

An AC current signal with a current intensity 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 is obtained in response to

this potential applied. 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 also depending on 𝑡𝑡 with the same frequency but with
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an amplitude 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜 and a phase angle 𝜑𝜑 depending on the impedance of the
system, as shown in Figure 1.11.

𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 = 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜 ∙ sin(𝜔𝜔 ∙ 𝑡𝑡 + 𝜑𝜑)

(1.2)

Figure 1.11. AC excitation signal applied and sinusoidal current response in the system under
study.

To calculate the impedance of the system, an expression analogous to
Ohm’s Law is used:

𝑍𝑍 =

𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡
𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡

=

𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜 ∙sin(𝜔𝜔∙𝑡𝑡)

𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜 ∙sin(𝜔𝜔∙𝑡𝑡+𝜑𝜑)

= 𝑍𝑍𝑜𝑜 ∙

sin(𝜔𝜔∙𝑡𝑡)

sin(𝜔𝜔∙𝑡𝑡+𝜑𝜑)

(1.3)

According to Euler’s expression:

exp (𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗) = cos 𝜑𝜑 + 𝑗𝑗 sin 𝜑𝜑

(1.4)

A common way to represent the impedance vector model is to use
complex notation:
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𝐸𝐸 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜 ∙ exp(𝑗𝑗𝜔𝜔 ∙ 𝑡𝑡)

(1.5)

𝐼𝐼 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜 ∙ exp(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 ∙ 𝑡𝑡 − 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗) (1.6)

Therefore impedance is represented as:

𝑍𝑍 =

𝐸𝐸
𝐼𝐼

= 𝑍𝑍𝑜𝑜 exp(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗) = 𝑍𝑍𝑜𝑜 (cos 𝜑𝜑 + 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 𝜑𝜑) = 𝑍𝑍𝑟𝑟 + 𝑗𝑗𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖

(1.7)

where 𝑍𝑍𝑟𝑟 is the real part of the impedance and 𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖 the imaginary part.

In order to acquire an impedimetric spectrum, an AC excitation signal is
applied to the system within a certain frequency range, obtaining an AC current
response for each analysed frequency value.
The most common graphical representation of impedimetric data is the
"Nyquist Diagram", in which the imaginary part of the impedance 𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖 is plotted

versus the real part 𝑍𝑍𝑟𝑟 . In this plot, each point correspond to a different

frequency. In Figure 1.12 is represented a Nyquist diagram, where the
impedance vector with magnitude |𝑍𝑍 | (|𝑍𝑍 | correspond to 𝑍𝑍𝑜𝑜 ) forms with the X-

axis an angle corresponding to the phase angle 𝜑𝜑. The high frequency data are
represented on the left part of the diagram whilst the low frequency are on the
right one.
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Figure 1.12. Nyquist diagram representing the impedance vector in the complex plane.

Another way of representation data is "Bode Diagram" where the
modulus of the impedance (Log|𝑍𝑍|) and the phase angle (𝜑𝜑) between the AC

potential and the AC current as a function of the frequency (log ω) are plotted.
As shown in Figure 1.13, the impedance data which are frequency independent
represent the behavior of the resistive processes (phase angles close to 0)
whereas the ones that are dependent on the frequency are more related to
capacitive or diffusive processes (phase angles between -90º or -45º). Each
type of representation can be chosen according to different experiment and
needs for parameter visualization.
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Figure 1.13. Bode diagrams.

The interpretation of impedimetric spectra consists on the correlation
among the obtained data with equivalent circuits formed by basic electrical
elements (resistance, capacitor, inductance,…).
Figure 1.14 shows an example of Nyquist diagram to a simple equivalent
circuit formed by resistance R1 in series with the parallel combination of a
capacitance C and another R2 (R1(R2C)). This important circuit is observed for
very well behaved electrochemical reaction occurring onto a metallic electrode.
The impedance spectra is represented by a semicircle beginning in the point
corresponding to R1 value (a) and ending in the point (b) corresponding to the
equal R1 + R2. The value of capacitance of the capacitor C is obtained by the
maximum value of imaginary impedance in the spectrum. Most of impedance
spectra corresponding to electrochemical systems can be fitted to this type of
equivalent circuit. In that cases, the parameter R1 represents the resistance of
the solution (Rs), R2 corresponds to the resistance (Rct) to the charge transfer
between the solution and the electrode surface and C is the capacitance of the
double layer due to the interface between the electrode and the electrolytic
solution.
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Figure 1.14. Nyquist diagram and the corresponding equivalent circuit.

A Warburg impedance parameter should be considered when it is
recorded at low frequencies. This parameter is related to the mass transfer
between the solution and the electrode surface and can be modelled as a
frequency dependent reactance with equal real and imaginary components.
1

𝑍𝑍𝑤𝑤 = 𝜎𝜎 ∙ (𝜔𝜔)−2 ∙ (1 − 𝑗𝑗)

(1.8)

Where 𝜔𝜔 is the radial frequency and 𝜎𝜎 is the Warburg coefficient (constant for

a defined system).

The Warburg impedance appears on a Nyquist diagram as a diagonal line
with a slope of 45°. In an electrochemical system or process it represents the
diffusion of electrochemical species in the solution. Figure 1.15 shows the
impedimetric spectra and the most favourite model of equivalent circuit for a
simple electrochemical reaction called Randles equivalent circuit [5] .
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Figure 1.15. Nyquist diagram and the corresponding equivalent Randles circuit.

In some cases, the semicercles of Nyquist diagrams present a depressed
and not completely symmetric shape, this is due to the non-ideal behavior of
most capacitors in electrochemical systems. In order to fit better the
experimental data to the theoretical curves, a Constant Phase Element (CPE) is
used instead of a capacitor. The impedance of a CPE is represented by:

𝑍𝑍𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = (𝑗𝑗 ∙ 𝜔𝜔)−𝛼𝛼 /C

(1.9)

Where ω is radial frequency, C is capacitance and 𝛼𝛼 is a exponent,

𝛼𝛼(0 − 1). In a constant phase element, the exponent 𝛼𝛼 is lower than 1, even
though 𝛼𝛼 = 1 corresponds to the ideal capacitor.

As mentioned above, EIS is a widely used technique in several fields. In

biosensing, due to its ability of directly probing the interfacial properties of a
modified electrode, this technique is rapidly developing as a tool for studying
biorecognition events at the electrode surface [87].
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1.4.1. Impedimetric aptasensors
Recently, among the different electrochemical techniques available,
impedance has widely been used in aptasensors. This can be due to the fact
that it allows to perform label-free detection which makes the assay rapid,
simple and low cost. However, sometimes labelling are required in order to
increase selectivity (e.g. using sandwich approach) and enhance sensivity (e.g.
using a label that can significantly amplify the impedimetric response).
Two different types of impedance measurements can be performed: nonFaradaic and Faradaic measurements.
In the first case the parameter of interest in the study is the capacitance
of the double layer former between the solution and the electrode surface. In
this type of measurement no additional reagents is required. After each
modification of the electrode surface, a variation in the capacitance value can
be observed due to the displacement of water and ions from the surface upon
the biomolecule binding [38].
In the second one, redox species are added to the bulk solution, which
are alternatively oxidized and reduced by the transfer of an electron to and
from the working conductive electrode [38]. After each step of the biosensing
event, variations of the charge transfer resistance between the solution and the
electrons surface could be observed due to repulsion/attraction of the redox
marker or/and sterical hindrance.
In aptasensing, Faradaic impedance is more used than non-Faradaic.
Many impedimetric aptasensors have been presented in the literature,
including label-free or labeled detection. Table 1.5 shows some examples.
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Table 1.5. Examples of different impedimetric aptasensors

LABEL-FREE

TARGET

LOD

REFERENCE

√

Anatoxin A

0.5 nM

[46]

0.27 µM

[86]

√

Sodium diclofenac

√

Progesterone

0.90 ng/ml

[26]

√

Adenosine

16.5 nM

[112]

X

Angiogenin

0.064 pM

[35]

X

Mucin 1 protein

0.1 nM

[109]

X

Immunoglobulin E

6 pM

[163]

Taking advantage of label-free detection Zhang et al. designed an
aptasensor for cocaine based on the formation of a supramolecular aptamer
fragments/substrate complex. An anticocaine aptamer was divided into two
fragments, Cx and Cy. Three different sensing interfaces were fabricated by
immobilizing Cx or Cy on a gold electrode through modifying their 5′ or 3′ end
with a thiolated group followed by the treatment with mercaptoethanol (MCE).
The interfacial electron transfer resistance was found to depend strongly on the
cocaine concentration [207]. Moreover, Xu et al. developed a label-free
aptasensor for thrombin detection based on electropolymerized film. Firstly, a
poly(pyrrole-nitrilotriacetic acid) (poly(pyrrole-NTA)) film was electrogenerated
onto the surface of electrodes followed by complexation of Cu2+ ions. Then, the
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histidine labeled thrombin aptamer was immobilized with specific orientation
onto the electrode through coordination of the histidine groups on the NTA–
Cu2+ complex. The aptasensor was applied for the detection and quantification
of thrombin without a labeling step [201].

1.5.

Nanomaterials

used

in

impedimetric

aptasensors
In the last decades, in order to satisfy the growing demands for
ultrasensitive detection, researchers have developed many techniques to
enhance the response of the aptasensors by modifying with different functional
materials. Thanks to the continuous development of the nanotechnology,
different nanomaterials have been used, some of them are shown in figure
1.19. These nanomaterials present several characteristics such as biological
compatibility, high surface area, chemical stability, excellent catalytic activity,
nontoxicity and conductivity.

Quantum Dots

GoldNanoparticles

Nanocomposites

Nanomaterials

Graphene

Carbon Nanotubes

Figure 1.19. Scheme of different nanomaterials used in impedimetric aptasensors.
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The use of nanomaterials in impedimetric aptasensors implies two
different aspects. Some are used as a materials for the construction of new
sensing platforms with the aim of improving the electrochemical response.
Others are used as labels in order to obtain a significant signal amplification
[14]. In addition, some of them can be used in both cases. Table 1.6 shows
different nanomaterials and their uses.
Table 1.6. Different nanomaterials and their uses in impedimetric aptasensors.

TYPE OF

SENSING

NANOMATERIAL

PLATFORM

CARBON

LABEL

√

√

QUANTUM DOTS

X

√

GOLD-

√

√

GRAPHENE

√

√

NANOCOMPOSITES

√

X

NANOTUBES

NANOPARTICLES

A detailed description of the most commonly used nanomaterials as
sensing platforms and as labels in impedimetric aptasensors, their general
properties and their most successful application in impedimetric aptasensors are
given in following sections.
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1.5.1. Nanomaterials to construct sensing platforms
It is well known that the correct immobilization of aptamers and the
amount of them influence the accuracy and the sensitivity of aptasensors. Due
to their excellent and unique properties, several nanomaterials have been
employed as a material to construct sensing platforms. They provide high
surface area with abundant binding points, synergic effect among catalytic
activity, conductivity and biocompatibility.
1.5.1.1 Carbon Nanotubes
Carbon Nanotubes (CNT) are one of the most known and used
nanomaterial since its discovery in 1991 by Iijima [77]. They offer unique
advantages or properties, such as high surface to volume ratio, high thermal
and electrical conductivity, chemical stability, biocompatibility and anisotropic
behavior [59]. Thus, they are attracting much interest among all applied
sciences and technologies, especially in the construction of sensing platforms.
CNT are related with fullerene molecules. They are composed of
graphene sheets which are wound into a cylindrical shape. They may be closed
at either end with caps containing pentagonal rings, or they may be left open
[153]. Depending on the synthesis conditions, either single or multiwall carbon
nanotubes are formed. Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (SWCNT) are single
cylinders of graphite sheet and Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNT) are
multi concentric cylinders of graphite sheets [57], see Figure 1.20.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 1.20. Scheme of: A) a single-walled carbon nanotube (adapted from [180]) and B) a
multi-walled carbon nanotube (adapted from([204])).

Park et al. developed an electrochemical aptasensor for thrombin
detection using SWCNT casted Glassy Carbon Electrodes (GCE). The new
platform formed by SWCNT casted o the GCE provided a suitable conducting
matrix for aptamer immobilization through π-stacking and electrochemical
detection [143]. Kara et al. described an impedimetric aptasensor for label-free
detection of thrombin using screen printed electrodes (SPE) modified with
MWCNT as the supports to enhance the surface of the electrodes compare with
bare SPE [85]. Furthemore, Rohrbach et al. took advantage of the same
MWCNT properties and they developed an impedimetric aptasensor for
lysozyme detection using modified SPE [157].
1.5.1.2 Gold nanoparticles
Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) is one of the most studied nanomaterials
available for biosensors [198]. AuNPs introduces many advantages to the
biosensors, encompassing their ability to provide an efficient loading platform
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for immobilizing biological material and further improve electron transfer
between the active site and electrode [153]. Catalysis is another useful and
advantageous property to take into account for synthesis or chemically
amplified detection. In addition, nanoparticles have also been used as labels in
electrochemical aptasensing, this function is covered below.
Evtugyn et al. developed an impedimetric aptasensor for OTA detection
on the base of aptamer carrier based on Au nanoparticles suspended in the
dendrimeric

hydrophilic

polymer

Boltorn

H30®.

Measurements

of

electrochemical properties of the modifier confirmed the high activity of AuNPs
in the electron transduction as well as improvement of the aptasensor
characteristics in comparison with Boltorn H30® and bare gold electrode [49].
In addition, Xie et al. described a label-free aptasensor for lysozyme detection
using SPE modified with AuNPs. The modification of the electrode surface with
AuNPs caused an increase of the active surface area, from 0.72mm2 to
1.33mm2 [199].
1.5.1.3 Graphene
Graphene is a new form of carbon nanomaterials with unique physical
and chemical properties [135], such as large specific surface area [172], high
electrical conductivity [170], excellent thermal stability with oxidation resistance
temperature, high thermal conductivity [55], remarkable mechanical strength
[95], and outstanding optical transmittance [53]. In addition, it also shows
great electrochemical properties, including wide electrochemical potential
windows, low charge-transfer resistance, and excellent electrochemical activity
[165].
Graphene is basically a single layer of carbon atoms organized in a
closely packed honeycomb two-dimensional lattice. Moreover, all the properties
aforesaid, graphene and its associated materials such as reduced graphene
oxide (rGO) [118], graphene nanoflakes [130] and graphene platelets [37], are
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capable of adsorbing oligonucleotides due to the strong unique π-π interactions
between the nanomaterial and the nitrogenous based of nucleotides.
Consequently, they are commonly used in biosensing technology [114, 116].
For instance, Loo et al. presented an impedimetric aptasensor for thrombin
detection comparing SPE modified with different carbon materials as a graphite
oxide, graphene oxide, thermally reduced graphene oxide and electrochemically
rGO. The SPE modified with graphene oxide was the most sensitive surface for
the detection of thrombin with the adopted protocol [113].

Figure 1.20. A structure of a sheet of graphene.

1.5.1.4. Nanocomposites
As its name indicates, a nanocomposite is a composite in which at least
one of the phases shows dimensions in the nanometer range [161]. The
integration of nanomaterials into matrix allows to exploit the synergistic effect
of this new nano-matrix which could greatly improve the sensitivity of
aptasensors. For instance, Liu et al. described a label-free aptamer-based
sensor for dopamine detection using graphene-polyaniline nanocomposite film.
Authors attributed to the high obtained sensitivity to the nanocomposite film.
This could enhance the conductivity of the electrode to accelerate the probe to
reach the electrode surface [108]. In addition, Jia et al. presented an
aptasensor for the ultrasensitive detection of Staphylococcus aureus using a
nanocomposite prepared from reduced graphene oxide and AuNPs. The
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nanocomposite increased electron transfer and the electrochemical signal,
obtaining a detection limit of 10 CFU [81].

1.5.2. Nanomaterials as label for signal amplification
The most common nanomaterials used as a label in impedimetric
aptasensors are given next
1.5.2.1 Quantum Dots
Quantum dots (QDs) are semiconductor nanocrystals of semiconductor
materials with CdSe/ZnS core-shell [23], see Figure 1.21. They have attracted
remarkable attention in the fields of nanotechnology and biotechnology,
especially in fluorescence based biological imaging applications. In impedimetric
aptasensing, QDs are used as a label to enhance the impedimetric response.
For example, Li et al. fabricated an electrochemical aptasensor based on
quantum dots-coated silica nanospheres and the gold nanoparticles modified
screen printed electrode. The screen-printed gold electrode was modified with
AuNPs, the aptamer of thrombin was covalently bound to cadmium telluride
(CdTe) QDs on the surface of silica nanoparticles. Enhanced sensitivity was also
achieved by an increase of CdTe QDs loading aptamer [100].
.

Figure 1.21. Scheme of the QD’s structure.
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1.5.2.2 Gold nanoparticles
Another interesting application of AuNPs in impedimetric aptasensors is
to be used as a label in order to enhance the impedimetric signal. Several
strategies has been used in the literature. For instance, Liu et al. proposed
AuNPs modified with aptamer of tumor marker as amplification strategy. This
may result in an obvious EIS signal change of the modified electrode, and
offering a significant amplification for the detection of tumor marker [109].
Deng et al. developed an amplification strategy based on an aptamer sandwich
approach for thrombin detection, aptamer/thrombin/aptamer-functionalized
AuNPs. In detail, the strategy consisted on three cascade steps: (1) Apt-AuNPs
as the first-level signal enhancer; (2) the steric-hindrance between the enlarged
Apt-AuNPs as the second-level signal amplification; (3) the electrostaticrepulsion between sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) stabilized Apt-AuNPs and the
redox probe [Fe(CN)6]3-/4- as the third-level signal amplification. Enlargement of
Apt-AuNPs integrated with negatively charged surfactant (SDS) capping
improved the sensitivity of the impedimetric aptasensor [40].

1.6. Signal Amplification methods using EIS
Despite the rapidity, lower costs and simplicity of label-free protocols,
there are some cases where maximum sensitivity is of upper importance, and
some

additional

amplification

strategies

are

required.

Different

signal

amplification methods used in impedance biosensors are explain in detail below.

1.6.1. Enzymes
Enzymes are currently the most used labels for biosensing. A general
protocol to use enzymes is the sandwich approach, where the second aptamer
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or antibody are label with them. A sterical hindrance generated by enzyme can
strongly influence the impedimetric response.

1.6.2. Insoluble product
This strategy is based on the production of an insoluble product onto the
electrode surface by enzymatic reaction. This precipitate causes a big increase
of impedance signal, which improve sensitivity. Several enzymes and different
substrates have been used in the literature [83]. For instance, Yang et al. used
this strategy for the detection of 𝛼𝛼-fetoprotein. They developed an impedimetric

sandwich immunosensor based on functionalized nanomaterial labels and
bienzyme (horseradish peroxidase and glucose oxidase). The enzymes linked to
functionalized nanomaterials as biocatalysts could accelerate the oxidation of 4chloro-1-naphthol by H2O2 to yield the insoluble product on the electrode
surface. The mass loading of the precipitates on the device led to a significant
enhanced signal [203]. As the same way, Kaatz et al. propose an amplification
strategy for linear single-strand probe detection based in two insoluble dyes
which are generated by enzymatic reaction. As the previous example, these
precipitate on the surface thus increasing the impedance signal in the presence
of the ferri/ferrocyanide redox couple [83].

1.6.3. Gold Nanoparticles
One of the most common signal amplification method in impedimetric
biosensors is the use of AuNPs. The different sterical hindrance and/or
electrostatic repulsion generated by presence of nanoparticles onto the
electrode surface can strongly influence the impedimetric response. It is worth
mentioning that it is common to enhance the signal amplification of AuNPs with
catalytic silver or gold deposition onto the surface of the AuNPs. These
treatments are called: Silver Enhancement Treatment and Gold Enhancement
treatment. In both methods, silver or gold ions are chemically reduced to metal
atoms on the AuNPs surface in the presence of a reducing agent. Special care
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has to be taken in controlling the deposition time and temperature so as to
achieve a low-background and reproducible detection.
There are several examples of electrochemical assays using this
treatments in the literature [8, 91, 104, 107] . For instance, Ye et al. proposed
a

nanoporous

alumina

membrane

based

sensing

platform

with

gold

nanoparticle tags amplification for DNA sensing. DNA hybridization in the
nanopores induced blockage in the nanopores, which could be detected by EIS.
The blockage signal could be further amplified by AuNPs and silver
enhancement treatment to reach a limit of detection of 50 pM [205].

1.6.4. Nanoplatforms
Recently, nanoplatforms have been used as a label in biosensing
application, in a similar manner as gold nanoparticles are utilized. These
nanoplatforms can be made of graphene oxide [115], CNT, CuO, etc.
One reported application of nanoplatforms is the use of reduced
graphene oxide in an impedimetric aptasensor for OTA detection based on a
sandwich protocol. The thiolated capture DNA was immobilized on a gold
electrode to capture the aptamer, then the sensing interface was incubated
with OTA, followed by AuNPs–rGO functionalized reporter DNA hybridized with
the residual aptamers. By using the AuNPs–rGO as an signal amplified platform,
a single hybridization event between aptamer and reporter DNA was translated
into more than 107 redox events, leading to a substantial increase in chargetransfer resistance by 7∼ orders of magnitude compared with that of the free
aptamer modified electrode [82]. Such an approach has demonstrated the
capability of graphene based nanoplatforms to achieve a substantial
amplification.
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1.7. Aptamer targets
Since its discovery in 1990, aptamers have been selected for a wide
spectrum of targets, more than 100 targets approximately [90]. The wide
spectrum of targets includes almost any class of protein (enzymes, viral
proteins, membrane proteins,…) [67, 92, 131], toxins [177, 178], drugs [74,
119], small organic compounds, ions [190] and even living cells [60]. However,
large molecules such proteins are the best suited targets in the SELEX process,
because they provide a large surface for interaction with aptamers [90].
The main targets used in this PhD thesis are explain in detail next.

1.7.1. Thrombin
Thrombin (Thr) (or factor IIa) is a serine protease enzyme of the
chymotrypsin family. This family includes enzymes involved in digestion and
degradative process, blood cogulation, cell-mediated immunity and cell deth,
fibrinolysis, fertilization, and embryonic development [187]. This protein is
composed by two active chains, an A-chain of 49 residues and a B-chain of 259
residues (Mw 32000 Da) [11]. Thr is generated in blood from its inactive
precursor prothrombin (or factor II) and plays two important and opposite
functions in thrombosis and haemostasis. Thrombin acts as a procoagulant
factor when it converts fibrinogen into an insoluble fibrin clot that anchors
platelets to the sites of lesion and initiates processes of wound repair.
Moreover, it activates the transglutaminase factor XIII which stabilizes the fibrin
clot, inhibits the fibrinolysis and activates factors V, VIII and XI [187]. In
contrast, thrombin also acts as an anticoagulant through activation of protein C
and release plasminogen activators from endothelial cells, which promote
fibrinolytic cascade [182], see Figure 1.16.
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Figure 1.16. Scheme of Coagulation Cascade. Blue arrows correspond to principal activated
functions of thrombin and red arrows correspond to anticoagulation function of active Protein C.

Thrombus are formed when an alteration occurs in these mechanisms.
Different cardiovascular diseases such as stroke, myocardial infarction, deep‐
vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism appear as consequence of the
formation of thrombus [182].
As already mentioned above, thrombin is not present in blood under
normal condition, but can reach low micromolar concentration during the
coagulation

process.

However,

when

there

isn’t

hemostatic

process,

concentrations of thrombin in the picomolar range in blood are associated with
several diseases previously mentioned [12].
1.7.1.1. Aptamer of thrombin
The aptamer of thrombin (AptThr) was the first in vitro selected aptamer
targeted toward a protein with not known physiological binding to nucleic acids
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[13]. The folding between AptThr and Thr is well-defined in solution. When the
aptamer interacts with thrombin, it forms a unimolecular DNA quadruplex
consisting of two G-quartets connected by two loops and one TGT loop. A TT
loop is formed between the two TT loops across the diagonal of the top Gquartet [121], as indicated Figure 1.17.

Figure 1.17. Quadruplex structure of thrombin aptamer (adapted from [105]).

This aptamer has been extensively applied as an inhibitor of thrombin
activity in therapeutic [13, 179], as an imaging agent to detect thrombus, and
recently as a biorecognition element for thrombin detection [32, 52, 136, 154].
Besides the different cardiovascular disease that thrombin can produce in
picomolar concentration range, it is also considered an useful tumor marker for
cancer pulmonary metastasis, thus an aptasensor for thrombin detection could
be a useful diagnostic tool.

1.7.2. Cytochrome c
Cytochrome c (Cyt c) is a small protein (Mw~ 12000 Da), highly soluble
(~100 g·L-1) and positively charged with a pI of 10.0-10.5. It is formed by one
polypeptide chain linked to a heme C group, i.e., a protoporphyrin IX with a
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coordinated iron ion, as indicated Figure 1.18 (A). The heme group is covalently
linked to the Cyt c peptide chain through thioether bonds with cysteine
residues. The heme iron is a hexacordinate configuration with His18 and Met80
as amino acid ligands, see Figure 1.18 (B). The heme iron-Met80 bond causes
the weak 695 nm absorption band in the spectrum of Cyt c in the oxidized state
[75].

(B)

(A)

Figure 1.18. A) Structure of heme group, B) Stereo view of cytochrome c structure of the
conventional structure (adopted from [75]).

Cyt c is a multi-functional enzyme which is involved in life and death
decisions of the cells. It plays an important role in electron transfer as part of
the mitochondrial electron transport chain [75]. Cyt c uses its heme group as a
redox intermediate to shuttle electrons between Complex III and Complex IV. It
is also essential for the apoptosis process in the cells [139]. This process,
apoptosis or programmed cell death, is a crucial mechanism of animal life that
eliminates unwanted cells and is vital for embryonic development, homeostasis
and immune defense. When a cell receives an apoptotic stimulus, Cyt c is
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released into the cytosol where it binds with apoptotic protease-activating
factor 1 [75], initiating the apoptotic mechanism.
Some problems in tissues and in skeletal muscles such as heart, liver,
brain [1],… and Leighis syndrome [28] and infantile mitochondrial myopathy [4]
are related to Cyt c deficiency.
Moreover, an increment of Cyt c concentration are associated to the
pathogenesis

of

diabetes-specific

microvascular

diseases

and

neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer's disease, Huntington's disease,
muscular dystrophies, and in models of cerebral ischemia [84]. Consequently,
the absolute quantification of Cyt c release is great important as a preclinical
indicator of these diseases.
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2. Objectives of the research

2.1. General Objectives
The development of aptasensors is of great interest nowadays in many
fields. Consequently, the general aims of this PhD thesis were:

1. Design and development of aptasensors for protein detection using
different electrodes materials and experimental procedures.
2. Use of Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy as highly sensitive
transduction technique in aptasensing assays.
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3. Employment of sandwich protocol and nanomaterials such as quantum
dots, gold-nanoparticles and carbon nanotubes in order to improve the
impedimetric response.
4. Application of the developed aptasensors in spiked serum samples.

2.2. Specific objectives

In order to carry out the main objectives, the following specific objectives
were established according to the two different proteins detected:

A. Development

of

impedimetric

aptasensors

for

thrombin

detection

A.1 Development of label-free impedimetric aptasensors for thrombin
detection

A.1.1. Comparison and evaluation of different aptamer immobilization
techniques onto the electrode surface.
A.1.2.

Evaluation of AvGEC electrodes as a platform for aptasensing
and genosensing

A.2. Development of an impedimetric aptasensor based on aptamer
sandwich protocol, gold nanoparticles and silver enhancement treatment.
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A.2.2.

Comparison of the analytical results obtained before and
after each signal amplification step.

A.2.3.

Evaluation of the selectivity of the aptasensor with possible
interfering proteins and compounds.

A.2.4.

Evaluation of the developed aptasensor with spiked serum
samples.

B. Development of impedimetric aptasensors for cytochrome c
detection

B.1. Development of label-free impedance aptasensors for cytochrome c
based on physical adsorption of aptamer onto the surface of a GEC
electrode.

B.1.1.

Evaluation of the analytical characteristics of the aptasensor.

B.1.2.

Comparison of the signal coming from cytochrome c to the
ones coming from possible interfering proteins.

B.2. Development of an impedance aptamer-antibody sandwich assay for
cytochrome c detection using MWCNT-SPEs.

B.2.1

Comparison of the analytical results obtained before and
after each signal amplification step.

B.2.2.

Evaluation of the selectivity of the aptamer-antibody assay
with possible interfering proteins and compounds.

B.2.3.

Evaluation of the developed aptasensor with spiked serum
samples.
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3. Experimental

3.1. Chemicals and buffers
Potassium

dihydrogen

phosphate,

potassium

ferricyanide

K3[Fe(CN)6],potassium ferrocyanide K4[Fe(CN)6], perchloric acid, trisodium
citrate, hydroxylamine chloride, sodium monophosphate, trisodium citrate,
sodium nitrite, methanol, chloroauric acid, N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), N-(3dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethylcabodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), streptavidin gold
nanoparticles (strep-AuNPs), 625 nm streptavidin quantum dots (strep-AuNps),
avidin (Av), fibrinogen (Fbr), cytochrome c (Cyt c) and thrombin (Thr), were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Poly(ethylene glycol) 1000
(PEG), 4-aminobenzoic acid (ABA), sodium chloride and potassium chloride were
obtained from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland). Prothrombin (ProThr) was purchased
from Apollo Scientific (Manchester, UK). LI silver enhancement kit was obtained
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from Nanoprobes (Yaphank, New York). Human serum samples were provided
from Hospital del Mar (Barcelona, Spain). All-solid-state electrodes (GECs and
AvGECs) were prepared using 50 μm particle size graphite powder (Merck,
Darmstadt, Germany), avidin and Epotek H77 resin and its corresponding
hardener (both from Epoxy Technology, Billerica, MA, USA).

Other reagents were commercially available and were all of analytical
reagent grade. All solutions were made up using sterilized Milli-Q water (Millipore,
Billerica, MA, USA).
Aptamers and oligonucleotides used in this study were prepared by TIBMOLBIOL (Berlin, Germany) and Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Their
sequences and modifications are shown in Table 3.1. Aptamer and
oligonucleotides stock solutions were diluted with sterilized and deionized water,
separated in fractions of 100 μL and stored at a temperature of -20°C. When
required, a single fraction was defrosted and used. As recommended, all aptamer
and oligonucleotides solutions were utilized within six months after being frozen.
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Table 3.1.Sequences of used aptamers and oligonucleotides and their modifications.
NAME

MODIFICATION

SEQUENCE

AptThr

-

5'-GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG-3'

AptThrNH2

3’-NH2

5'-GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG-3'

AptThrBio1

3’-Biotin

5'-GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG-3'

AptThrBio2

5’-Biotin

5'AGTCCGTGGTAGGGCAGGTTGGGGTGACT-3'

AptCyt c

-

5'-AGTGTGAAATATCTAAACTAAATGTGGAGGGT
GGGACGGGAAGAAGTTTATTTTTCACACT-3’

AptCyt c NH2

3’-NH2

5'-AGTGTGAAATATCTAAACTAAATGTGGAGGGT
GGGACGGGAAGAAGTTTATTTTTCACACT-3’

AptCyt c Bio

5’-Biotin

5'-AGTGTGAAATATCTAAACTAAATGTGG
AGGGTGGGACGGGAAGAAGTTTATTTTTCACACT3’

ProbeEH

5’-Biotin

5'-CCTCACTCTGAACTGGGGGCGAATC-3'

TargetEH

5’-Biotin

5'-GATTCGCCCCCAGTTCAGAGTGAGG-3'

Non complementary

-

5'- GTACCAGCCCTTGTGATACAGCGGG-3'

target

The employed buffers are listed in Table 3.2
All solutions employed for the aptasensing and genosensing protocols were
sterilized to prevent any degradation due to nucleases by use of a sterilizer at 20
bars and 125 ºC for 30 min.
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Table 3.2. Names and compositions of the different buffer solutions employed in this thesis.

BUFFER NAME

PH

CHEMICAL
COMPOSITION

PBS1

7.0

187 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl,
8.1 mM Na2HPO4·2H2O, 1.76
mM KH2PO4

PBS2

7.0

10 mM sodium phosphate
buffer

TSC1

7.0

0.75 M NaCl, 0.075 M
trisodium citrate

TSC2

7.0

0.30 M NaCl, 0.030 M
trisodium citrate

HYDROXYLAMINE CHLORIDE

6.0

0.4 mM NH2OH·HCl

TRIS

7.4

10 mM Tris

TRIETHYLAMMONIUM

8

0.6 M triethylammoonium

BICARBONATE

bicarbonate buffer

3.2. Equipment

AC impedance measurements were performed with an IM6e Impedance
Measurement Unit (BAS-Zahner, Germany) or an Autolab PGStat 20 (Metrohm
Autolab B.V, Utrecht, The Netherlands), see Figure 3.1. Thales and FRA software
were used for the acquisition of the data and the control of the experiments,
respectively. In addition, Zview (Scribner Associates Incorporated, Carolina, USA)
software was used for data processing.
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(A)

(B)
Figure 3.1. Equipment for Impedance measurement: (A) Autolab PGStat 20 and (B) BASZahner IM6e.

Cyclic Voltammetry measurement were performed with an Autolab PGStat
20 (Metrohm Autolab B.V, Utrecht, The Netherlands). GPES software was used
for the acquisition of the data and the control of the experiments.
A three electrode cell configuration was used to perform the impedance
and cyclic voltammetry measurements: a platinum-ring auxiliary electrode
(Crison 52–67 1, Barcelona, Spain), an Ag/AgCl pseudoreference electrode and
the selected working electrode, see Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2. Electrochemical cell used.

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Merlin, Zeiss, Germany) was used
to visualize silver enhanced strep-AuNPs and gold enhanced strep-AuNPs on the
electrode surface, see Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3. Merlin Scanning Electron Microscope.

A confocal microscope (SP5, Leica, Solms, Germany) was used to visualize
strep-QDs on electrode surface, see Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4. Confocal Microscope SP5.

Other equipment used:
o Eppendorf Thermomixer 5436 to control temperature incubations.
o pH-meter GLP22 (Crison 52–67 1, Barcelona, Spain).
o Vortex shaker MS3 basic (IKA, Staufen, Germany).
o Sterilizer CertoClav-Tisch-Autoclav 12L GS (Schaffhausen, Switzerland)

3.3. Electrodes

3.3.1. Graphite-epoxy composite electrodes (GEC)

All epoxy composite electrodes were prepared using a PVC tube body (6
mm i.d.) and a small copper disk soldered at the end of an electrical connector.
Before iron soldering the copper disk, it was cleaned by dipping in Milli-Q
water:HNO3 (1:1) for a few seconds, in order to remove the copper oxide formed
that can increase the electric current resistance reducing thus the sensitivity of
the transducer. The conductive paste was deposited filling the cavity in the plastic
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body, as shown in Figure 3.5. The obtained electrode was then cured in an oven
to obtain a solid conductive paste.

(B)

(A)

Figure 3.5. (A) Representation of electrodes components and (B) Conductive Paste.

Before each use, the electrode surface was smoothed with different
abrasive sandpaper (nº220-400-600-800-1000-1200) and finally with alumina
paper (polishing strips 301044-001, Orion) in order to obtain a smooth mirror
finish with a fresh renewable surface.

Table 3.3. Compositions and experimental conditions used for the construction of each type of
electrode (G=graphite, E= Epoxy resin, Av=Avidin).
COMPOSITION (% W/W)
ELECTRODE

G

E

GEC

20

80

AvGEC

18

80

AV

2

CURING PROTOCOL
Tª (ºC)

TIME (DAYS)

80

3

40

7

As shown in Table 3.3, the graphite-epoxy composite (GEC) paste was
prepared by hand mixing the epoxy resin and the hardener at a 20:3 (w/w) ratio,
according to the manufacturer, and the graphite powder. The resulting paste was
thoroughly mixed by hand for about 1 hour, and then the composite material was
cured at 80°C during 3 days.
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The Avidin modified Graphite-Epoxy Composite Electrodes (AvGECs) were
prepared using the same protocol, in this case, adding 2% of avidin, 18% of
graphite and 80 % of epoxy resin. This mixture was thoroughly hand mixed to
ensure the uniform dispersion of the avidin and graphite for throughout the resin
about an hour and a half. Then, the biocomposite material was cured at 40°C
during one week and then stored at 4°C before and after being used.
The reproducibility of the construction of both electrodes, GECs and
AvGECs, as well as the polishing procedure have been previously reported [2, 3,
6].

3.3.2. Commercial Screen Printed Electrode
Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes screen printed electrodes (MWCNT-SPE) were
supplied by Dropsens (Oviedo, Spain), see Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6. Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes screen printed electrodes (MWCNT-SPE).

3.4. Experimental Procedures

In this work, different procedures for thrombin and cytochrome c protein
detection were employed in order to compare and optimize the obtained results.
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3.4.1. Aptamer preconditioning
Before each aptamer immobilization technique, aptamer preconditioning is
required in order to promote the loose conformation of the aptamer. For that,
the aptamer solutions were heated at 80–90 °C for 3 min. And then, the solutions
were dipped in a bath of cold water.

3.4.2. Aptasensors for thrombin detection
3.4.2.1. Label-free aptasensors for thrombin detection

Procedure 1-Aptasensor for thrombin detection based on physical adsorption as
immobilization technique.
This analytical procedure consists of the immobilization of AptThr onto the
GEC electrode surface using a wet physical adsorption technique, followed by a
blocking step with PEG and the recognition of the target protein by the aptamer
via incubation at room temperature.
In detail, the electrode was immersed in 160 µL of aptamer solution in
Milli-Q water at the desired concentration, where the adsorption took place at
room temperature for 15 min with soft stirring. Then, this was followed by two
washing steps using PBS1 buffer solution for 10 min at room temperature, in
order to remove unadsorbed aptamer.
After aptamer immobilization, the electrode was dipped in 160 µL of
optimized PEG solution for 15 min at room temperature with soft stirring to
minimize any possible nonspecific adsorption. This was followed by two washing
steps using PBS1 buffer solution for 10 min.
The last step of the procedure is the recognition of the target protein by
the immobilized aptamer. Consequently, the electrode was dipped in a solution
with the desired concentration of thrombin. The incubation took place for 15 min
at room temperature. After that, the biosensor was washed twice with PBS1
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buffer solution for 10 min at room temperature to remove nonspecific adsorption
of protein.

-Regeneration of thrombin aptamer
In order to regenerate the aptasensor, the aptamer-thrombin complex
must be broken. For that, the electrode was dipped in a 2 M NaCl, heated at 42
°C while stirring for 20 min. Afterward, the electrode was washed twice with PBS1
buffer solution for 10 min.

Procedure 2- Aptasensor for thrombin detection using avidin-biotin affinity as
immobilization technique.

This protocol is based on the immobilization of the aptamer of thrombin
onto the transducer surface using the strong affinity between avidin and biotin,
followed by a blocking step with PEG and the recognition of the target protein by
the aptamer via incubation at room temperature.
Briefly, AvGEC electrode was dipped in 160 µL of AptThrBio1 solution for
15 min at room temperature with soft stirring. This was followed by two washing
steps using PBS1 buffer solution for 10 min.
After aptamer immobilization, the electrode was dipped in 160 µL of PEG
40 mM for 15 min at room temperature with soft stirring to minimize any possible
nonspecific adsorption. This was followed by two washing steps using PBS1 buffer
solution for 10 min.
For recognition of Thr by the immobilized AptThr, the electrode was dipped
in a solution with the desired concentration of Thr. The incubation took place for
15 min at room temperature. Then, the biosensor was washed twice with PBS1
buffer solution for 10 min at room temperature.
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Procedure 3- Aptasensors for thrombin detection using covalent bond as
immobilization technique.
Two different procedures were employed in this work with the aim to
immobilized amino terminated aptamers onto the GEC electrode surface through
amide bonds. In the first one, an electrochemical activation of the electrode
surface was performed in order to create carboxylic groups required for the
formation of amide bond via carbodiimide reaction. The second procedure
consisted on the electrochemical deposition of diazonium salt onto the electrode
surface (electrochemical grafting) for the formation of amide bond via the same
carbodiimide reaction mentioned above. Both experimental procedures are
described in more detail below.

-Procedure 3.1- Electrochemical activation of the electrode surface

In order to obtain an active surface with carboxyl groups, it was applied
to the electrode a potencial of +0.8 V versus reference electrode Ag/AgCl/KCl
(sat.) in 1 M HClO4 solution during 5 h [7]. After that, the electrode was immersed
in 160 µL of AptThrNH2 in PBS1 solution with 1 mg of EDC and 0.5 mg of NHS
during 24 h [5], with the goal of covalent immobilization of the aptamer through
the amide bond formation. This step was followed by two washing steps using
PBS1 buffer for 10 min.
After aptamer immobilization, the electrode was dipped in 160 µL of PEG
40 mM for 15 min at room temperature with soft stirring to minimize any possible
nonspecific adsorption. This was followed by two washing steps using PBS1 buffer
solution for 10 min.
The biorecogntion between aptamer and thrombin was performed when
the electrode was dipped in a solution with the desired concentration of Thr. The
incubation took place for 15 min at room temperature. Then, the biosensor was
washed twice with PBS1 buffer solution for 10 min at room temperature.
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-Procedure 3.2- Electrochemical grafting of the electrode surface

Figure 3.7. Scheme of deposition of diazonium salt onto the electrode surface (electrochemical
grafting).

As can be seen in Figure 3.7, GEC electrodes were modified with
diazonium salt. Firstly, 30 mg of ABA were dissolved in 3 mL of 1 M HCl and
cooled with ice. Then, the diazonium salt was prepared by adding 2 mM NaNO2
aqueous solution dropwise to this solution with constant stirring. Next, 570 µL of
NaNO2 solution was added to the ABA solution. The electrode was immersed in
the solution and 200 successive voltammetric cycles ranging between 0.0 and 1.0 V (v=200 mV∙s-1) were carried out [4]. The modified electrodes (benzoic acid
modified carbon) were washed thoroughly with water and methanol and dried at
room temperature. Finally, the electrodes were immersed in 160 µL of AptThrNH2
with 1 mg of EDC and 0.5 mg of NHS during 12 h, with the goal of covalent
immobilization of the aminated aptamer. This step was followed by two 10 min
washing steps with PBS1 buffer solution [5].
After aptamer immobilization, the electrode was dipped in 160 µL of PEG
40 mM for 15 min at room temperature with soft stirring to minimize any possible
nonspecific adsorption. This was followed by two washing steps using PBS1 buffer
solution for 10 min.
The last step was the formation of the AptThr-Thr complex. For that, the
electrode was dipped in a solution with the desired concentration of Thr. The
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incubation took place for 15 min at room temperature. After that, the biosensor
was washed twice with PBS1 buffer solution for 10 min at room temperature.

Procedure 4- Genosensor using avidin-biotin affinity as immobilization technique
This protocol was used for enterohaemoragic Escherichia Coli O104:14 DNA
testing.
The first step of the protocol was DNA hybrid formation in a solution
containing the biotinylated probe and its complementary target. 30 pmol of
biotinylated DNA probe and 30 pmol of its complementary target in 160 µL of
TSC1 buffer were mixed in an Eppendorf tube. The hybridization took place in a
thermomixer at 42ºC for 30 min with soft stirring.
Afterward, an avidin-modified electrode was dipped into an Eppendorf
containing the biotinylated hybrid. The tube with the sensor was gently shaken
for 20 min at 42 ºC. The previously formed biotinylated hybrid became
immobilized onto the electrode surface due to the high affinity between the avidin
exposed on the electrode surface and the biotin moiety on the biotinylated hybrid.
This was followed by two washing steps with TSC2 at 42 ºC for 10 min.
In order to amplify the signal, strep-AuNPS and silver enhancement was
used. AvGEC electrodes modified with biotinylated hybrid were incubated in an
Eppendorf tube containing a solution of strep-AuNPs, 1:100 stock solution, in
PBS2 buffer. The tube was then incubated at 42 ºC with soft stirring for 20 min.
This step was followed by two gentle washing steps in PBS2 buffer for 10 min at
42 ºC.
Then, 20 µL of solution obtained by the combination of equal volumes of
silver enhancer and initiator were deposited onto the electrode surface, and left
for 7 min to react. The electrodes were then washed with MilliQ water in order
to stop the reaction.
The negative control consisted of a non-biotinylated complementary target.
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3.4.2.2 Aptasensor for thrombin detection using aptamer sandwich
protocol, strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement treatment.
In this procedure, aptamer sandwich, strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement
treatment were employed in order to amplify the obtained impedimetric signal.
The scheme of experimental protocol is described in more detail below.
The first step consists of AptThrBio1 immobilization on the electrode
surface. AvGEC electrode was immersed in a solution of AptThrBio1, where the
avidin-biotin affinity interaction took place for 15 min at the electrode surface.
This was followed by two washing steps using PBS1 buffer solution for 10 min,
in order to remove any unadsorbed aptamer.
To minimize any possible nonspecific adsorption, the electrodes were
dipped in 160 μL of PEG 40 mM for 15 min. This was followed by two washing
steps using PBS1 buffer solution for 10 min.
The electrodes were dipped in a solution with the desired concentration of
Thr or spiked sample. The incubation took place for 15 min. Then, the biosensors
were washed twice with PBS1 buffer solution for 10 min.
In order to achieve the aptamer sandwich formation, the electrodes were
dipped in 160 µl of PBS1 solution containing 12 pmols of AptThrBio2. The
incubation took place for 15 min. This was followed by two washing steps using
PBS1 buffer solution for 10 min.
AvGEC electrodes modified with the sandwich complex were incubated in
160 μL of strep-AuNPs, from a 1/100 dilution of the stock solution in PBS1 buffer.
The tube was incubated at 25ºC with gentle stirring for 20 min. This step was
followed by two gentle washing steps in PBS1 buffer for 10 min at 25ºC. In this
way, nanoparticles were bound to sandwich through the formation of biotinstreptavidin complex. The optimal concentration of strep-AuNPs were optimized
in previous studies [1].
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-Silver enhancement treatment
Silver enhancement treatment was carried out either to be able to observe
gold nanoparticles with SEM and to obtain a further signal amplification. In detail,
20 µl of a solution obtained by the combination of 10 µl of enhancer and 10 µl of
initiator were deposited onto the electrode surface and left for 7 min to facilitate
the reaction. Silver enhancement occurs during the catalytic reduction of silver
from one solution (e.g. the enhancer) by another (e.g. the initiator) in the
presence of gold nanoparticles. The reduction reaction causes silver to build up
on the surface of the gold nanoparticles. After this catalytic silver reduction, the
electrodes were thoroughly washed with deionized water to stop the reaction.
The silver enhancing solution was prepared immediately before each use.
For silver enhancement treatment, the negative control used was a nonbiotinylated AptCytc as aptamer without affinity.

- Visualization of aptamer sandwich using QDs
AvGEC electrodes modified with the biotin end aptamer sandwich were
incubated in a solution of 40 nM of strep-QDs for 20 min at 25ºC with stirring.
Then the electrodes were washed twice with 10mM PBS1 buffer. Negative
controls were performed for the strep-QDs addition step either using AptCytc as
noncomplementary target.
Aptamers and PEG concentrations have been optimized. For the
optimization of aptamers concentration, different concentrations of aptamers
were tested in order to ensure the full coverage of the electrode surface. For the
optimization of PEG concentration, the concentration of aptamer was fixed at the
optimized value and concentration of PEG was varied from 20mM to 50mM in
PBS1 buffer solution.
In all the assays different selectivity experiments were carried out to verify
selectivity characteristics of the assay with potentially interfering proteins instead
of target protein.
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3.4.3. Aptasensors for cytochrome c detection

3.4.3.1 Label-free aptasensor for cytochrome c detection based on
physical adsorption technique.
This aptasensor is based on the same protocol used for thrombin detection
using physical adsorption method as aptamer immobilization technique, see
Section 3.4.2.1 Procedure 1.

3.4.3.2 Aptasensor for cytochrome c detection based on aptamerantibody sandwich protocol

This procedure consists on the detection of Cyt c by using aptamerantibody sandwich protocol, strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement treatment in
order to amplify the impedimetric signal.

In detail, MWCNT-SPEs were modified with ABA by means of a one-step
procedure. Firstly, 30 mg of ABA were dissolved in 3 mL of 1 M HCl and cooled
with ice. Then, the diazonium salt was prepared by adding 570 µL of 2 mM NaNO2
aqueous solution dropwise to the ABA solution, with constant stirring. The
electrode was immersed in this solution, and 10 successive voltammetric cycles
ranging between 0.0 and -1.0 V (v=200 mV∙s-1) were performed [4], generating
a carbon-carbon bond and eliminating the azonium group. The modified
electrodes (benzoic acid modified) were washed thoroughly with water and
methanol and dried at room temperature. Finally, 60 µL of aptamer solution with
1 mg of EDC and 0.5 mg of NHS was placed on the modified electrode and left
to react overnight, with the goal of covalent immobilization of the aptamer
through the amide formation. This step was followed by two 10 min washing
steps with PBS1 buffer solution.
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In order to minimize any possible nonspecific adsorption of secondary
species, 60 µl of PEG were dropped onto the electrodes and left to incubate
during 15 min. This was followed by two washing steps using PBS1 buffer solution
for 10 min.
60 µl of a solution with the desired concentration of Cyt c or spiked sample
was dropped onto the electrodes. The incubation took place for 15 min. Then,
the biosensors were washed twice with PBS1 buffer solution for 10 min.
In order to achieve the aptamer sandwich formation, the electrodes were
dropped with 60 µl of AbCyt c, from a 1/500 dilution of the stock solution in PBS1
buffer soution. The incubation took place for 15 min. This was followed by two
washing steps using PBS1 buffer solution for 10 min.
60 μL of strep-AuNPs, from a 1/100 dilution of the stock solution in
phosphate buffer were dropped onto the electrodes. This step was followed by
two gentle washing steps in phosphate buffer for 10 min at 25ºC. Negative
controls were performed for the strep-AuNPs addition step using AptThr as an
aptamer without affinity.
Silver enhancement treatment was carried out identical to the protocol
3.4.2.2. In this case, the negative control used was a biotinylated AptThr as
aptamer without affinity.

- Gold enhancement treatment
The MWCNT screen-printed electrodes modified with sandwich and strepAuNPs were immersed in a solution containing a mixture of 0.01% HAuCl4 and
0.4 mM NH2OH∙HCl (pH 6.0) for 2 min at 25ºC, rinsed, and then treated for 2
additional min. In order to prevent the non-specific background of fine gold
particles, the electrodes were rinsed with a solution of 0.6 M triethylammonium
bicarbonate buffer after each amplification. Solutions were freshly prepared in a
lightproof container before each use.
Aptamer, AbCyt c and PEG concentrations were optimized. For the
optimization of aptamers concentration, different concentrations of aptamers
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were tested in order to ensure the full coverage of the electrode surface. For the
optimization of PEG concentration, the concentration of aptamer was fixed at the
optimized value and concentration of PEG was varied from 20 mM to 50 mM in
PBS1 buffer.
As in the case of Thr aptasensors, in all the assays selectivity experiments
were carried out to verify selectivity characteristics of the assay with potentially
interfering proteins instead of target protein.

3.4.4. Spiked samples preparation
3.4.4.1. Thrombin spiked samples
In order to validate the aptasensor based on a sandwich protocol, goldnanoparticles and silver enhancement treatment in a real application, diluted
human serum samples were spiked with different concentrations of thrombin. For
that, human serum sample was diluted at 50 % with PBS1 buffer solution and
then different concentrations of thrombin were spiked into the diluted serum.
3.4.4.2. Cytochrome c spiked samples
Aptasensor for cytochrome c detection based on aptamer-antibody
sandwich protocol also was evaluated with human serum samples. Cyt c serum
samples were prepared by adding small volume of extrinsic Cyt c solution in
excess volume of undiluted serum samples.
In the case of the serum samples analysis, the blank assays corresponded
to the serum sample without added extrinsic protein. All the experiment
conditions were the same as the target detection.
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3.5. Impedimetric Measurements
Impedance experiments were carried out at an applied potential of 0.17 V
(vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode), with a range of frequency of 50 KHz-0.05 Hz,
an AC amplitude of 10 mV and a sampling rate of 10 points per decade above 66
Hz and 5 points per decade at the lower range. All measurements were performed
in PBS1 buffer containing 0.01 M K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6] (1:1) mixture, used as
a redox marker.

3.5.1. Data processing

After each modification of the electrode surface, an impedance
measurement using a redox marker is recorded. The typical experimental
spectrum obtained in all studied cases may be represented in the complex plane
as a Nyquist diagram, as shown in Figure 3.8, where any diffusion component
data points have been removed.
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Figure 3.8. Typical Nyquist diagram obtained in experiments using [Fe(CN)6]3-/4- as a redox
marker.

The equivalent circuit proposed to best fit the experimental data is the one
represented in Figure 3.9.
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Rs

C
Rct

Figure 3.9. Equivalent circuit used to fit experimental data.

As indicated above, the interpretation of impedimetric spectra consists on
the correlation among the obtained data with equivalent circuits formed by basic
electrical elements. In this case, the resistance Rs corresponds to the resistance
of the solution, Rct represents the charge transfer resistance between the solution
and the electrode surface, and CPE is associated to the capacitance of the double
layer due to the interface between the electrode and the electrolytic solution. It
is also important to point out that the contribution of the diffusion represented
by Warburg impedance value wasn’t taken into account in the selected equivalent
circuit because in these studies the parameter of interest is represented by the
charge transfer resistance Rct (corresponding in the Nyquist diagram to the
diameter of the semicircle).
After each performed fitting, the chi-square value provided by Zview
software was thoroughly checked in order to evaluate the goodness of the fit. In
all cases the calculated values for each circuit resulted <0.2, much lower than
the tabulated value for 60 degrees of freedom (67.505 at 95% confidence level).
For all the different assays performed in this thesis, results were expressed as a
relative Rct variation.

-Δ and Δratio

In order to compare the results obtained from the different electrodes
used, and to obtain independent and reproducible results, a relative
transformations of signals were needed [2].Thus, the Δ and Δratio value were
defined according to the following equations:
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Δ = Rct(Bio-hybrid or Bio-hybrid + strep-AuNPs) – Rct (bare electrode)

(3.1)

Where Rct(Bio-hybrid or Bio-hybrid + strep-AuNPs) was the electron transfer resistance
value measured after incubating with the biotynilated hybrid or with the
biotynilated hybrid and the gold nanoparticles; and Rct

(bare electrode)

was the

electron transfer resistance of the blank electrode and buffer.

Δratio = Δs /Δp

(3.2)

Δs = Rct (aptamer-protein or sandwich or signal amplification treatment) − Rct (bare electrode)

(3.3)

Δp = Rct (aptamer) − Rct (bare electrode)

(3.4)

Where Rct

(aptamer-protein or sandwich or signal amplification treatment)

was the electron

transfer resistance value measured after incubating with the target protein or
sandwich complex formation or a signal amplification method; Rct (aptamer) was the
electron transfer resistance after aptamer immobilization, and Rct (bare electrode) was
the electron transfer resistance of the blank electrode and buffer.
Figure 3.10 shows the different values of Rct corresponding to the ones
used in the previous equation 3.2, represented in the Nyquist diagram.
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Figure 3.10. Nyquist diagrams and representation of charge transfer resistance value for a
simple label-free assay.

3.6. Microscopy Studies
In this thesis, two different microscopy techniques were used with the aim
to visualize the electrode surface and the different modifications performed.

3.6.1. Scanning Electron Microcopy
SEM images were taken at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV and resolution
of 5.0 μm or at acceleration voltage of 20 kV and resolution of 10 μm.

3.6.2. Confocal Microscopy
Confocal images were collected at 625 nm and with excitation wavelength
of 405 nm.
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4. Results and discussion

The results obtained during this PhD research are presented and
discussed in the following sections.
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4.1. Impedimetric aptasensors for thrombin
detection

As mentioned in Section 1.7.1, thrombin is an important protein involved
in blood coagulation. In pathological conditions is associated with various
cardiovascular diseases, such as stroke, myocardial infarction, deep‐vein
thrombosis, pulmonary embolism, etc… In addition, it is also usually regarded as
a tumor marker in the diagnosis of pulmonary metastasis. Consequently, the
specific recognition and quantitative detection of thrombin is extremely important
in both clinical practice and diagnostic application.
The main goal of this chapter is to develop and evaluated several
impedimetric label-free aptasensor for the first time in our laboratory for thrombin
detection based on different aptamer immobilization techniques such as physical
adsorption, avidin-biotin affinity, and covalent bond via electrochemical activation
of the electrode surface and via electrochemical grafting. With the aim to improve
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the obtained impedimetric signals using AvGEC electrodes, a signal amplification
strategy using aptamer sandwich, strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement
treatment were performed. In addition, AvGECs electrodes were compared as a
platform for genosensing and aptasensing. Thrombin aptamer was chosen as
being one of the best studied and best functioning aptamers avalaible.

4.1.1. Label-free aptasensors for thrombin detection

4.1.1.1. Label-free aptasensor for thrombin detection based on physical
adsorption immobilization technique

The whole biosensing principle of the impedimetric aptasensor is
illustrated in Figure 4.1.1. Aptamer was immobilized onto the GEC electrode
surface by wet physical adsorption technique. In order to avoid nonspecific
adsorption, a blocking step with PEG was performed. Finally, Thr was recognized
by the aptamer via incubation.

Figure 4.1.1. Scheme of the experimental protocol for the aptasensor for thrombin detection
based on physical adsorption technique.
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-Optimization of aptamer and PEG concentration

In order to generate a highly sensitive method with low detection limit for
Thr detection, it was significant to choose optimal concentrations involved in the
process of aptasensor construction and Thr detection.
Firstly, the influence of aptamer concentration was investigated by building
its response curve, which was very essential to the sensitivity of the sensor. For
this, increasing concentrations of AptThr was used to carry out the
immobilization, evaluating the changes in the ∆p.
Figure 4.1.2 shows the curve of AptThr adsorption onto the electrode
surface. It can be observed that the difference in resistance (∆p) increased up to
a value. This is due to the physical adsorption of the aptamer onto the electrode
surface, which followed a Langmuir isotherm; in it, the variation of Rct increases
to reach a saturation value; the singular value of the exponential rise was chosen
as the optimal concentration. This value corresponded to a concentration of
aptamer of 1 µM.

Figure 4.1.2. Optimization of the concentration of Apt-Thr. Uncertainty values
corresponding to replicated experiments (n = 5).
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In order to minimize any possible nonspecific adsorption onto the electrode
surface, PEG was used as the blocking agent. After optimization of ApThr
concentration, PEG concentrations were evaluated like in the previous case by
construction of its calibration curve. As shown in Figure 4.1.3 there was an
increase in resistance until the value of 40 mM of PEG where the saturation value
is reached. Therefore, the optimal concentration of blocking agent was chosen
as 40 mM.

Figure 4.1.3. Optimization of the concentration of the blocking agent, PEG.
Uncertainty values corresponding to replicated experiments (n = 5).

-Impedimetric response

With the optimized concentrations of aptamer and PEG and following the
above experimental protocol for the detection of thrombin, the aptasensor
response was initially evaluated. The aptamer of thrombin forms a single-strand
oligonucleotide, a chain that recognizes the protein by a three-dimensional
folding (quadriplex). During this folding, weak interactions between the aptamer
and protein of the host-guest type are created, leading to complex AptThr-Thr.
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One example of the obtained response after each biosensing step is shown in
Figure 4.1.4. As can be seen, the resistance Rct between the electrode surface
and the solution is increased. This fact is due to the effect on the kinetics of the
electron transfer redox marker [Fe(CN)6]3−/[Fe(CN)6]4– which is delayed at the
interface of the electrode, mainly caused by steric hindrance and electrostatic
repulsion presented by the complex formed.
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Figure 4.1.4. Nyquist Diagram of: (a) Bare electrode ●, (b) Aptamer of thrombin
○, and (c) AptThr-Thr 10 pM [Thr] .

- Analytical performance of the aptasensor for detection of thrombin

New experiments with solutions containing different amount of thrombin
were carried out and the corresponding calibration curve was built. Figure 4.1.5
shows the evolution of the Nyquist diagrams for the calibration of the aptasensor.
There is a correct recognition of the protein by the aptamer; as by increasing
thrombin concentration, the interfacial electron transfer resistance between the
electrode surface and solution also increases, until reaching saturation. To
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evaluate the linear range and detection limit of the AptThr-Thr system, the
calibration curve was built, representing the analytical signal expressed as ∆ratio

vs. the protein concentration, Figure 4.1.6. As can be seen, a sigmoidal trend is
obtained, where the central area could be approximated to a straight line, with a
linear range from 7.5 pM to 75 pM for the protein. Moreover, a good linear
relationship (r2 = 0.9981) between the analytical signal (∆ratio) and the thrombin
concentration in this range was obtained, according to the equation: ∆ratio = 1.013
+ 1.106·1010 [Thr]. The EC50 was estimated as 44 pM and the detection limit,
calculated as three times the standard deviation of the intercept obtained from
the linear regression, was 4.5 pM. The reproducibility of the method showed a
relative standard deviation (RSD) of 7.2 %, obtained from a series of 5
experiments carried out in a concentration of 75 pM Thr. These are satisfactory
results for the detection of thrombin in real samples, given this level is exactly
the concentration threshold when forming thrombus.
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Figure 4.1.5. Nyquist diagrams for different concentrations of thrombin.● Electrode-buffer, ○
AptThr, ▼ 1·10−12 M [Thr], ∆ 2.5·10−12 M [Thr], ■ 5.5·10−12 M [Thr], □ 7.5·10−12 M [Thr],
1·10−11 M [Thr], ◊ 5·10−11 M [Thr], ▲ 7.5·10−11 M [Thr],  1·10−10 M [Thr].
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Figure 4.1.6. Calibration curve vs. thrombin concentration. (∆ratio = ∆s /∆p; ∆s = Rct( AptThr-Thr) −
Rct (electrode-buffer);∆p = Rct (AptThr) − Rct(electrode-buffer) ).

-Selectivity of Aptasensor

Thrombin is present in blood serum, a complex sample matrix, with
hormones, lipids, blood cells and other proteins [23]. To study the selectivity of
the system, we evaluated the response of the three proteins typically present in
serum in major proportion such as Fbr, IgG and BSA. In the first case, we tested
albumin protein, which is found in serum at a level from 3.500 to 5.000 mg/dL
[24], representing more than 60% of the total protein present. To perform the
test, the highest concentration in serum was used, that is 5.000 mg /dL. When
the aptamer was incubated with this protein, electron interfacial resistance did
not increase, in this case it was observed a slight decrease, see Figure 4.1.7.
Afterwards, when the aptamer was incubated with thrombin, an increase in the
resistance, and of expected magnitude, was observed. Therefore, it was proved
that BSA was not recognized by the AptThr, and it did not interfere with aptamerthrombin system.
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Figure 4.1.7. Nyquist Diagrams for: (●) Bare electrode, () AptThr, () 5000 mg·dL-1 [BSA]
and () 100 pM [Thr].

In the second case, Fbr was evaluated as an interfering protein. Fbr is a
fibrillar protein involved in the blood clotting process. By the action of thrombin,
fibrinogen is degraded and results in the formation of a clot [25]. This protein is
present in human serum in a concentration range of 200 to 400 mg/dL [26]. As
can be seen in Figure 4.1.8., it was observed that the electron interfacial
resistance increased as a result of some type of recognition by the AptThr.
Therefore, this protein could act as an interference for the system.
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Figure 4.1.8. Nyquist Diagrams for: (●) Bare electrode, () AptThr, () 400 mg·dL-1 [Fbr] and
() 100 pM [Thr].
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In the last case, generic IgG was used. IgG is a globular protein that is
synthesized in response to the invasion of any bacteria, virus or fungi. It is
present in human serum over a range of concentrations from 950 mg/dL to 1.550
mg/dL in serum, with a normal value of 1.250 mg/dL. IgG also acted as
interferent, which is proved from the increase of the resistance Rct, as indicated
Figure 4.1.9. This increase, as it also happened in the case of Fbr, may be due
to some biological interaction between the aptamer and these proteins, not yet
described.
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Figure 4.1.9. Nyquist Diagrams for: (●) Bare electrode, () AptThr, () 400 mg·dL-1 [IgG] and
() 100 pM [Thr].

In the last two cases, the addition of Thr to the system increased the
interfacial resistance between the electrode and the surface. This fact could be
due to some phenomenon of partial displacement between thrombin and protein
interferents that could take place.
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-Selectivity of the aptasensor

Table 4.1.1. Summary of calibration results for thrombin and other major proteins presents in
serum.

PROTEIN

REGRESSION PLOT

SENSITIVITY

DETECTION

TYPICAL

(M−1)

LIMIT

CONC. IN
SERUM

Thr

∆ratio = 1.013 + 1.106.1010 [Thr]

1.106.1010

4.5 pM

0

Fbr

∆ratio = 1.007 + 3.698.105 [Fbr]

3.698.105

2.0 µM

6–12 M

IgG

∆ratio =1.424 + 2.385.104 [IgG]

2.385.104

10.0 µM

60–100 M

BSA

No response

−

−

0.52–0.75 mM

To evaluate the sensitivity of the aptasensor we compared the calibration
plots for the different proteins. Table 4.1.1 summarizes the parameters of the
calibration curve of each protein and thrombin, as well as their respectives slopes
and detection limits. The aptasensor showed the highest sensitivity for its target
molecule, Thr, with its slope being 6 orders of magnitude greater than the slope
for IgG and five orders of magnitude more than the one for Fbr, as shown in
Figure 4.1.10. Therefore, it was demonstrated that the aptasensor showed a much
higher sensitivity to Thr, regarding potential interfering proteins, which displayed
this effect due to the high level of concentration in which they are present.
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Figure 4.1.10. Response to proteins evaluated: IgG (●), Fbr (○) and Thr (▼).

-Regeneration of the aptasensor

In addition to response features, it was possible to regenerate the
aptasensor by dissociating the AptThr-Thr complex, formed by weak interactions.
It was achieved by stirring the aptasensor in saline media and increasing the
temperature (42 °C). In this way, to show regeneration, three sensing cycles
were performed with a blank measure in between each. Thr was added to the
media and an increase of Rct due to complex formation AptThr-Thr was recorded.
Then, by adding a saline buffer, increasing the temperature and stirring, the
complex dissociated and resistance decreased to the baseline value of the
correspondent (AptThr), and so on. Values were calculated as ∆ratio on every step
of the process and represented in the bar chart as shown in Figure 4.1.11. In the
third incubation with Thr, ∆ratio was increased more than in the other incubations,
this was because it was incubated with a higher concentration. This type of
regeneration may be an alternative to the polishing surface renewal, a typical
feature of graphite-epoxy composite electrodes; an important advantage is that
it regenerates the electrode surface without removing the immobilized aptamer
on the electrode surface, which means that their use is largely facilitated and that
cost of each analysis is drastically reduced.
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Figure 4.1.11. Signals obtained for three consecutive processes of regeneration. [Thr] used:
7.5 pM (1 and 2), and 75 pM (3). Uncertainty values corresponding to replicated experiments (n
= 3).

4.1.1.2. Label-free aptasensor for thrombin detection based on avidinbiotin affinity immobilization technique

A label-free impedimetric aptasensor for thr detection was performed
based on avidin-biotin affinity immobilization technique using AvGEC electrodes.
The scheme of the experimental procedure is represented in Figure 4.1.12.

Figure 4.1.12. Scheme of the experimental protocol for the label-free aptasensor for thrombin
detection based on avidin-biotin affinity method.
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-Optimization of aptamer and PEG concentrations

EIS measurements with different concentrations of aptamer and PEG were
carried out in order to optimize the aptamer and PEG concentration to be used
in the protocol. Figure 4.1.12 shows the curve of AptThr fixation onto the
electrode surface. In this graph, superposition of two behaviors can be noticed.
First, the avidin-biotin interaction is detected, with almost a steady value of ∆p 3
KΩ. After this, a monotonous increase for higher aptamer concentration can be
also observed, which corresponds to simple non-specific adsorption on free
surface sites. First behavior, follows Langmuir isotherm; in it, the variation of Rct
increases until a saturation value, chosen as the optimal concentration. This value
corresponded to a concentration of aptamer of 35 pmols. To minimize any
possible nonspecific adsorption onto the electrode surface, PEG was used as a
blocking agent after aptamer fixation. Figure 4.1.13 shows the curve of PEG
concentration on the electrode surface and, like the previous case, there is an
increase in resistance until a value of 40 mM of PEG where the saturation value
is reached. Therefore, the optimal concentration of blocking agent was chosen
as 40 mM.

Figure 4.1.12. Optimization of the concentration of biotinylated aptamer for thrombin Apt-Thr.
Uncertainty values corresponding to replicated experiments (n = 5).
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Figure 4.1.13 Optimization of the concentration of the blocking agent, PEG. Uncertainty values
corresponding to replicated experiments (n = 5).

-Impedimetric response

After each step of the protocol, an EIS measurement was performed. As
can be observed in Figure 4.1.14, the Rct value diameter of the semicircle
increased after each step. As mentioned above, this is attributable to the
augmented difficulty of the redox reaction of [Fe(CN)6]3-/4- to take place at
electrode surface, due to the sensor surface alteration [21]. When an aptamer is
immobilized on the sensor surface, an initial layer is formed and a negative
charged interface is generated due to the presence of the negatively charged
phosphate backbone of DNA. This fact produces a repulsion against the redox
marker, also negatively charged, thus resulting in an inhibition of the electron
transfer process and in an increment of the Rct value. The aptamer-thrombin
complex results in further increment of resistance value due to the hindrance
caused by the formation of a double layer.
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Figure 4.1.14. Nyquist Diagram of: (A) bare electrode (●), (B) AptThrBio1 () and (C)
AptThrBio1-Thr (25 pM) (▼).

- Analytical performance of the aptasensor for detection of thrombin

The analytical performance of the aptasensor was evaluated with different
concentrations of Thr. Figure 4.1.15 shows the calibration curve, representing
the relative signal, ∆ratio, versus the concentration of thrombin. As can be
observed, a saturation curve is obtained, where the initial step could be
approximated to a straight line, with a linear range from 0.75 pM to 100 pM for
the protein. In addition, a good linear relationship (r2 = 0.9921) between the
analytical signal (∆ratio) and the thrombin concentration in this range was
obtained, according to the equation: ∆ratio = 1.053 + 1.530·1010 [Thr]. The
detection limit, calculated as three times the standard deviation of the intercept
obtained from the linear regression, was 4.7 pM. The reproducibility of the
method showed a relative standard deviation (RSD) of 4.9%, obtained from a
series of 5 experiments carried out in a concentration of 75 pM Thr. These are
satisfactory results for the detection of thrombin in real samples, given this level
is exactly the concentration threshold for the formation of thrombus and for
cancer marker.
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Figure 4.1.15. Calibration curve vs. thrombin concentration. (∆ratio = ∆s /∆p; ∆s = Rct(AptThrBio1Thr)

− Rct

(bare electrode);

∆p = Rct

(AptThrBio1)

− Rct(bare electrode)).

-Selectivity of the aptasensor
Table 4.1.2. Summary of calibration results for thrombin and other major proteins presents in
serum.
PROTEIN

REGRESSION PLOT

SENSITIVITY
(M−1)

DETECTION

TYPICAL

LIMIT

CONC. IN
SERUM

Thr

∆ratio = 1.053 +

Fbr

∆ratio = 0.9857 + 1.499·104[Fbr]

1.499·104

1.6 µM

6–12 M

IgG

∆ratio =0.6942 + 1.082·105[IgG]

1.082·105

7.9 µM

BSA

No response

−

−

60–100
M
0.52-0.75
µM

1.530·1010[Thr]

10

1.530·10

4.7 pM

0

Concerning the selectivity of the system, the response of proteins typically
present in serum such as Fbr, IgG and BSA we evaluated. As indicated on Table
4.1.2, the aptasensor exhibited the highest sensitivity for its target molecule, Thr,
with its slope being five orders of magnitude greater than the slope for IgG and
six orders of magnitude larger than the one for Fbr. Accordingly, it was confirmed
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that the aptasensor showed a much higher sensitivity to Thr than the potential
interfering proteins, which they may be present in serum in a higher
concentration.

4.1.1.3. Label-free aptasensor for thrombin detection based on
covalent bond immobilization technique via electrochemical activation
of the electrode surface.

A schematic of the sensing principle is shown in Figure 4.1.16. In the
development of this aptasensor an electrochemical activation of the surface was
required in order to create carboxyl groups onto the electrode surface. Aminated
thrombin aptamers were then immobilized onto the electrode surface through
amide bond via carbodiimide reaction. Afterwards, a blocking step with PEG was
carried out following by an incubation with the target protein.

Figure 4.1.16. Scheme of experimental procedure for the label-free aptasensor for thrombin
detection based on covalent bond immobilization technique via electrochemical activation of the
electrode surface.
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-Electrochemical activation of the electrode surface

This method consisted of the application of a potencial of +0.8 V to the
carbon electrode surface for a duration of 5 hours in perchloric acid 1 M [44].
After that, the surface-confined carboxyl group were activated with EDC/NHS to
link amino groups of the functionalized aptamers through the carbodiimide
reaction [16], see Figure 4.1.17. Prior to selection of these conditions, other acidic
media and electrolysis potentials and times were examinated, taking these as the
best ones.

Figure 4.1.17. Mechanism of reaction between EDC-NHS and aminated aptamer.

As shown in the Figure, EDC reacts with a carboxylic group on the
activated electrode surface, forming an amine-reactive o-acylsourea ester
intermediate. This intermidate is unstable and has a short-lived in aqueous
solution due to the fact that is susceptible of hydrolysis. The formation of an
amine-reactive sulfo-NHS ester addition of NHS ester by addition of sulfo-NHS,
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stabilize the intermediate and increase the yield of the amide reaction between
the electrode surface and the aptamer.

-Optimization of aptamer and PEG concentrations

Once the electrodes surface were activated with carboxyl groups, aptamer
and PEG concentrations were optimized separately by building its response
curves. Figure 4.1.18 and 4.1.19 show the calibration curves of aptThrNH2 and
PEG respectively.

Figure 4.1.18. Optimization of the concentration of ApThrNH2. Uncertainty values
corresponding to replicated experiments (n=5).
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Figure 4.1.19. Optimization of the concentration of PEG. Uncertainty values corresponding to
replicated experiments (n=5).

As in the previous procedures, the variation of Rct in both cases increases
until a saturation value, and these values were chosen as the optimal
concentrations of AptThrNH2 and PEG, 1.5 µM and 40 mM respectively.

-Impedimetric response

Impedance measurements were carried out after each step of the
protocol. As indicated Figure 4.1.20, after the electrodes were funcionalized
thorough electrochemical activation treatment, the Rct decreased due to the
formation of carboxyl groups on the electrode surface became very electroactive
and did not repulsive interaction (electrostatic and steric) existed between the
redox marker ions and the electrode surface. However, when AptThrNH2 were
immobilized, the Rct increased due to electrostatic repulsion between the redox
maker and the negatively charged phosphate groups of DNA skeleton, thus
inhibiting the interfacial electron transfer process. Finally, after incubating with
thrombin, the Rct increased due to the hindrance caused by the formation of a
double layer.
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Figure 4.1.20. Nyquist Diagram of: (A) bare electrode (●), (B) electrochemical activation (),
(C) AptThrNH2 (▼) and (D) AptThrNH2 –Thr (75 pM)(∆).

- Analytical performance of the aptasensor for detection of thrombin

Under the optimal experimental conditions, the EIS response for the
detection of Thr with different concentrations were obtained. The calibration
curve was shown in Figure 4.1.21, with concentrations of Thr ranging from 1 pM
to 250 pM, the ∆ratio exhibited a good linear relationship with the protein
concentration between 1 pM to 100 pM. The equation of linear regression was
∆ratio =1.512+ 1.206·1010 [Thr] with a limit of detection of 10.5 pM, calculated as
three times the standard deviation of the intercept obtained from the linear
regression. Moreover, a good reproducibility was obtained, 8.3 %, from a series
of 5 experiments carried out in a concentration of 75 pM Thr. These results clearly
indicated that the aptasensor could be used for Thr detection in serum samples.
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Figure 4.1.21. Calibration curve vs. thrombin concentration (∆ratio = ∆s /∆p; ∆s = Rct(AptThrBio1-Thr)
− Rct

(bare electrode);

∆p = Rct

(AptThrBio1)

− Rct(bare electrode)).

-Selectivity of the aptasensor

Table 4.1.3. Summary of calibration results for thrombin and other major proteins presents in
serum.
PROTEIN

Thr

REGRESSION PLOT

∆ratio =1.512+1.206·1010 [Thr]

SENSITIVITY
(M−1)

DETECTION
LIMIT

TYPICAL
CONC. IN
SERUM

1.206·1010

10.5 pM

0

Fbr

∆ratio =3.719+3.022·105 [Fbr]

3.022·105

79.4 nM

6–12 M

IgG

∆ratio =1.559+1.132·104 [IgG]

1.132·104

21.2 µM

60–100 M

BSA

No response

−

−

0.520.75µM

The selectivity of the aptasensor was investigated by comparison of the
sensing results of BSA, Fbr and IgG at serum concentration. As can be seen in
Table 4.1.3, the aptasensor showed the highest sensitivity for its target molecule,
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Thr, with its slope being six orders of magnitude greater than the slope for IgG
and five orders of magnitude larger than the one for Fbr. Therefore, the above
results confirmed that the aptasensor showed a much higher sensitivity to Thr
than the potential interfering proteins, even though they are presents in serum
with higher concentrations than thrombin. In addition, as in the previous
aptasensors based on different immobilization techniques, BSA did not interfere
with aptamer-thrombin system.

4.1.1.4. Label-free aptasensor for thrombin detection based on
covalent bond immobilization technique via electrochemical grafting of
the electrode surface

A label-free aptasensor for Thr detection based on aptamer immobilization
via covalent bond through electrochemical grafting was performed. This
technique is a simple way to produce stable carboxyl-derivatized conductive
surfaces for the subsequent immobilization of aptamers (in this case). This was
achieved through the use of 4-aminobenzoic acid and sodium nitrite to form a
diazonium salt, which was immobilized on the electrode surface by its
electrochemical reduction. Then, aminated thrombin aptamers were immobilized
onto the electrode surface through amide bond via carbodiimide reaction, which
was explained previously in Section 4.1.1.3. After that, a blocking step to avoid
non-specific adsorption and an incubation step with thrombin protein were
performed respectively, as indicated Figure 4.1.22.
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Figure 4.1.22. Scheme of the experimental protocol for the label-free aptasensor for thrombin
detection based on covalent bond immobilization technique via electrochemical grafting.

-Optimization of the electrochemical grafting cycles

The optimum cycles of the electrochemical grafting method was
determined in order to create a uniform layer of carboxyl-derivatized onto the
electrode surface by observing changes in Rct before and after the modification
of the surface, ∆. As can be seen in Figure 4.1.23, ∆ increased with the number
of cycles until to reach a saturation value, thus the optimum cycles of the method
was choosen as a 200 cycles.
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Figure 4.1.23. Optimization of the number of cycles for electrochemical grafting method.

-Optimization of Aptamer and PEG concentrations

To obtain an optimal impedance response of the aptasensor, the
experimental concentrations of aptamer and PEG were optimized. As shown in
Figure 4.1.24 and 4.1.25, both aptamer and PEG concentrations were obtained
through its corresponding calibration curve. The optimal concentration values
were chosen as 1.5 µM and 40 mM respectively, where the saturation values are
reached.
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Figure 4.1.24. Optimization of the concentration of ApThrNH2. Uncertainty values
corresponding to replicated experiments (n=5).

Figure 4.1.25. Optimization of the concentration of PEG. Uncertainty values corresponding to
replicated experiments (n=5).
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-Impedimetric response

The modification steps of the experimental procedure could be followed
through EIS, as can be seen in Figure 4.1.26. After electrode surface modification
via electrochemical grafting, the transfer-electron resistance showed a high
increase due to the formation of anchor points on the electrode surface; then its
decrease was observed due to the immobilization of AptThrNH2 on the surface
through the carbodiimide reaction, as a result of the decrease negative density
of charge of the electrode surface. When the electrode was incubated with the
target protein, a big increase in Rct was noticed due to hindrance caused by the
formation of a double layer.

Figure 4.1.26. Nyquist Diagram of: (A) bare electrode (●), (B) electrochemical grafting (),
(C) AptThrNH2 (▼) and (D) AptThrNH2 –Thr (75pM) (∆).
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- Analytical performance of the aptasensor for detection of thrombin

The quantitative behavior of the fabricated aptasensor for thrombin was
assessed by measuring the dependence of the ∆ratio upon the concentration of
thrombin under the optimized experimental conditions. Figure 4.1.25 shows the
responses of the aptasensor against different concentrations of thrombin. It is
obvious that the Rct increases with an increase of the concentration of thrombin.
The ∆ratio was linear with the concentration of thrombin over the range of 0.2 to
100 pM. The regression equation was ∆ratio =1.007+8.756·109 [Thr] with a
correlation coefficient of 0.994. Moreover, the detection limit for thrombin was
estimated to be 7.3 pM and the relative standard derivation (R.S.D.) of five
replicate determination of thrombin at 10 pM was 7.2%; suggesting excellent
reproducibility of the proposed aptasensor.

Figure 4.1.27. Calibration curve vs. thrombin concentration.
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-Selectivity of the aptasensor

Table 4.1.4. Summary of calibration results for thrombin and other major proteins presents in
serum.
PROTEIN

REGRESSION PLOT

SENSITIVITY
(M−1)

DETECTION
LIMIT

TYPICAL
CONC. IN
SERUM

Thr

∆ratio = 1.007 + 8.756·109 [Thr]

8.756·109

7.3 pM

0

Fbr

∆ratio =-1.464 +8.103·105 [Fbr]

8.103·105

0.1 µM

6–12 M

IgG

∆ratio =0.965 + 1.605·104 [IgG]

1.605·104

14.9 µM

60–100 M

BSA

No response

−

−

0.52-0.75 µM

In order to evaluate the specificity of the present detection system, the
influence of other common proteins was also investigated. The results in Table
4.1.4 shows that the aptasensor exhibited the highest sensitivity for Thr, with its
slope being four and five orders of magnitude greater than the slope for Fbr and
IgG, respectively. In addition, no response was obtained when the aptasensors
was evaluated with BSA. Consequently, these results are in agreement with the
others thrombin aptasensors based on different immobilization techniques.

4.1.1.5. Comparison of four different immobilization techniques for
thrombin detection

The goal of this part of the thesis was to study and compare the four
different immobilization technique employed above, using GEC and AvGEC
electrodes.
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-Studies of electrodes reproducibilities

The reproducibility of polishing and of electrode construction was
investigated by EIS. For both studies the impedimetric spectra of a bare electrode
was recorded in PBS1 solution containing 0.01 M K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6].
The reproducibility of polishing was studied considering that the polishing
procedure employed for the electrode surface renovation could influence the
impedimetric measures. Moreover, the reproducibility of electrodes construction
was also evaluated in order to verify the influence of the different handmade
electrode on the impedimetric response.
In order to calculate the relative standard desviation (% RSD) of the
results, the values of charge transfer resistance due to the reaction of the redox
marker were used. Values of % RSD are shown in Table 4.1.5.

Table 4.1.5 Results obtained in studies of reproducibility using five different electrodes.
ELECTRODE

%RSD POLISHING

%RSD CONSTRUCTION

GECs

3.9

7.3

AvGECs

5.2

8.3

As indicated in the table, the % RSD due to the polishing procedure
resulted less than the one attributable to the electrode construction. This could
be due to the fact that the influence of surface renovation by polishing is less
than the one due to the electrode construction. In the electrode construction
several uncontrolled factors affect to the impedimetric results due to the fact that
they are handmade.
In addition, GECs electrodes showed more reproducibility than AvGECs in
both reproducibility values. This could mean that when avidin molecules are
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incorporated into the composite paste, their distribution influence the
reproducibility of the impedimetric results both for polishing and construction.

-Electrodes surface area characterization

After reproducibility studies, the effective surface area of GEC and AvGEC
electrodes were evaluated. For that CV experiments using a known procedure in
5 mM [Fe(CN)6]3-/[Fe(CN)6]4- solution in the potential range of -1.5 to 1.5 V were
performed [37]. The reduction peak current (ip) was determined by the RandlesSevcik equation [4], following the procedure described [37].

ip = (2.69·105) n3/2 D1/2 C A ʋ1/2

(4.1.1)

where n is the number of transferred electrons for the redox reaction (in this
case 1), D is the difussion coefficient for ferrocyanide (6.32·10-6 cm2 s-1), C is its
molar concentration, A is the effective surface area (cm2), and ʋ is the scan rate
(V s-1).
From equation (4.1.1), a linear relationship exists between ip and ʋ1/2, see
Figure 4.1.28. By performing linear regression of ip versus ʋ1/2, the slope k can
be obtained, and one may express A as:

A= k / ((2.69·105) n3/2 D1/2 C)

(4.1.2)

A series of scan rates (ʋ = 0.02, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.35, 0.5 Vs-1) was then
used and the corresponding ip recorded, see Figure 4.1.29. Once k could be
determined, A was calculated in straightforward manner.
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Figure 4.1.28. Linear regression between the peak current (ip) and the square root of the scan
rate (ʋ1/2) for: (A) Av-GEC electrode and (B) GEC electrode .
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Figure 4.1.29. Representative cyclic voltammograms in ferricyanide for a bare of: (A) AvGEC
electrode and (B) GEC electrode at various scan rates (V/s).

The surface areas from GEC and AvGEC electrodes were 0.570 ± 0.08 cm2
and 0.197 ± 0.05 cm2 respectively, while they geometric area were 0.28 cm2.
The avidin protein present in the composite decreased the effective area due to
the protein insulating nature, thus decreasing the effective surface area available
for signal transduction. This observation is also in agreement with impedance
characterization of bare electrodes, just the epoxy-graphite composite vs. those
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modified with avidin, whereas the latter present increased impedance, in the form
of larger Rct.

-Surface coverage of aptamers onto the electrode surface

Another feature important to evaluate is the surface coverage of aptamers
onto the electrode surfaces using different aptamer immobilization techniques.
Thus, surface coverage values of each type of technique were obtained by a
known CV method using a solution of [Ru(NH3)6]3+ [15]. This complex binds to
the phosphate backbone of aptamers through electrostatic interaction. Therefore,
the redox charge of [Ru(NH3)6]3+ is taken as the amounts of aptamers localized
on electrode surface. The integration of the cathodic peak of the first scan at 0.5
V/s in [Ru(NH3)6]3+gives the surface concentration of [Ru(NH3)6]3+ (Γ

on

aptamer-modified electrodes according to the equation:

Γ

(4.1.3)

where n is the number of electrons in the redox reaction, F the Faraday constant
(C/mol), and A the area (cm2) of the working electrode.
The surface coverage of aptamers were calculated from Γ

by using the

following equation:

Γ

Γ

(4.1.4)

where m is the number of nucleotides (phosphates) in the aptamer strand,
Avogadro’s number and z the charge of the redox molecules.
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Table 4.1.6. Aptamer surface density values of the different immobilization techniques used
(Uncertainly values corresponds to triplicate experiments).

ELECTRODE
GEC/physical
adsorption
AvGEC/avidin-biotin
affinity
GEC/Electrochemical
Activation
GEC/ Electrochemical
Grafting
*

( ±

∙
√

Bare
electrode
0.39 ± 0.23

Γ(1012 Molecules/cm2)*
AptThr
PEG
3.25 ± 0.36

3.31 ± 0.32

0.12 ± 0.01

6.46 ± 0.22

3.14 ± 0.51

0.32 ± 0.20

3.06 ± 0.31

8.60 ± 0.10

0.16 ± 0.01

7.62 ± 0.27

4.53 ± 0.33

)

The obtained results are shown in Table 4.1.6. As can be seen,
electrochemical grafting technique provided a high value of surface coverage of
aptamers when the aptamers were immobilizated onto the electrode surface via
covalent bond. However, when the aptamer-modified electrodes were incubated
with PEG, a decrease of the surface coverage was obtained. Thus, it could be
due to the fact that PEG could replace some molecules of aptamer onto the
electrode surface during the blocking step of the protocol. This decrease it also
happened in the case of avidin-biotin affinity. Whilst in the cases of physical
adsorption and electrochemical activation methods an increase of the surface
coverage of aptamer values were achieved after incubating with PEG. This other
phenomenon could be produced due to aptamers are not properly oriented and
[Ru(NH3)6]3+ could not easily interact with them. However, after incubating with
PEG, [Ru(NH3)6]3+ could interact with aptamer, and therefore a better distribution
and/or conformation of aptamers can be deduced.
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- Analytical performance of the different aptasensors for detection of thrombin

Table 4.1.7. Calibration curves results obtained with different AptThr immobilizations. % RSD
values correspond to five replicate experiments at 75 pM thrombin concentration.

IMMOBILIZATION

SENSITIVITY
(M-1)

REPRODUCIBILITY
(RSD %)

LINEAR
RANGE
(pM)

LOD
(pM)

CORRELATION
COEFICIENT
(r)

PHYSICAL
ADSORPTION
Av-Bio AFFINITY

1.106·1010

7.2

7.5-75

4.5

0.998

1.530·1010

4.9

4.7

0.999

ELECTROCHEMICAL
ACTIVATION

1.206·1010

8.3

0.75100
2.5-100

10.5

0.996

ELECTROCHEMICAL
GRAFTING

8.756·109

7.2

0.2-10

7.3

0.994

All analytical results of each type of immobilization technique were
compared. As we can see in Table 4.1.7, the highest sensitivity was attained
using affinity immobilization due to the strong affinity of avidin with biotinylated
AptThrBio1,

therefore

this

method

presents

more

efficiency

on

the

biorecognition, rather than the covalent immobilization methods. Apart, its
performance might be fine-tuned, if the amount of avidin on the AvGECs is
optimized for each specific application. Moreover, the best reproducibility was
achieved using the avidin modified biocomposite platform, this could be due to
the surface presenting less heterogeneity among different electrodes compared
to covalent bonding techniques. The response with highest linearity was obtained
using the electrochemical grafting method, what suggests a proper interaction of
the bonded aptamer but the broadest linear range corresponds to the affinity
technique. Finally, the best detection limit corresponds to physical adsorption
followed by affinity method. As inconvenient, it must be cited the added cost of
the protein needed for the affinity method.
In order to judge the interest of the comparison done, the four
immobilization protocols were compared with other label-free biosensors using
aptamers for Thr detection. The label-free techniques considered were
differential pulse voltammetry, potentiometry, and EIS.
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Table 4.1.8. Comparison of the proposed Thr aptasensor with other recent reported label-free
aptasensors in the literature.

TRANSDUCTION

PLATFORM

LOD

TECHNIQUE

INTERFERENTS

RSD%

REF

-

[46]

3

[45]

TESTED

Gold

DIFFERENTIAL

10 nM

BSA, α-

PULSE

fetoprotein,

VOTAMMETRY

carcinoembryonic
antigen
Gold

3 nM

POTENTIOMETRY

FET

6.7 nM

EIS

Gold

80 pM

BSA

10

[28]

EIS

Gold recordable

5 nM

Human serum

1

[10]

DIFFERENTIAL

Human serum

PULSE
VOLTAMMETRY
[17]

compact discs
EIS

MWCNT

105 pM

Human serum

7.5

[20]

EIS

Platinum/

4.4 pM

BSA, lysozime,

7.3

[43]

This work

EIS

EIS

poly(pyrrole-

Immunoglobulin

NTA)/Cu2+

G

GEC/P.Adsoption

4.5 pM

Fibrinogen,

7.2

AvGEC

4.7 pM

Immunoglobulin

4.9

GEC/E.Activation

10.5 pM

G, BSA

8.3

GEC/E.Grafting

7.3 pM

Chemically

10nM

modified

7.2
Immunoglobulin

-

[26]

G, BSA, Avidin

graphene

The details are shown in Table 4.1.8, where sensitivity info is presented
as the LOD of each biosensor compared. Our proposed aptasensor is on the first
range of lowest LOD and % RSD value, especially the avidin-biotin affinity
method. These data demonstrate that our graphite-epoxy composite electrodes
can be sensing platforms of choice for the development of aptasensors, in this
case, for detecting Thr.
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-Cross- Reactivity

Majoritary proteins in serum (BSA, Fbr and IgG) which may be present
with Thr [36], were tested as potential interfering substances for the different
aptasensors towards Thr compared in the study.
Table 4.1.9. Comparison among sensitivity values for interfering proteins in serum, obtained
with different protocols for AptThr immobilization (Each sensitivity value obtain for calibration,
of the single protein, n=4 in the linear range).

IMMOBILIZATION

Thr
SENSITIVITY
(M-1)

Fbr
SENSITIVITY
(M-1)

IgG
SENSITIVITY
(M-1)

BSA
SENSITIVITY
(M-1)

PHYSICAL

1.10·1010

3.69·105

2.38·104

--

Av-Bio AFFINITY

1.53·1010

1.49·104

1.08·105

--

ELECTROCHEMICAL

1.20·1010

3.02·105

1.13·104

--

8.75·109

8.10·105

1.60·104

--

ADSORTION

ACTIVATION
ELECTROCHEMICAL
GRAFTING

To evaluate the sensitivity of the aptasensor we compared the calibration
plots for the different proteins, pure solution of single protein, by the different
kinds of immobilization. Table 4.1.9, summarizes the parameters for each protein.
The first thing one can see is that all types of immobilization showed the highest
sensitivity for its target molecule, Thr, with its slope of response being five to six
orders of magnitude greater than the slope for igG and also for Fbr.
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Table 4.1.10. Comparison among EC50 values and % Cross-Response for interfering proteins in
serum, obtained with different protocols for AptThr immobilization
IMMOBILIZATION

EC50 (M)
Fbr

Thr

IgG

PHYSICAL ADSORPTION

4.40·10-11

2.30·10-6

3.40·10-5

Av-Bio AFFINITY
ELECTROCHEMICAL
ACTIVATION

4.60·10-11
4.39·10-11

8.19·10-6
8.65·10-6

7.33·10-5
8.48·10-5

ELECTROCHEMICAL
GRAFTING

2.28·10-11

8.93·10-6

5.00·10-5

IMMOBILIZATION

Thr

% CR
Fbr

PHYSICAL ADSORPTION

100

1.91·10-3

1.29·10-4

Av-Bio AFFINITY

100

5.62·10-4

6.28·10-5

ELECTROCHEMICAL
ACTIVATION

100

5.08·10-4

5.17·10-5

ELECTROCHEMICAL
GRAFTING

100

2.55·10-4

4.56·10-5

IgG

In addition, EC50 values for each type of immobilizations and % Cross
Response (% CR) for all interfering proteins were determined, see Table 4.1.10.
% CR was calculated according to the following equation [30]:

%

∙ 100

(4.1.5)

The EC50 value corresponds to the turn point of the calibration curve
towards the interfering species and represents the concentration of protein that
provides 50 % of the ∆ratio saturation value. Thus, the lower is the EC50 value,
the greater is the affinity (or the interference) of the considered protein. The
lowest EC50 value obtained, 2.30·10-11 M, corresponded to electrochemical
grafting immobilization for thrombin protein, and the larger, 8.48·10-5 M, to
electrochemical activation immobilization for IgG. In overall, the % CR values,
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which states the degree of response in comparison to primary analyte Thr, ranged
from 0.0019 % to 6.28·10-5 %; these are openly low relative values, where the
largest % CR corresponded to Fbr in adsorption immobilization. These results
clearly demonstrated that the aptasensors showed a much higher sensitivity to Thr
than the potential interfering proteins, that when they exhibit some effect is due
to the high level of concentration at which they are present in serum.

-Studies of stability

The stability of the label-free aptasensors based on the different aptamer
immobilization techniques was also investigated. To do this, different electrodes
modified with aptamers were prepared the same day and stored in the
refrigerator at 4ºC. Every day the impedance response of an electrode modified
with aptamers was evaluated.

Table 4.1.11. Comparison among stability values for the aptasensors based on different
immobilization techniques.
IMMOBILIZATION

STABILITY (DAYS)

GEC/PHYSICAL

1

ADSORPTION
AvGEC/AVIDIN-BIOTIN

7

AFFINITY
GEC/ELECTROCHEMICAL

-

ACTIVATION
8

GEC/
ELECTROCHEMICAL
GRAFTING

As can be seen in Table 4.1.11, the developed aptasensors based on
electrochemical grafting exhibited the higher stability compared with the other
aptasensors, which could retain its impedance response after a storage of eight
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days with a negligible loss of activity. It is not surprising, in fact the long term
stability of this aptasensor may be expected due to the covalent interaction
between the modified electrode surface and the aptamers. In addition,
aptasensor based on avidin-biotin could retain its impedance response after 7
days, this could be due to that the strong interaction between AvGEC electrode
surface and biotinylated aptamers is not as strong as covalent bond. Whereas in
the aptasensor based on physical adsorption method the stability was one day,
it could be attributable to the fact that the attachment of aptamers to the
electrode surface is weak and they can be removed easily.
This feature of stability is very important from the practical point of view,
once the aptamers are immobilized onto the electrode surfaces, they can be
stored under appropriate conditions, employing them subsequently, when they
are required for the construction and use of the aptasensor.

4.1.1.6. Avidin epoxy graphite composite electrode as platform for
genosensing

In this part of this chapter, AvGEC electrodes were also evaluated as a
platform for genosensing, in the same way that they was for aptasensing in
Section 4.3.1.2. In this case, the genosensor was developed for the detection of

Escherichia Coli O104:H4 bacterium. This Bacterium was a Gram-negative
bacterium notorious for the enterohaemorrhagic epidemic outbreak in Germany
and other European countries in 2011. Early detection of this bacterium is
important because its specific strain produces a Shiga toxin which inhibits protein
synthesis and causes a hemolyticuremic syndrome [34]. The design strategy of
the genosensor is illustrated in Figure 4.1.30.
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Figure 4.1.30. Scheme of experimental protocol for detection of Escherichia Coli O104:14.

-Optimization of amount of hybrid immobilized

In this study, the concentrations of DNA probe and target used were
optimized in previous works [6, 8]. DNA probe and target assayed were 30 pmol
in 160 µl of TSC1 buffer.

-Impedimetric response

After each step of the genosensing protocol, an EIS measurement was
performed. As can be observed in Figure 4.1.31, when a DNA hybrid is
immobilized on the sensor surface, an initial layer is formed and a negative
charged interface is generated due to the presence of the negatively charged
phosphate backbone of DNA. This fact produces a repulsion against the redox
marker, also negatively charged, thus resulting in an inhibition of the electron
transfer process and in an increment of the Rct value. The addition of strep-AuNPs
results in further increment of resistance value due to the hindrance caused by
the formation of a double layer. In this way, the use of the EIS technique serves
also as diagnostic that the biosensing surface was correctly prepared.
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Figure 4.1.31. Nyquist Diagram for E. Coli detection.

-DNA testing

In this biosensing process, as explained before, the sequence followed for
EIS measurement was: 1) Bare AvGEC electrode; 2) biotinylated hybrid modified
AvGEC and 3) strep-AuNPs and biotinylated hybrid modified AvGEC. In this
specific case, the hybridization was done taking place in solution because it has
been observed to be more efficient [7]. In fact, given the DNA probe and target
are both biotinylated, the immobilization into the surface of the electrode can be
produced in two possible orientations, but both provide equivalent information as
can be deduced from the comparable obtained RSD values. A noncomplementary target sequence as well as the buffer solution alone was used as
negative controls.
In Figure 4.1.32, results of experiments and negative controls were
represented as the increment in Rct between the bare electrode and the sample
modified electrode (∆). As it can be observed, the ∆ increment corresponding to
an experiment before amplification (bar (+), grey color) results almost double
than ∆ value corresponding to a negative control also before amplification (bar
(-), grey color), highly significant if compared with the associated uncertainties,
7.5 % RSD for direct measurement and 3.1 % RSD for the amplified case. In
addition, the further increment of the ∆ value in the experiment after
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amplification (bar (+), white color) results not significant in the case of negative
control (bar (-), white color). The net signal amplification (positive test) was of
34 %.

Figure 4.1.32. Comparison histogram between experiments and negative control (+) bars:
experiments before (grey color) and after signal amplification with gold nanoparticles (white
color); (-) bars: negative control before (grey color), after signal amplification with gold
nanoparticles (white color). Indicated reproducibility corresponds to observed standard
deviation of five replicated experiments.

A Student's t-test was performed to compare the results obtained in
positive and negative experiments (both before and after signal amplification
step). The difference between the mean values was highly significant in both
cases. For the assay without amplification tcalc =67.97 > ttab=2.13; for the assay
with amplification tcalc=53.14 >ttab=2.13, at the 95 % confidence level, 4 degrees
of freedom. This confirms the significant difference between the signal obtained
for the hybridization experiment with or without amplification and the one
obtained

for

non-specific

hybridization

amplification.
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- Scanning electron microscopy characterization

Enterohaemorragic E.Coli DNA biosensors were investigated by SEM after
silver enhancement treatment. Silver enhancement treatment was employed in
order to obtain an adequate size enlargement of strep-AuNPs present on sensor
surface to allow their observation with SEM. This treatment was possible thanks
to the use of biotinylated target, which allowed the coupling with extra elements
on the free end. The images obtained are shown in Figure 4.1.33. Image on the
left corresponds to the experiment where biotinylated complementary target was
used during the hybridization step. In the figure, the strep-AuNPs distribution
onto the electrode surface is quite homogeneous. This also implies a regular
distribution of avidin molecules in the biocomposite and well-organized formation
of the hybrid. Comparing this image with the one on the right, from a negative
control, where a non-complementary target was employed in the hybridization,
it is clear that the strep-AuNPs are bound to the positive test biotinylated DNA.

(A)

(B)

Figure 4.1.33. SEM images of (A) experiment using biotinylated hybrid + strep-AuNPS + silver
enhancement treatment (B) negative control using probe + non complementary target + strepAuNPs + silver enhancement treatment.
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As can be concluded from these results, AvGECs are excellent platforms
for both biosensing variants, genosensing and aptasensing, providing high
sensitivity. It is important to point out that the results are in agreement with
previous studies in our research group [8, 24, 41].

4.1.2. Aptasensor for ultrasensitive detection of thrombin
based on a sandwich protocol, gold nanoparticles and silver
enhancement treatment

The use of aptamer sandwich protocol, streptavidin gold nanoparticles and
silver enhancement treatment was proposed in this part of this study with the
aim of amplifying the impedimetric signal obtained from the simple label-free
aptasensor

for

Thr

detection

based

on

avidin-biotin

affinity

aptamer

immobilization technique. The scheme of experimental protocol is represented in
Figure 4.1.34.

Figure 4.1.34. Scheme of the experimental protocol for the aptasensor for thrombin detection
based on sandwich protocol, strep-AuNPS and silver enhancement treatment.
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-Optimization of different concentrations
For the operation details of the aptasensor, the concentration of every
reagent used was optimized. In detail AptThrBio1 and PEG were optimized in a
previous work, see Section 4.1.1.2. As can be seen in Figure 4.1.35, the
concentration of AptThrBio2 was optimized as the same way that the above
reagents, by building its calibration curve. The optimal concentration was chosen
as a 12 pmol in 160 µl of PBS1, and the strep-AuNPs were used just in excess to
AptThrBio2.

Figure 4.1.35. Optimization of the concentration of AptThrBio2. All experiments were
performed with 50 pM of Thr in PBS solution and all EIS measurements were performed in PBS
solution containing 0.01 M K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6]. Uncertainty values corresponding to
replicated experiments (n = 5).

-EIS measurements

In Figure 4.1.36, the EIS spectrum obtained for a biosensing experiment
using aptamer sandwich protocol and silver enhancement amplification are
shown. Impedance measurements were performed before modifying the
electrode surface (bare AvGEC electrode), after modifying the electrode surface
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with AptThrBio1, Thr, AptThrBio2 (sandwich formation), strep-AuNPs and finally,
after silver deposition. As shown in this figure, Rct increased after any modification
of the electrode surface. This can be due to the increased difficulty of the redox
reaction of [Fe(CN)6]3-/4- to take place, due to the sensor surface alteration [21].
As mentioned above, two different factors may be taken into account to explain
this: the electrostatic repulsion and the sterical hindrance. The former is more
significant in the first step of protocol; when the AptThrBio1 is immobilized onto
the electrode surface by avidin-biotin affinity, a first layer is formed, where
negatively charged phosphate groups of aptamer skeleton are responsible of the
electrostatic repulsion of the negatively charged redox marker, thus inhibiting the
interfacial transfer process and resulting in Rct increment. The addition of Thr and
a second ApThrBio2 to form a sandwich results in a further increment of Rct due
to the increased quantity of negative charge and the hindrance caused by the
formation of a double layer. In this work, strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement
treatment were used with the aim of amplifying the EIS sandwich formation
signal. After the addition of strep-AuNPs we can observe an increment of Rct value
because of the increased space resistance due to Au-streptavidin conjugates.
Working at pH 7, streptavidin is slightly negatively charged (pI is around pH 5)
and this fact also contributes to enhancement of impedance [38]. In the second
amplification step, silver enhancement treatment [9, 19], a significant increment
of Rct value was also observed and attributable to the silver deposition on gold
nanoparticles.
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Figure 4.1.36. Nyquist diagrams for EIS measurements of: ● bare AvGEC electrode, ○
biotinylated aptamer of thrombin 1,

▼

biotinylated aptamer of thrombin and thrombin protein, ∆

sandwich complex, ■ sandwich complex modified with strep-AuNPs, □ sandwich complex
modified with strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement treatment. All experiments were performed
in PBS solution and all EIS measurements were performed in PBS solution containing 0.01M
K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6].

-CV characterization

Apart from EIS technique, CV is also an effective technique to investigate
the changes of the electrode behavior after each step of the protocol. In CV, the
change in peak current and peak to peak separation in voltammograms at
different modification steps can be related to the electron transfer resistance. As
shown in Figure 4.1.37, at the bare AvGEC electrodes, a pair of well-defined
reversible redox peaks with high peak currents was observed. After
immobilization of aptamer probe on the electrode surface, the peak current
clearly decreased and the peak to peak potential separation increased,
accounting for increased resistance to the charge transfer across aptamer probe
attached on the electrode and reducing the effective surface area and available
active sites for the electron transfer process. Then, after incubated with the target
protein, the peak current decreased and the peak to peak potential separation
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increased due to the sterical hindrance of the protein. When the electrode was
incubated with the second biotinylated aptamer, AptThrBio2, the peak to peak
potential separation increased due to the inhibition of the electron transfer
resistance between the aptamer sandwich and the electrode surface. Moreover,
when the electrode were modified with strep-AuNPs, a decrease in the peak
current and an increase in the peak to peak separation was noticed due to the
high sterical hindrance of the strep-AuNPs conjugates. Finally, the voltammetric
peak response further decreased and peak potential separations increased when
the silver enhancement treatment were carry out due to the deposition of the
silver on the strep-AuNPs conjugates.
0,8
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0,2
0,0
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Figure 4.1.37. CV responses of all steps of the protocol: (black line) Bare AvGEC electrode,
(red line) AvGEC electrode modified with AptThrBio1, (green line) AvGEC electrode modified
with AptThrBio1 and Thr, (orange line) AvGEC electrode modified with aptamer sandwich, (blue
line) AvGEC electrode modified with aptamer sandwich and strep-AuNPs, (pink line) AvGEC
electrode modified with aptamer sandwich and strep-AuNPs and silver treatment. CV
measurements were performed in PBS solution containing 0.01 M K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6] at
scan rate of 0.05 V/s

The results were more and less consistent with the EIS measurements.
However, EIS results presented more apparent differences for different
modification steps, indicating better sensitivity compared to CV results.
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-Confocal microscopy characterization

Aptamer sandwich formation was inspected by confocal microscopy after
incubation with the strep-QDs. The images obtained are shown in Figure 4.2.38.
The first image, Figure 4.1.38 (A), corresponds to the electrodes modified with
aptamer sandwich formation and strep-QDs. The fluorescence points observed in
this case are due to the presence of the complex formed between strep-QDs and
the aptamer sandwich conjugated through the biotin-streptavidin affinity. The
weak fluorescence observed in the second image, Figure 4.1.38 (B), corresponds
to the negative control, which did not use biotinylated complementary aptamer.
Comparison of the two images indicates that AptThrBio2 recognizes Thr and
forms the expected sandwich conjugate.

(A)

(B)

Figure 4.1.38. Confocal images of: (A) positive control using biotinylated aptamer of thrombin
1 + thrombin + biotinylated aptamer of thrombin 2 + strep-QDs, (B) negative control using
biotinylated aptamer of thrombin 1 + thrombin + biotinylated aptamer of cytocrome c + strepQDs. Images were collected at 625 nm and with excitation wavelenght of 405nm.
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-Scanning electron microscope characterization
Apart from amplifying the impedimeric response of the developed
aptasensor, the silver enhancement treatment was used in order to visualize the
presence and distribution of gold nanoparticles. These experiments also provided
an image of the homogeneity and accessibility of the anchorage points supplied
by the avidin entrapped in the biocomposite. SEM images are shown in Figure

(A)

4.1.39, illustrating a positive experiment with aptamer sandwich and strepAuNPs. As it can be observed in the Figure 4.1.39 (A), the distribution of silver
enhanced-gold nanoparticles is quite homogeneous. This also implies a regular
distribution of avidin molecules in the biocomposite and well-organized formation
of aptamer sandwich onto the electrode surface. Apart, the nanoparticles formed
were monocrystalline; that is, thanks to the disposition of the streptavidin around
of gold nanoparticles, the silver crystallized in specific directions. Comparing this
experiment with the negative control that did not use the biotinylated
complementary aptamer, Figure 4.1.39 (B), a surface without any nanoparticles
can be observed demonstrating absence of non-specific signal.

(A)

(B)

Figure 4.1.39. SEM images of: (A) experiment using biotinylated aptamer of thrombin 1 +
thrombin + biotinylated aptamer of thrombin 2 + strep-AuNPs + silver enhancement treatment,
(B) experiment using biotinylated aptamer of thrombin 1 + Thr + biotinylated aptamer of
cytochrome c + strep-AuNPs + silver enhancement treatment.
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-Analytical performance of the aptasensor for detection of thrombin

After optimizing the concentrations involved in the construction of the
aptasensor, calibrations curves of each step of the protocol were built. Figure
4.1.40 (A) shows calibration curves with increasing concentrations of Thr and
Figure 4.1.40 (B), their respective regression curves in the linear range, at the
different steps of the protocol: (1) AptThrBio1-Thr, (2) Sandwich formation
between AptThrBio1, Thr and AptThrBio2, (3) aptamer sandwich modified with
strep-AuNPs, and (4) aptamer sandwich modified with strep-AuNPs and silver
enhancement treatment.
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Figure 4.1.40. (A) Calibration curves and (B) Regression curves of: (1) ( black circle)
biotinylated aptamer of thrombin 1, (2) (blue circle) sandwich complex, (3) (green square)
sandwich complex modified with strep-AuNPs, (4) (purple square) sandwich complex modified
with strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement treatment. All experiments were performed in PBS
solution and all EIS measurements were performed in PBS solution containing 0.01 M
K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6]. Uncertainty values corresponding to replicated experiments (n = 5).

In previous experience in our laboratory with silver enhancement related
to DNA hybridization biosensing, it was not possible to obtain good impedimetric
measurements following amplification treatment mainly because of degraded
reproducibility [6]. In this case, although the reproducibility was not excellent,
the calibration curve obtained showed a good % RSD. As can be seen in Figure
4.1.40 (A), all calibration curves increased until the value of 100 pM of Thr, this
could be due to the fact that concentrations larger then 100 pM cause a saturation
on the sensor surface. Moreover, a signal increment of up to 89 % between
AptThrBio1-Thr (the simple biosensing) and sandwich formation with strepAuNPs and silver enhancement treatment was observed.
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Table 4.1.12. Summary of calibration results.

CALIBRATION

REGRESSION PLOT

CURVE

*

DETECTION

LINEAR

%

%

LIMIT

RANGE

RSD*

AMPLIFICATION

AptThrBio1Thr

∆ratio=1.042+0.0157[Thr]

4.7 pM

0.75100 pM

2.2

-

Aptamer
Sandwich

∆ratio=1.495+0.0194[Thr]

2.0 pM

0.75100 pM

3.4

35

Aptamer
sandwich/Stre
p-AuNPs

∆ratio=1.874+0.0201[Thr]

0.2 pM

0.2100pM

5.2

57

Aptamer
sandwich/strep
AuNPs/silv.enh

∆ratio=2.477+0.0219[Thr]

0.3 pM

0.2100pM

9.9

89

Corresponding to five replicate experiments at 75 pM thrombin.

As can be observed in Table 4.1.12, the use of silver enhancement
treatment led to the highest sensitivity and signal amplification compared to the
other calibration curves obtained. This confirms that the silver deposition on gold
nanoparticles increases essentially the sterical hindrance, producing an increment
of observed impedance. Despite a higher sensitivity, the detection limit obtained
in this case, 0.3 pM, is slightly worse than the one obtained with only strepAuNPs. This fact, caused by the deteriorated reproducibility, could be attributable
to the increased number of process steps and associated increased potential
errors. The best detection limit, approximately 0.2 pM, corresponded to the
sandwich and strep-AuNPS calibration curve. This confirmed that the proposed
methods show low detection limit and ultrahigh sensitivity for the detection of
thrombin.
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Table 4.1.13. Comparison of the proposed biosensor with other reported methodologies as
thrombin detection.
ANALYTICAL

DETECTION LIMIT

REFERENCE

AMPEROMETRY

0.12 pM

[2]

POTENTIOMETRY

6.7 nM

[17]

VOLTAMMETRY

0.52 pM

[14]

DPV

7.82 aM

[50]

EIS

4.4 pM

[43]

EIS

0.1 pM

[13]

EIS AND CV

93 pM

[49]

EIS

0.2 pM

Our work

SPR

0.1 nM

[3]

ELECTROLUMINISCENCE

1.6 fM

[18]

ELECTROLUMINISCENCE

0.4 pM

[40]

ELECTROLUMINISCENCE

0.5 pM

[47]

SERS

0.16 pM

[42]

PET

13 pM

[48]

FRET

2.5 nM

[11]

FLUORESCENCE

1. 1 nM

[22]

TECHNIQUE

When the proposed aptasensor was compared with other detection
methodologies for thrombin detection, some interesting facts are inferred. The
results are shown in Table 4.1.13, where sensitivity information is presented as
the LOD of each biosensor compared. The lowest detection limit value among all
the analytical techniques corresponded to [50], but this Thr biosensor used a
double amplification strategy, with thiocyanuric acid and gold nanoparticlelabeled aptamer, and differential pulse voltammetry (DPV). Our proposed
aptasensor is on the second range of lowest LOD in electrochemical techniques
and impedance, thus demonstrating satisfactory results for the detection of
thrombin in real samples, given that this level corresponds to physiological
concentration levels. Moreover, the proposed aptasensor showed many
advantages: it is stable for seven days, its surface is easily regenerable by
polishing and the followed procedure was simple and easy.
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-Selectivity of the aptasensor

To verify that the signal was dependent on the specific recognition, our
protocol for thrombin detection was evaluated by challenging it with possible
interfering proteins present in blood serum, comparing it to the simple
biosensing, label-free detection alternative, as indicated Figure 4.1.41.

Figure 4.1.41. 3D bar chart of response towards different proteins present in serum, without
the amplification protocol and with the sandwich/amplification protocol. Uncertainty values
corresponding to replicated experiments (n = 5).

From this investigation, we found that the presence of interfering proteins
such as BSA, Cyt c, Fbr, prothrombin (ProThr) and IgG, at serum concentration
level exhibits negligible response compared with 75 pM Thr in the amplified
sandwich protocol, even using concentrations four or five orders of magnitude
higher than typical Thr concentration. The figure also demonstrates that the
sandwich protocol displays as clear advantage, more than the signal
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amplification, the marked decrease of interfering effects that are still noticeable
in the simple biosensing scheme. These observations suggest that the sensing
mechanism relies on specific recognition and that the aptasensor sandwich
method is highly specific for the detection of Thr. Moreover, it is important to
emphasize that prothrombin protein is the precursor of thrombin in the blood
clotting process and this aptasensor is capable of distinguishing both proteins
with high selectivity.
Apart of these proteins, ascorbic acid, uric acid and dopamine were also
tested for interference because of their relatively high concentration in biological
samples and low oxidation potentials. As can be seen in Figure 4.1.42, uric and
ascorbic acid showed negligible responses compared with 75 pM Thr, tested at
concentrations eight and six orders of magnitude higher than that of Thr.
Dopamine exhibited certain low interfering signal (17 %) at typical serum
concentration, but it should be considered that this compound is only present in
serum during physical and emotional stress.

Figure 4.1.42. Bar chart of response towards non-proteic compounds present in serum and
thrombin, without the amplification protocol (white bars) and with the sandwich/amplification
protocol (grey bars). The concentrations were: 4.75 nM Dopamine, 80 µM Ascorbic Acid, 0.73
mM Uric Acid and 75 pM Thr. Uncertainty values corresponding to replicated experiments (n =
5).
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-Spiked real samples

As it has been mentioned, the detection of thrombin in human blood is of
great importance in clinical analysis, not only for the diagnosis of cardiovascular
diseases also for its consideration as a tumor marker. Considering that, the
aptasensor was evaluated with Thr spiked samples. Thus, human serum samples
were diluted at 50 % with PBS1 and then different concentrations of thrombin
were spiked into the diluted serum.
The recovery values were calculated using the following equation:

|

%

/

(4.2.6)

∙ 100

Table 4.1.14. Recovery studies performed in diluted human serum samples for applicability of
the aptasensor (n=3).

[Thr] added (pM)

[Thr] found (pM)*

75

72.2 ± 5.4

96.5

4.5

10

10.3 ± 1.0

102.7

7.6

5

4.5 ± 0.7

89.0

8.1

*

( ±

∙
√

% RECOVERY

% RSD

)

As can be seen in table 4.1.14, the recovery values obtained were from 89
% to 102.7 % with RSD between 8.1 % and 4.5 %, demonstrating the excellent
performance of the aptasensor and its suitability for the direct analysis of Thr in
serum samples at the low pM level.
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4.2. Impedimetric aptasensors for cytochrome

c detection

As indicated in Chapter 1, the quantification of Cyt c is of great importance as a
preclinical indicator of several diseases such as diabetes-specific microvascular
diseases, Alzheimer's disease, Huntington's disease, muscular dystrophies, etc.
This chapter is focused on the development of impedimetric aptasensors
for the detection of this protein. Firstly, a simple label-free aptasensor for Cyt c
detection using a wet physical adsorption immobilization technique and the
already described aptamer [12] was performed and evaluated. Afterwards, with
the goal to amplify the impedimetric signal, a hybrid aptamer-antibody sandwich
protocol using MWCNT screen printed electrodes was carried out.
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4.2.1. Label-free aptasensor for cytochrome c detection
based on aptamer physical adsorption immobilization
technique

The same experiments performed using physical adsorption immobilization
technique for Thr detection were reproduced using an aptamer of cytochrome c
for Cyt c detection. The biosensing protocol is shown in Figure 4.2.1.

Figure 4.2.1. Scheme of the experimental protocol for the aptasensor for cytochrome c
detection based on physical adsorption method.

-Optimization of aptamer and PEG concentrations

Important experimental concentrations including aptamer and PEG were
optimized to obtain a highly sensitivity of the fabricated aptasensor by
constructing its relative response curves.
The aptamer calibration curve was carried out by increasing amount of
concentration of AptCyt c used in the from 1 to 2,5 µM. The different
concentrations were evaluated by the changes in the ∆p. As can be seen in the
Figure 4.2.2, the ∆p increased with the AptCyt c concentration until a saturation
value. This is due to the physical adsorption of the aptamer onto the electrode
surface, which followed a Langmuir isotherm; in it, the variation of Rct increased
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to reach a saturation value, chosen as the optimal concentration. The value
selected for the aptasensor corresponded to a concentration of aptamer of 1.75
µM, as the compromise between the two extremes.

Figure 4.2.2. Optimization of the concentration of AptCyt c immobilized on each aptasensor.
All experiments were performed in PBS solution and all EIS measurements were performed in
PBS solution containing 0.01 M K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6]. Uncertainty values corresponding to
replicated experiments (n = 5).

The use of blocking agent (PEG) on the electrode surface was introduced
to minimize the nonspecific adsorption of other species, which would alter the
observed impedimetric signal. Apart, these other species can potentially interact
or disturb the binding of the Cyt c on the AptCyt c in the further steps and thus
must be avoided. For the optimization of the PEG concentration we proceeded as
above. PEG concentrations were increased from 20 until 70 mM and the
electrochemical characteristics of the electrode were determined. As it can be
observed in Figure 4.2.3, the ∆p increased up to a certain saturation value. The
value selected as the optimal PEG concentration was 35 mM, corresponding to
the intersection of the two extreme behaviours.
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Figure 4.2.3. Optimization of the concentration of the blocking agent, PEG. All experiments
were performed in PBS solution and all EIS measurements were performed in PBS solution
containing 0.01 M K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6]. Uncertainty values corresponding to replicated
experiments (n = 5).

-Surface coverage of the electrode surface

Table 4.2.1. Quantification of surface coverage of all steps of the procedure (Uncertainly values
correspond to triplicate experiments).

Γ(1011
MOLECULES/CM2)

Bare
electrode
0.04 ± 0.20

AptCyt c

PEG

Cyt c (10-9 M)

3.33 ± 0.34

3.45 ± 0.33

1.76 ± 0.34

In order to obtain the surface coverage, the procedure described in Section
4.1.1.5 was also used [15]. This consisted in obtaining the CV responses of
[Ru(NH3)6]3+ on an epoxy-graphite composite electrode (bare electrode) with
AptCyt c, after PEG treatment and after cytochrome c detection, see Figure 4.2.4.
The results are shown in Table 4.2.1. The values clearly showed that the surface
density is maintained before and after PEG treatment, consistent with the
obtained results from the aptasensor for thrombin detection based on the same
aptamer immobilization method.
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Figure 4.2.4. CV responses of: bare electrode (black line), electrode modified with AptCyt c
1.75µM (green line), electrode modified with 35 mM PEG (blue line), and electrode modified
with 10-9 M Cyt c (pink line). All experiments were performed in 10 mM Tris buffer pH 7.4
containing 50 µM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ at scan rate of 0.05 V/s

-Detection of Cyt c

The aptamer of Cyt c forms a linear single-strand oligonucleotide, in
sequence that recognizes the protein by a specific folding. During this folding,
weak interactions between the aptamer and protein of the host-guest type are
created, leading to complex AptCyt c-Cyt c. One example of the obtained
response after each biosensing step is shown in Figure 4.2.5. As can be seen in
this figure, when the AptCyt c is immobilized onto the electrode surface, a Rct
increment was observed, due to the formation of a first layer, where negatively
charged phosphate groups of aptamer skeleton are responsible of the electrical
repulsion towards the negatively charged redox marker, thus inhibiting the
interfacial transfer process. When the protein is added Rct should decrease
considering that the pI of the protein is 10-10.5 [39], and therefore it is positively
charged, then favouring electrostatically the arrival of the redox marker to the
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electrode. In contrast, according to the capacitance values calculated from the
different experiments varying Cyt c concentration, the capacitance values are
kept practically constant, 0.45±0.03 µF. The Rct increase seems to be due, then,
to the sterical factor dominating over the electrostatic factor.
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0
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Figure 4.2.5. Nyquist diagrams for EIS measurements of: (black circles) bare GEC electrodes,
(grey circles) AptCyt c modified electrodes and (white circles) AptCyt c-Cyt c modified
electrodes. All experiments were performed in PBS solution and all EIS measurements were
performed in PBS solution containing 0.01M K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6

- Analytical performance of the aptasensor for detection of Cyt c

In order to obtain the sensitivity of the aptasensor a complete calibration
curve, was built defined by using an increasing concentration of Cyt c. Figure
4.2.6, illustrates the increase of the impedimetric signal with increasing Cyt c
concentration. Relative signal ∆ratio were plotted for the different Cyt c
concentration assays, as shown on Figure 4.2.7. As can be observed, a calibration
curve was obtained which a logarithm trend, however for the range from 50 pM
to 1 nM a linear trend was still observed. Moreover, a good linear relationship (r
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= 0.993) between the relative analytical signal (∆ratio) and the Cyt c concentration
in this range was obtained according to the equation: ∆ratio = 1.13 + 5.24·108
[Cyt c] (M). The detection limit was estimated as three times the standard
deviation of the intercept obtained from the linear regression, which was 63.2
pM. The reproducibility of the method showed a relative standard deviation (RSD)
of 6.8 %, obtained from a series of 5 experiments carried out at a concentration
of 500 pM Cyt c.

500
Bare electrode
Electrode-AptCyt c
10-9 M [Cyt c]

-Zi (Ohms)

400
300

10-8 M [Cyt c]
10-7 M [Cyt c]

200

10-6 M [Cyt c]
10-5 M [Cyt c]

100

10-4 M [Cyt c]

0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

Zr (Ohms)

Figure 4.2.6. Nyquist diagrams for different concentrations of Cyt c. All experiments were
performed in PBS solution and all EIS measurements were performed in PBS solution containing
0.01 M K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6].

Figure 4.2.7. Calibration curve and regression plot, relative signal vs. Cyt c concentration. All
experiments were performed in PBS solution and all EIS measurements were performed in PBS
solution containing 0.01 M K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6].
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-Selectivity of the aptasensor

Cyt c is present in blood serum, which can be described as a complex
sample matrix containing hormones, lipids, blood cells and other proteins. To
study the selectivity of the system, we evaluated the response of proteins present
in serum such as Fbr, IgG and BSA. All proteins showed some degree of
interference for Cyt c. For this reason, the calibration curves were built for the
serum level concentration of each protein.

Table 4.2.2. Summary of calibration results for Cyt c and other major proteins presents in serum.

PROTEIN

REGRESSION PLOT

SENSITIVITY
(M

−1)

DETECTION

TYPICAL

LIMIT

CONC. IN
SERUM

Cyt c

∆ratio = 1.130+5.236·108 [Cyt c]

5.24·108

63.2 pM

2 nM

BSA

∆ratio = 0.672+8.377·103 [BSA]

8.38·103

0.3 mM

0.52–0.75
mM

Fbr

∆ratio = -0.909+5.330·105 [Fbr]

5.33·105

7.10 µM

6–12 M

IgG

∆ratio =-0.618+4.435·10 [ IgG]

4.44·10

0.143 µM

60–100 M

4

4

To evaluate the sensitivity of the aptasensor we compared the calibration
plots for the different interferent proteins. Table 4.2.2 summarizes the
parameters of the calibration curve of each protein and Cyt c, as well as their
respective slopes and detection limits. The aptasensor showed the highest
sensitivity for its target molecule, Cyt c, with its slope being three orders of
magnitude greater than the slope for Fbr and four orders of magnitude more
than that of IgG. Therefore, it was demonstrated that the aptasensor exhibited a
much higher sensitivity to Cyt c than that to regarding potential interfering
proteins, which displayed this effect greatly due to the high level of concentration
in which they were assayed.
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Table 4.2.3. Summary of EC50 and % Cross-response values of each interferent protein.

PROTEIN

EC50 (M)

% CROSS-RESPONSE

Cyt c

6.68·10-10

100

BSA

6.06·10-5

1.01·10-3

IgG

3.63·10-5

1.84·10-3

Fbr

1.37·10-6

0.05

(% CR = (EC50 cytochrome c/EC50 interferent)·100).

Apart of previous data, EC50 values for each protein and % Cross Response
(% CR) for all interfering proteins were calculated, as summarized on Table 4.2.3.
The lowest EC50 value obtained corresponded Cyt c, the target protein with a
value of 6.68·10-10 M, and the larger, 3.63·10-5 M, to Fbr. The largest % CR value
corresponded to Fbr, 0.05 %, and the lowest to BSA. Therefore, it was
demonstrated that the aptasensor showed a much higher sensitivity to Cyt c,
regarding potential interfering proteins, which displayed this effect due to the high
level of concentration in which they are present in serum, and not in a secondary
recognition by aptamer or antibody.
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-Comparative study of the developed aptasensor with other biosensors.
Table 4.2.4. Comparison of the proposed Cyt c biosensor with other reported biosensing
methods.

ANALYTICAL
METHOD

DETECTION
LIMIT

BIORECOGNITION
ELEMENT

%RSD

INTERFERING
PROTEINS

REFERENCE

EIS

63.2 pM

Aptamer

6.8

Albumin, Fbr,

Our work

IgG
EIS

10 nM

Calixarens

10

BSA

[29]

CV

0.5 µM

Enzyme

2.8

Ascorbic and

[33]

Uric acid
SWV

0.2 µM

Enzyme

-

Serum

[1]

samples
FLUORESCENCE

44.4 pM

Aptamer

-

Serum

[23]

samples
ICP-MS/ TEM

1.5 fM

Antibody

6.6

Serum samples

[25]

Additionally, the proposed aptasensor was compared with other detection
methodologies for the direct Cyt c detection. The detailed results are shown in
Table 4.2.4, where sensitivity info is presented as the LOD of each biosensor
compared. The lowest detection limit value among all the analytical techniques
corresponded to [25] , but this Cyt c biosensor used ICP-MS as the transduction
technique. This methodology displays high sensitivity but is not simple, portable
or easy to use. Our proposed aptasensor is on the second range of lowest LOD,
thus demonstrating satisfactory results for the detection of Cyt c in real samples,
given this level corresponds to concentration in human serum when apoptosis
appears.
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4.2.2. Aptamer-antibody sandwich assay for cytochrome c
employing a MWCNT platform

A sensitive aptamer-antibody interaction based sandwich assay for Cytc c
using electrochemical impedance were performed. Electrochemical grafting
technique was employed in order to immobilize aminated aptamers onto multiwalled carbon nanotubes on the surface of a screen-printed electrodes via
covalent bond. The experimental scheme is represented in Figure 4.2.8.

Figure 4.2.8. Scheme of the experimental protocol for the aptamer-antibody sandwich assay
for cytochrome c employing a MWCNT platform.

-Optimization of the experimental concentrations involved in the aptamerantibody sandwich assay response to Cyt c

All concentrations involved in the analytical performance of the aptasensor
for detection of Cyt c were optimized.
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AptCyt c and PEG concentrations were optimized by constructing their
relative response curve. For this, increasing concentrations of AptCyt c NH2 and
PEG were used to determine the immobilization and surface blocking,
respectively, evaluating the changes in the ∆p. Figure 4.2.9 shows the curve of
AptCyt c immobilization onto the electrode surface. It can be observed that the
difference in resistance (∆p) increased up to a value. This is due to the physical
adsorption of the aptamer onto the electrode surface, which followed a Langmuir
isotherm. Embodied by the variation of Rct which increases to reach a saturation
value, the optimal concentration was chosen as initial value to reach it. This value
corresponded to a concentration of aptamer of 1.5 μM. Concerning blocking
agent, and as shown in Figure 4.2.10, a different behaviour was obtained. The
optimal concentration of blocking agent was chosen as 30 mM because it was
the concentration point where a small plateau was observed.

Figure. 4.2.9. Optimization of the amount of AptCyt c NH2 immobilized on each electrode.
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Figure 4.2.10.Optimization of the concentration of the blocking agent, PEG. Uncertainty values
corresponding to replicated experiments (n=5).

Additionally, to obtain the optimal concentration of AbCyt c to be used in
the biosensing protocol, its response was evaluated with increasing concentration
of antibody. The optimal concentration was evaluated by the changes in the ∆ratio.
As can be seen in Figure 4.2.11, the highest signal response was obtain for 1/500
stock dilution and this concentration was chosen as an optimal value.

ratio

3

2

1

0
1/10000

1/800

1/500

1/200

[AbCyt c]

Figure 4.2.11. Optimization of the concentration of AbCyt c. All experiments were performed
with 100 pM of Cyt c in PBS solution and all EIS measurements were performed in PBS solution
containing 0.01 M K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6]. Uncertainty values corresponding to replicated
experiments (n = 5).
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-Impedance response

To prove the feasibility of this aptasensing strategy, EIS measurements
were performed to study the interface properties of different modified electrodes.
Figure 4.2.12 (A) shows the Nyquist plots obtained by electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy. As can be seen, modification of the MWCNT electrode with ABA
gave rise to a large increase in the electron transfer resistance as a consequence
of the electrostatic repulsion between the redox maker and the negatively
charged carboxylate groups. Thereafter, surface-confined carboxyl groups were
activated with EDC/NHS to form amide bonds with amino terminated aptamer.
After aptamer incubation, the Rct decreased in relation to the modification surface
with ABA due to reduction of the negative charge density of the electrode surface,
as can be observed in Figure 4.2.12 (B). Afterwards, the Rct value diameter of
the semicircle increased after each performed step. The addition of a target
protein, Cyt c, and Cyt c Ab to form a complex AptCyt c NH2– Cyt c and a sandwich
respectively, resulted in a less marked increment of the resistance value due to
the augmented quantity of negative charges and to the hindrance caused by the
formation of a double layer. After the addition of strept-AuNPs we can observe a
further increment of charge transfer resistance because of the increased
hindrance due to the formed conjugates. In the second amplification step, the
silver enhancement treatment [9, 19], a significant increment of Rct value was
also observed and attributable to the silver deposition on gold.
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Figure 4.2.12. (A) Nyquist diagrams of: (●) Bare electrode, (○) Electrochemical grafting
treatment and (▼) Aptamer immobilization. (B) Nyquist diagrams of: (●) Bare electrode, (○)
aptamer immobilization, (▼) Aptamer with Cyt c, (∆) sandwich complex with antibody, (■)
sandwich complex modified with gold-nanoparticles and (□) sandwich complex modified with
gold-nanoparticles and silver enhancement treatment. All experiments were performed in PBS
solution and all EIS measurements were performed in PBS solution containing 0.01 M
K3[Fe(CN)6]/ K4[Fe(CN)6].
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-Scanning electron microscope characterization

MWCNT-SPEs surfaces were investigated by SEM after the gold
Enhancement treatment. HAuCl4 was employed in order to achieve an adequate
amplification of strept-AuNPs present on sensor surface to allow their direct
observation by SEM. SEM images taken at an acceleration voltage of 3 kV are
shown in Figure 4.2.13, illustrating a positive experiment with sandwich protocol
and strep-AuNPs conjugation. As can be observed in Figure 4.2.13 (A), the
distribution of gold enhanced-gold nanoparticles is quite homogeneous. This also
implies a regular distribution of MWCNT and well-organized formation of
sandwich complex onto the electrode surface. This high density distribution also
demonstrates the proper functionality of the MWCNT platform and the
immobilization of the biomolecule. Comparing this experiment with the negative
control that did not use the biotinylated Cyt c Ab, Figure 4.2.13 (B), a surface
with almost absent nanoparticles can be observed. The curious regular
parallelepipedic shapes indicate the monocrystalline growth, and is specially seen
for freshly purchased and prepared silver enhancements reagents.

Figure 4.2.13. SEM images of (A) experiment using sanwich complex + strep-AuNPs+ gold
enhancement treatment (B) negative control using AptCyt c NH2+ Cyt c + non complementary
aptamer + strep-AuNPs + gold enhancement treatment. All images were taken at an
acceleration voltage of 3 kV and a resolution of 2 µm.
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-Analytical performance of the aptamer-antibody sandwich assay for detection of
Cyt c

Table 4.2.5. Summary of the different calibration curves considering different stages of the
assay.
CALIBRATION CURVE

REGRESSION PLOT

AMPLIFICATION
%

RSD
*
%

(1)AptCyt c/Cyt c

∆ratio = 0.935 + 0.104· log[Cyt c]

-

2.3

(2)Sandwich complex

∆ratio = 0.904 + 0.144· log[Cyt c]

5

3.2

(3)Sandwich/ strep-

∆ratio = 0.241 + 0.651·log[Cyt c]

35

5.9

∆ratio = -0.999 + 1.702·log[Cyt c]

108

6.8

AuNPs
(4) Sandwich/strepAuNPs/Silver enhanc.
*Corresponding to five replicated experiments at 75 pM.

After experimental concentration optimizations, the aptasensor was then
used following the sandwich protocol, plus amplification employing the strepAuNPs and silver enhancement treatment. Figure 4.2.14 shows calibration curves
with increasing concentrations of Cyt c and their respective regression lines in
the logaritmic scale, at the different steps of the protocol: (1) AptCyt c NH2–Cyt

c, (2) sandwich formation between AptCyt c NH2, Cyt c and AbCyt c , (3) aptamer
sandwich modified with strep-AuNPs, and (4) aptamer sandwich modified with
strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement treatment. Although reproducibility was not
ideal in all cases, the calibration curves obtained showed a good % RSD. As can
be seen in Figure 4.2.14 (A), all calibration curves increased until the value of
100 pM of Cyt c, this could be due to the fact that concentrations larger than 100
pM caused a saturation on the sensor surface. As can be observed in Table 4.2.5,
the use of silver enhancement treatment led to the highest sensitivity and signal
amplification, resulting in 108 % increase compared to the simple biosensing
scheme. This demonstrates that the silver deposition on gold nanoparticles,
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basically increases the sterical hindrance, producing an increment of observed
impedance, given this conductive silver is not wired to the electrode surface.
Together with the higher sensitivity, the detection limit obtained in this case was
12 pM (calculated as the intersection with the horizontal reference line) and it is
slightly improving the one obtained with only strep-AuNPs (15 pM). Without
sandwich amplification, signal is of the same magnitude than associated errors,
making the assay of impractical use. This results confirmed that the best method,
showing a low detection limit and an ultrahigh sensitivity for the detection of Cyt

c involves the sandwich and amplification protocol.
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Figure 4.2.14. Calibration (A) and regression curves (B) of: (1) (black circle) AptCyt c
NH2 and Cyt c, (2) (white circle) sandwich complex, (3) (black triangle) sandwich
complex modified with strep-AuNPs, (4) (white triangle) sandwich complex modified with
strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement treatment. All experiments were performed in PBS
solution and all EIS measurements were performed in PBS solution containing 0.01M
K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6]. Uncertainty values corresponding to replicated experiments (n
=5).

-Selectivity of the aptamer-antibody sandwich assay

Control experiments were conducted to investigate the specificity of
aptamer-antibody assay. In this work, majority serum proteins, such as human
IgG, Fbr and BSA at serum physiological levels were tested to operate the
proposed aptasensor instead of Cyt c under the same experimental conditions.
As shown in Figure 4.2.15, the presence of interfering proteins at serum
concentration level exhibits negligible response compared with 100 pM Cyt c in
the amplified sandwich protocol, even at concentrations four or five orders of
magnitude higher than typical Cyt c concentrations. Figure 4.2.15 also
demonstrates that the sandwich protocol displays as clear advantage, more than
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the signal amplification, the marked decrease of interfering effects that are still
remarkable in the simple biosensing protocol. This is specially remarkable for IgG
protein (human), which shows appreciable interference in the assay without
amplification, although it becomes practically negligible with the sandwich
variant.

Figure 4.2.15. 3D bar chart of response towards different proteins present in serum, without
the amplification protocol and with the sandwich/amplification protocol. Uncertainty values
corresponding to replicated experiments (n = 5).

-Detection of Cyt c in spiked serum samples

Table 4.2.6. Recovery studies performed in spiked serum samples for applicability of biosensor.
[Cyt c] spiked (pM)

[Cyt c] found (pM)

% RECOVERY

% RSD*

90.0

97.1 ± 14.7

107.8

8.98

60.0

58.9 ± 9.0

98.3

9.07

30.0

28.4 ± 3.9

94.6

8.23

*Corresponding to triplicated experiments.
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The applicability of the biosensor was tested by the analysis of spiked
samples of human serum samples. For that purpose, human serum samples were
spiked with three different concentrations of Cyt c. As shown in Table 4.2.6, the
recoveries of spiked samples were between 94.6 % and 107.8 % when using this
method, which showed a satisfactory result. In addition, a good reproducibility
of the blanks was obtained, 5.5 % RSD. These findings imply that the developed
methodology has a promising feature for the analytical application in complex
biological samples.

-Comparative study of the developed aptamer-antibody assay with other
biosensing methodologies.
Table 4.2.7. Comparison of the Cyt c biosensor with other reported biosensing methods.

ANALYTICAL
METHOD

LOD

BIORECOGNITION
ELEMENT

LINEAR
RANGE

SPR

≥50

Aptamer

80 pM-

pM
FLUORESCENCE

266

INTERFERENCE

REAL
SAMPLES

REF

x

√

[27]

80 nM
Aptamer

-

x

√

[23]

Antibody

0.1-20

√

√

[25]

√

x

[31]

√

√

Our

pM
ICP-MS/TEM

1.5
fM

EIS

63.2

nM
Aptamer

50 pM-

pM
EIS

12

50 nM
Aptamer-antibody

25-100

pM
CV

10

pM
Enzyme

nM
CV

0.5

10 nM -

work
x

√

[32]

√

√

[33]

500 µM
Enzyme

1-1000

µM

µM
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Once we had confirmed that our biosensor was able to detect Cyt c with
excellent analytical performance also in real samples, its analytical features were
compared to other detection methodologies for Cyt c detection, as described in
the literature. Details are shown in Table 4.2.7, where sensitivity info is presented
as the LOD of each biosensor compared. The lowest detection limit value among
all the analytical techniques corresponded to ref [25], but this Cyt c biosensor
used ICP-MS as the transduction technique. This methodology displays high
sensitivity and selectivity but is not simple, portable or easy to use. However, our
biosensor showed the second lowest LOD value and it was suitable for real
samples, considering that the lowest level of Cyt c in serum samples is about 10
pM, and the concentration of this protein increase to nM range when apoptosis
occurs.

Different basal levels for Cyt c in serum can be found in literature. The
LOD of 63.2 pM achieved by label-free aptasensor was compared with 2 nM [5].
Value of 12 pM represents an enhancement of the previous LOD value, which it
was obtained by considering around 10 pM as basal level [35]. Despite the use
of different basal level values for the evaluation of the LODs in this PhD thesis,
both developed values are suitable detection parameters for Cyt c, regarding the
fact that when apoptosis occurs the level of Cyt c in serum increases until nM
range [35].
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5. Conclusions

5.1. General conclusions
The general conclusions of this work were:
1. The design and development of impedimetric aptasensors were achieved
for the first time in our group, employing different electrodes such as
GECs, AvGECs and MWCNT-SPEs, and different protocols for protein
detection.
2. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy has demonstrated to be a highly
sensitive technique to monitor each step of the different aptasensing
protocols, achieving good reproducibility values in all the cases.
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3. The use of amplification strategy based on sandwich protocol with aptamer
double or aptamer-antibody combinating were developed with success,
and gold-nanoparticles and silver enhancement treatment allowed an
improvement in impedimetric response, for both the sensitivity and the
selectivity of the method.
4. The developed aptasensors based on sandwich protocol were successfully
applied for the detection of their respective protein target in spiked serum
samples.

5.2. Specific conclusions

In connection with the objectives, the conclusions of this PhD thesis can
be divided into two main parts according to the different detected proteins.

A. Impedimetric aptasensors for thrombin detection:

A.1. Four different label-free aptasensors were performed based on
different aptamer immobilization technique using GEC electrodes.

A.1.1.

With the different methods reported: physical adsorption,
avidin-biotin affinity, covalent bond via electrochemical
activation and via electrochemical grafting, low detection
limits (in the pM level), ample ranges of response for
thrombin concentration (more than one decade) and low %
RSD values were achieved. Among the four methods
proposed, avidin-biotin affinity was the best overall method
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displaying high affinity with a sensitivity value of 1.530 1010
M−1, a linear range of 0.75–100 pM and a reproducibility of
4.9 % RSD. The lower detection limit attained was 4.5 pM by
physical adsorption method, although the latter was also the
one with poorer selectivity (highest % CR values).
Considering interfering effects produced by serum proteins,
Fbr and IgG demonstrated some effect, which may restrict
the utility of the aptasensors; still, given the high
concentration values at which they interfere and the low %
CR determined (lower than 0.001 %), these interfering
effects may be tolerated.
Electrochemical grafting technique exhibited the higher
stability compared with the other methodologies, which
could retain its impedance response after a storage of eight
days with a negligible loss of activity.

In addition, aptasensor based on physical adsorption
technique could be regenerated by dissociating the AptThrThr complex.

A.1.2.

AvGEC electrodes were also successfully used as a platforms
for aptasensing and genosensing, achiving excellent results
of sensitivity and reproducibility for both cases. The
developed genosensor was performed for the detection of
enterohaemorragic Escherichia Coli O104:H4 bacterium.
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A.2. An impedimetric aptasensor assay based on a sandwich protocol
based on double aptamer sandwich protocol, strep-AuNPs and silver
enhancement treatment was carried out.

The use of biotinylated aptamer permitted rapid formation of an easily
detected conjugate with a strep-AuNPs and strep-QDs through a
streptavidin-biotin interaction.
A.2.1.

Signal amplification by using aptamer sandwich, strep-AuNPs
and silver enhancement treatment led to a high sensitivity
increase, obtaining a detection limit of 0.3 pM. Despite a
higher sensitivity, this detection limit is slightly worse than
the one obtained with only strep-AuNPs, 0.2 pM. This fact,
caused by the deteriorated reproducibility, could be
attributable to the increased number of process steps and
associated increased potential errors. Besides, for a
comparable amount of AptThrBio1-Thr, the signal resulted in
89% amplification, compared to results recorded with simple
biosensing label-free assay.
In addition, a good linear range, 0.2 -100 pM, and a good
reproducibility value, 9.9 % RSD, were obtained.

A.2.2.

Furthermore, high selectivity with respect to different serum
proteins and organic compounds at serum concentration
level were also attained with this protocol. The results also
demonstrated that the sandwich protocol displays a clear
advantage, more than the signal amplification, the marked
decrease of interfering effects that are still noticeable in the
simple biosensing assay and are disappeared with the double
recognition protocol.
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A.2.3.

The aptasensor was evaluated with thrombin spiked serum
samples. Good recovery and reproducibility values were
obtained, 89 % -102.7 % and 8.1 %-4.5 %, respectively,
demonstrating

the

exceptional

performance

of

the

aptasensor and its suitability for the direct analysis of Thr in
serum samples at the low pM level.

B. Impedimetric aptasensors for cytochrome c detection

B.1. A label-free aptasensor for Cyt c detection based on a wet physical
adsorption immobilization technique using GEC electrodes were
carried out.

B.1.1

The aptasensor showed a low detection limit, 63.2 pM, good
range of Cyt c concentration, from 50 pM to 1 nM, high
sensitivity, 5.24·108 M-1 and good reproducibility, 6.8 % RSD.
Moreover, the Cyt c detection process could be finished in 40
minutes and the stability of a prepared sensor was at least
24 hours.

B.1.2.

The interference produced by serum proteins, such as IgG,
Fbr and BSA, demonstrated some limitations in the operation
of the aptasensor, although usable given the concentration
excess at which they manifest.
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B.2. An ultrasensitive impedance aptamer-antibody sandwich assay for
Cyt c detection using MWCNT-SPEs was developed.

B.2.1

Thanks to the signal amplification with strep-AuNPs and silver
deposition, it was possible to increase the sensitivity of the
assay. Additionally, for a comparable amount of AptCyt c
NH2-Cyt c, the signal resulted in 108 % amplification,
compared to results recorded with simple biosensing assay.
Furthermore, a good detection limit, 12 pM, good
reproducibility, 6.8 % RSD, and acceptable linear range, 25100 pM, were attained with this protocol.

B.2.2

High selectivity with respect to different serum proteins at
serum concentration level were also achieved with this
protocol thanks to the double recognition scheme utilized.

B.2.3

The suitability of the biosensor for measurements in real
samples was checked by determining Cyt c in spiked human
serum samples. Obtained recovery and reproducibility values
in the range between 94.6 to 107.8 % and between 8.2 %
to 9.1 % respectively, demonstrated a promising feature for
the analytical application in complex biological samples.
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5.3. Future perspectives
The results obtained during this PhD thesis open the door to interesting
aptasensing field using EIS technique, not only in the detection of proteins, but
also in small targets such as toxins, organic compounds, etc.
Additionally, the integration of new nanomaterials such as graphene,
nanodiamonds, etc. with the composite conductive paste could improve the
sensitivity of our GEC electrodes.

Since the great specialty of our research group is the development of
electronic tongues, in a further work, cross response of some aptamers could be
used to develop an aptamer electronic tongue using EIS technique.
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Abstract: Here, we report the application of a label-free electrochemical aptasensor based
on a graphite-epoxy composite electrode for the detection of thrombin; in this work,
aptamers were immobilized onto the electrodes surface using wet physical adsorption. The
detection principle is based on the changes of the interfacial properties of the electrode;
these were probed in the presence of the reversible redox couple [Fe(CN)6]3−/[Fe(CN)6]4−
using impedance measurements. The electrode surface was partially blocked due to formation
of aptamer-thrombin complex, resulting in an increase of the interfacial electron-transfer
resistance detected by Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). The aptasensor
showed a linear response for thrombin in the range of 7.5 pM to 75 pM and a detection
limit of 4.5 pM. The aptasensor was regenerated by breaking the complex formed between
the aptamer and thrombin using 2.0 M NaCl solution at 42 °C, showing its operation
for different cycles. The interference response caused by main proteins in serum has been
characterized.
Keywords: aptamer; thrombin; electrochemical impedance spectroscopy; labeless; adsorption
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1. Introduction
Aptamers are artificial DNA or RNA oligonucleotides selected in vitro which have the ability to
bind to proteins, small molecules or even whole cells, recognizing their target with affinities and
specificities often matching or even exceeding those of antibodies [1]. Furthermore, the recognition
process can be inverted and is stable in broad terms. Due to all these properties, aptamers can be used
in a wide range of applications, such as therapeutics [2], molecular switches [3], drug development [4],
affinity chromatography [5] and biosensors [6].
One of the most known and used aptamers is selective to thrombin, with the sequence
5'-GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG-3'. Thrombin is the last enzyme protease involved in the coagulation
cascade, and converts fibrinogen to insoluble fibrin which forms the fibrin gel, both in physiological
conditions and in a pathological thrombus [7]. Therefore, thrombin plays a central role in a number of
cardiovascular diseases [8], and it is thought to regulate many processes such as inflammation and
tissue repair at the blood vessel wall. Concentration levels of thrombin in blood are very low, and
levels down to picomolar range are associated with disease; because of this, it is important to be able to
assess this protein concentration at trace level, with high selectivity [9].
In previous years, there has been great interest in the development of aptasensors. Aptasensors are
biosensors that use aptamers as the biorecognition element. Different transduction techniques such as
optical [10], Atomic Force Microscope [11], electrochemical [12] and piezoelectric [13] variants have
been reported. Recently, among the different electrochemical techniques available, the use of
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) [14] has grown among studies [15,16]. EIS is rapidly
developing as a reference technique for the investigation of bulk and interfacial electrical properties of
any kind of solid or liquid material which is connected to or part of an appropriate electrochemical
transducer. Impedance is a simple, high-sensitivity, low-cost and rapid transduction principle to follow
biosensing events that take place at the surface of an electrode [17–19]. Moreover, apart from the
detection of the recognition event when an immobilized molecule interacts with its target analyte, EIS
can be used to monitor and validate the different sensing stages, including preparation of biosensor.
Together with Surface Plasmon Resonance and the Quartz Crystal Microbalance, EIS is one of the
typical transduction techniques that do not require labelled species for detection.
In the present communication, we report the application a label-free electrochemical aptasensor for
the detection of thrombin using graphite-epoxy composite electrodes (GEC). This platform is of
general use in our laboratories and has been already extensively studied and applied for amperometric,
enzymatic, immuno- and genosensing assays [20,21]. The uneven surface of the graphite-epoxy
electrode allows the immobilization of the aptamer onto its surface by simple wet physical adsorption.
Afterwards, the electrode surface may be renewed after each experiment by polishing with abrasive
paper. The transduction principle used is based on the change of electron-transfer resistance in the
presence of the [Fe(CN)6]3−/[Fe(CN)6]4− redox couple, which can be measured by EIS. The proposed
aptasensor showed appropriate response behaviour values to determine thrombin in the picomolar
range. Moreover, this proposed method has some advantages such as high sensitivity, simple
instrumentation, low production cost, fast response, portability and what’s more, the biosensor has
been shown to be easily regenerated by wet procedures.
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2. Experimental
2.1. Chemicals
Potassium ferricyanide K3[Fe(CN)6], potassium ferrocyanide K4[Fe(CN)6], potassium dihydrogen
phosphate, sodium monophosphate and the target protein thrombin (Thr), were purchased from Sigma
(St. Louis, MO, USA). Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), sodium chloride and potassium chloride were
purchased from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland). All reagents were analytical reagent grade. All-solid-state
electrodes (GECs) were prepared using 50 μm particle size graphite powder (Merck, Darmstadt,
Germany) and Epotek H77 resin and its corresponding hardener (both from Epoxy
Technology, Billerica, MA, USA). The aptamer (AptThr) used in this study, with sequence
5'-GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG-3', was prepared by TIB-MOLBIOL (Berlin, Germany). All solutions
were made up using MilliQ water from MilliQ System (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). The buffer
employed was PBS (187 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 8.1 mM Na2HPO4·2H2O, 1.76 mM KH2PO4,
pH 7.0). Stock solutions of aptamer and thrombin were diluted with sterilized and deionised water,
separated in fractions and stored at −20 °C until used.
2.2. Apparatus
AC impedance measurements were performed with an IM6e Impedance Measurement Unit
(BAS-Zahner, Kronach, Germany) and Autolab PGStat 20 (Metrohm Autolab B.V, Utrecht, The
Netherlands). Thales (BAS-Zahner) and Fra (Metrohm Autolab) software, respectively, were used for
data acquisition and control of the experiments. A three electrode configuration was used to perform
the impedance measurements: a platinum-ring auxiliary electrode (Crison 52–67 1, Barcelona, Spain),
an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and the constructed GEC as the working electrode. Temperaturecontrolled incubations were done using an Eppendorf Thermomixer 5436.
2.3. Preparation of Working Electrodes
Graphite epoxy composite (GEC) electrodes used were prepared using a PVC tube body (6 mm i.d.)
and a small copper disk soldered at the end of an electrical connector, as shown on Figure 1(a). The
working surface is an epoxy-graphite conductive composite, formed by a mixture of graphite (20%)
and epoxy resin (80%), deposited on the cavity of the plastic body [15,16]. The composite material
was cured at 80 °C for 3 days. Before each use, the electrode surface was moistened with MilliQ water
and then thoroughly smoothed with abrasive sandpaper and finally with alumina paper (polishing strips
301044-001, Orion) in order to obtain a reproducible electrochemical surface.
2.4. Procedure
The analytical procedure for biosensing consists of the immobilization of the aptamer onto the
transducer surface using a wet physical adsorption procedure, followed by the recognition of the
thrombin protein by the aptamer via incubation at room temperature. The scheme of the experimental
procedure is represented in Figure 1(b), with the steps described in more detail below.
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Figure 1. (a) Scheme of the manufacture of graphite-epoxy composite electrodes,
(b) Steps of the biosensing procedure.

2.4.1. Aptamer Adsorption
First, 160 µL of aptamer solution in MilliQ water at the desired concentration was heated at
80–90 °C for 3 min to promote the loose conformation of the aptamer. Then, the solution was dipped
in a bath of cold water and the electrode was immersed in it, where the adsorption took place at room
temperature for 15 min with soft stirring. Finally, this was followed by two washing steps using PBS
buffer solution for 10 min at room temperature, in order to remove unadsorbed aptamer.
2.4.2. Blocking
After aptamer immobilisation, the electrode was dipped in 160 µL of PEG 40 mM for 15 min at
room temperature with soft stirring to minimize any possible nonspecific adsorption. This was
followed by two washing steps using PBS buffer solution for 10 min.
2.4.3. Label-Free Detection of Thrombin
The last step is the recognition of thrombin by the immobilized aptamer. For this, the electrode was
dipped in a solution with the desired concentration of thrombin. The incubation took place for 15 min
at room temperature with soft stirring. After that, the biosensor was washed twice with PBS buffer
solution for 10 min at room temperature to remove nonspecific adsorption of protein.
2.4.4. Regeneration of Aptasensor
Finally, to regenerate the aptasensor, the aptamer-thrombin complex must be broken. For this, the
electrode was dipped in a 2 M NaCl, heated at 42 °C while stirring for 20 min. Afterwards, the
electrode was washed twice with PBS buffer solution for 10 min.
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2.5. Impedimetric Measurements
Impedimetric measurements were performed in 0.01 mM [Fe(CN)6]3−/4− solution prepared in PBS at
pH 7. The electrodes were dipped in this solution and a potential of +0.17 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) was
applied. Frequency was scanned from 10 kHz to 50 mHz with a fixed AC amplitude of 10 mV. The
impedance spectra were plotted in the form of complex plane diagrams (Nyquist plots, −Zim vs. Zre)
and fitted to a theoretical curve corresponding to the equivalent circuit with Zview software (Scribner
Associates Inc., USA). In the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2, the parameter R1 corresponds to the
resistance of the solution, R2 is the charge transfer resistance (also called Rct) between the solution and
the electrode surface, whilst CPE is associated with the double-layer capacitance (due to the interface
between the electrode surface and the solution). The use of a constant phase element (CPE) instead of
a capacitor is required to optimize the fit to the experimental data, and this is due to the nonideal nature
of the electrode surface [14]. The parameters of interest in our case are the electron-transfer resistance
(Rct) and the chi-square (χ2). The first one was used to monitor the electrode surface changes, while χ2
was used to measure the goodness of fit of the model. In all cases the calculated values for each circuit
were <0.2, much lower than the tabulated value for 50 degrees of freedom (67.505 at 95% confidence
level). In order to compare the results obtained from the different electrodes used, and to obtain
independent and reproducible results, relative signals are needed [16]. Thus, the Δratio value was
defined according to the following equations:
Δratio = Δs /Δp
Δs = Rct (AptThr-Thr) − Rct (electrode-buffer)
Δp = Rct (AptThr) − Rct (electrode-buffer)
where Rct(AptThr-Thr) was the electron transfer resistance value measured after incubation with the
thrombin protein; Rct (AptThr) was the electron transfer resistance value measured after aptamer
inmobilitation on the electrode, and Rct (electrode-buffer) was the electron transfer resistance of the blank
electrode and buffer.
Figure 2. Equivalent circuit used for the data fitting. R1 is the resistance of the solution, R2
is the electron-transfer resistance and CPE, the capacitive contribution, in this case as a
constant phase element.
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3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Optimization of Electrode Surface
First of all, the concentration of aptamer and PEG immobilized onto the electrode surface were
optimized separately by building its response curves. For this, increasing concentrations of AptThr and
PEG were used to carry out the immobilization, evaluating the changes in the Δp.
Figure 3 shows the curve of AptThr adsorption onto the electrode surface. It can be observed that
the difference in resistance (Δp) increased up to a value. This is due to the physical adsorption of the
aptamer onto the electrode surface, which followed a Langmuir isotherm; in it, the variation of Rct
increases to reach a saturation value, chosen as the optimal concentration. This value corresponded to a
concentration of aptamer of 1 µM.
Figure 3. Optimization of the concentration of Apt-Thr. Uncertainty values corresponding
to replicated experiments (n = 5).
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To minimize any possible nonspecific adsorption onto the electrode surface, polyethylene glycol
(PEG) was used as the blocking agent. As shown in Figure 4, and like the previous case, there was an
increase in resistance until the value of 40 mM of PEG where the saturation value is reached.
Therefore, the optimal concentration of blocking agent was chosen as 40 mM.
3.2. Detection of Thrombin
With the optimized concentrations of aptamer and PEG and following the above experimental
protocol for the detection of thrombin, the aptasensor response was initially evaluated. The aptamer
of thrombin forms a single-strand oligonucleotide, a chain that recognizes the protein by a threedimensional folding (quadriplex). During this folding, weak interactions between the aptamer and
protein of the host-guest type are created, leading to complex AptThr-Thr [22]. One example of the
obtained response after each biosensing step is shown in Figure 5. As can be seen, resistance Rct
between the electrode surface and the solution is increased. This fact is due to the effect on the kinetics
of the electron transfer redox marker [Fe(CN)6]3−/[Fe(CN)6]4– which is delayed at the interface of the
electrode, mainly caused by steric hindrance and electrostatic repulsion presented by the complex
formed.
Figure 5. Nyquist Diagram of: (a) Electrode-buffer ●, (b) Aptamer of thrombin (AptThr) ●,
and (c) AptThr-Thr ○ 10 pM [Thr]. The arrow in each spectrum denotes the frequency
(AC) of 10.9 Hz.

Performing new experiments with solutions containing different amount of thrombin, the
calibration curve was built. Figure 6 shows the evolution of the Nyquist diagrams for the calibration of
the aptasensor. There is a correct recognition of the protein by the aptamer; as by increasing thrombin
concentration, the interfacial electron transfer resistance between the electrode surface and solution
also increases, until reaching saturation. To evaluate the linear range and detection limit of the
AptThr-Thr system, the calibration curve was built, representing the analytical signal expressed as
Δratio vs. the protein concentration (Figure 7). As can be seen, a sigmoidal trend is obtained, where the
central area could be approximated to a straight line, with a linear range from 7.5 pM to 75 pM
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for the protein. Moreover, a good linear relationship (r2 = 0.9981) between the analytical signal
(Δratio) and the thrombin concentration in this range was obtained, according to the equation:
Δratio = 1.013 + 1.106 × 1010 [Thr]. The EC50 was estimated as 44 pM and the detection limit,
calculated as three times the standard deviation of the intercept obtained from the linear regression,
was 4.5 pM. The reproducibility of the method showed a relative standard deviation (RSD) of 7.2%,
obtained from a series of 5 experiments carried out in a concentration of 75 pM Thr. These are
satisfactory results for the detection of thrombin in real samples, given this level is exactly the
concentration threshold when forming thrombus [9].
Figure 6. Nyquist diagrams for different concentrations of thrombin. ● Electrode-buffer,
○ AptThr, ▼ 1 × 10−12 M [Thr], Δ 2.5 × 10−12 M [Thr], ■ 5.5 × 10−12 M [Thr],
□ 7.5 × 10−12 M [Thr], 1 × 10−11 M [Thr], ◊ 5 × 10−11 M [Thr], ▲ 7.5 × 10−11 M [Thr],
1 × 10−10 M [Thr]. The arrow in each spectrum denotes the frequency (AC) of 10.9 Hz.

Figure 7. Calibration curve vs. thrombin concentration. (Δratio = Δs /Δp; Δs = Rct( AptThr-Thr) −
Rct (electrode-buffer); Δp = Rct (AptThr) − Rct(electrode-buffer)).
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3.3. Selectivity of Aptasensor
Thrombin is present in blood serum, a complex sample matrix, with hormones, lipids, blood cells
and other proteins [23]. To study the selectivity of the system, we evaluated the response of proteins
typically present in serum such as fibrinogen, immunoglobulin G and albumin. In the first case, we
tested albumin protein, which is found in serum at a level from 3,500 to 5,000 mg/dL [24],
representing more than 60% of the total protein present. To perform the test, the highest concentration
in serum was used, that is 5,000 mg /dL. When the aptamer was incubated with this protein, electron
interfacial resistance did not increase, in this case it was observed a slight decrease. Afterwards, when
the aptamer was incubated with thrombin, an increase in the resistance, and of expected magnitude,
was observed. Therefore, it was proved that albumin was not recognized by the AptThr, and it did not
interfere with aptamer-thrombin system.
In the second case, fibrinogen was evaluated as an interfering protein. Fibrinogen is a fibrillar
protein involved in the blood clotting process. By the action of thrombin, fibrin is degraded and results
in the formation of a clot [25]. This protein is present in human serum in a concentration range of 200
to 400 mg/dL [26]. It was observed that the electron interfacial resistance increased as a result of some
type of recognition by the AptThr. Therefore, this protein could act as an interference for the system.
In the last case, generic immunoglobulin G (IgG) was used. IgG is a globular protein that is
synthesized in response to the invasion of any bacteria, virus or fungi. It is present in human serum
over a range of concentrations from 950 mg/dL to 1,550 mg/dL in serum, with a normal value of
1,250 mg/dL. IgG also acted as interferent, which is proved from the increase of the resistance Rct.
This increase, as it also happened in the case of fibrinogen, may be due to some biological interaction
between the aptamer and these proteins, not yet described. In the last two cases, the addition of
thrombin to the system increased the interfacial resistance between the electrode and the surface; this
fact could be due to some phenomenon of partial displacement between thrombin and protein
interferents that could take place.
Table 1. Summary of calibration results for thrombin and other major proteins presents in serum.
Protein
Thr
Fbr
IgG
Albumin

Regression Line
Sensitivity (M−1) Detection limit
Δratio = 1.013 + 1.106 × 1010 [Thr]
1.106 × 1010
4.5 pM
5
5
Δratio = 1.007 + 3.698 × 10 [Fbr]
3.698 × 10
2 µM
Δratio =1.424 + 2.385 × 104 [IgG]
2.385 × 104
10 µM
No response
−
−

Typical conc. in serum
0
6–12 M
60–100 M
0.52–0.75 mM

To evaluate the sensitivity of the aptasensor we compared the calibration plots for the different
proteins. Table 1 summarizes the parameters of the calibration curve of each protein and thrombin, as
well as their respectives slopes and detection limits. The aptasensor showed the highest sensitivity for
its target molecule, thrombin, with its slope being 6 orders of magnitude greater than the slope for IgG
and five orders of magnitude more than the one for fibrinogen, as shown in Figure 8. Therefore, it was
demostrated that the aptasensor showed a much higher sensitivity to Thr, regarding potential interfering
proteins, which displayed this effect due to the high level of concentration in which they are present.
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Figure 8. Response to proteins evaluated: IgG (●), Fbr (○) and Thr (▼).

3.4. Regeneration of Aptasensor
Finally, it was possible to regenerate the aptasensor by dissociating the AptThr-Thr complex,
formed by weak interactions. It was achieved by stirring the aptasensor in saline media and increasing
the temperature (42 °C). In this way, to show regeneration, three sensing cycles were performed with a
blank measure in between each. Thrombin was added to the media and an increase of Rct due to
complex formation AptThr-Thr was recorded. Then, by adding a saline buffer, increasing the
temperature and stirring, the complex dissociated and resistance decreased to the baseline value of the
correspondent (AptThr), and so on. Values were calculated as Δratio on every step of the process and
represented in the bar chart as shown in Figure 9. In the third incubation with Thr, Δratio was increased
more than in the other incubations, this was because it was incubated with a higher concentration. This
type of regeneration may be an alternative to the polishing surface renewal, a typical feature of
graphite-epoxy composite electrodes; an important advantage is that it regenerates the electrode
surface without removing the immobilized aptamer on the electrode surface, which means that their
use is largely facilitated and that cost of each analysis is reduced drastically.
Figure 9. Signals obtained for three consecutive processes of regeneration. [Thr] used:
7.5 pM (1 and 2), and 75 pM (3). Uncertainty values corresponding to replicated
experiments (n = 3).
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4. Conclusions
In conclusion, this work reports a simple, label-free and reusable aptasensor for detection of
thrombin. The immobilized aptamer retained its bioactivity and could be used for recognition of the
target substrate. The aptamer immobilization step or the recognition event modified the electron
transfer kinetics of the redox probe at the electrode interface, which was examined by EIS.
The described aptasensor, based on physical adsorption of the aptamer, showed a low detection
limit, good range of concentration for thrombin detection and high sensitivity. The interference
produced by serum proteins, fibrinogen and immunoglobulin G, not described before, showed some
limitations in the operation of the aptasensor, although usable given the concentration excess at which
they manifest. In addition, the aptasensor can be regenerated by dissociating the complex formed
between the aptamer and thrombin protein .This fact presents an alternative to polishing regeneration
and reduces the cost of analysis.
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Abstract We have performed a comparative study on four
protocols for the immobilization of the thrombin aptamer on a
graphite-epoxy composite electrode with the aim to identify the
most practical method for designing the corresponding
impedimetric aptasensor. The protocols included (a) physical
adsorption, (b) avidin-biotin affinity interaction, (c) electrochemical activation and covalent bonding via amide groups, and (d)
electrochemical grafting using 4-carboxybenzenediazonium
coupling. The properties of the sensing surface were probed
by electrochemical impedance measurements in the presence
of the (ferri/ferro)hexacyanide redox couple. An increase in
the interfacial charge transfer resistance (Rct) was noted in all
cases after the aptamer-thrombin interaction had occurred.
The selectivity of the aptasensor over common serum proteins
was also systematically investigated. Physical adsorption resulted in the lowest detection limit of the probe (4.5 pM),
while avidin-biotin interaction resulted in highest selectivity
and reproducibility exhibiting a 4.9 % relative standard deviation at pM thrombin concentration levels.
Keywords Aptamer . Thrombin . Electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy . Immobilization . Label-free

Introduction
Cardiovascular diseases are leading cause of death worldwide.
Every year more people die from these diseases than from any
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other causes [1]. In these diseases thrombin (Thr) plays a
central role. Thr is the last protease enzyme involved in the
coagulation cascade and converts fibrinogen to fibrin in blood
coagulation [2]. The precursor of Thr is the inactive zymogen
prothrombin. This protein is synthesized in the liver and
secreted into blood circulation, and it is activated by vascular
injury by limited proteolysis following upstream activation of
the coagulation cascade. Thrombin activity is regulated by
serum inhibitors and by its own action. With procoagulant
and anticoagulant functions, it plays a central role in thrombosis and haemostasis, and it is an agonist for a number of
cellular responses during inflammation and wound repair.
Many diseases including stroke and myocardial infarction
involve thrombosis [3]. Concentration levels of thrombin in
blood are very low, while values down to picomolar range are
associated with disease; consequently, it is important to assess
this protein concentration at trace level and with high selectivity [4].
In the recent years, there has been great interest in the
development of aptasensors. Aptasensors are essentially biosensors based on aptamers as recognition elements. Aptamers
are artificial DNA or RNA oligonucleotides selected in vitro
which have the ability to bind to proteins, small molecules or
even whole cells; these molecules are capable of recognizing
their targets with affinities and specificities often matching or
even exceeding those of antibodies [5]. The first use of
aptamers as biorecognition element in biosensors was reported in 1996, with an optical biosensor based on fluorescently
labeled aptamers for Immunoglobulin G detection [6]. In 2005
the first electrochemical aptasensor was described, based on a
sandwich format, where aptamers were labeled with glucose
oxidase for the detection of Thr by amperometry [7]. Recently,
among the different electrochemical techniques available,
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) has been increasingly used in biosensing studies [8–10]. EIS can be used
as a tool for characterization of sensor platforms, and it can
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also be the transduction technique to observe biorecognition
events [11, 12]. It is an effective method for probing interfacial
properties of modified electrodes such as their capacitance,
electron transfer resistance, blocking layers, etc. [13]. The
important feature presented by EIS is that it does not require
any labeled species (e.g. with fluorescent or enzyme tags) for
the transduction; in this way, this detection technique can be
used for designing label-free protocols thus avoiding more
expensive and time-consuming procedures [14].
In this communication, we report a label-free electrochemical aptasensor for detection of Thr using graphite-epoxy
composite electrodes (GEC), where different protocols for
immobilization of the aptamer are evaluated and compared.
GEC electrodes represent a platform for biosensing of general
use in our laboratories and have been already extensively
studied [15, 16]. The different immobilization protocols that
have been studied in this work are: physical adsorption,
avidin-biotin affinity, amido-link covalent bonding via electrochemical activation [17] and electrochemical grafting [18].
The transduction principle used is based on the change of
electron-transfer resistance in the presence of the [Fe(CN)6]3
−
/[Fe(CN)6]4− redox couple, which can be measured by EIS
[19]. All different kinds of immobilization showed appropriate response behavior values to determine Thr in the
picomolar range. The different procedures evaluated showed
particular advantages, such as, high sensitivity, simple instrumentation, low production cost, fast response and portability.

Experimental
Reagents and solutions
Potassium ferricyanide K3[Fe(CN)6], potassium ferrocyanide
K4[Fe(CN)6], potassium dihydrogen phosphate, sodium
monophosphate, methanol, perchloric acid, hydrochloric acid,
N -Hydroxysuccinimide, N -(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N ′ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride, sodium nitrite, fibrinogen
protein, immunoglobulin G from human serum, avidin from
egg white, albumin from bovine serum (BSA) and the target
protein thrombin (Thr), were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA, www.sigmaaldrich.com). Poly(ethylene glycol)
1.000 (PEG), sodium chloride and potassium chloride were
purchased from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland, www.
sigmaaldrich.com). 4-aminobenzoic acid from Acros (Geel,
Belgium, www.acros.com). All reagents were analytical
reagent grade. All-solid-state electrodes (GECs) were prepared using 50 μm particle size graphite powder (Merck,
Darmstadt, Germany, www.merck.com) and Epotek H77
resin and its corresponding hardener (both from Epoxy
Technology, Billerica, MA, USA, www.epotek.com). All
solutions were made up using MilliQ water from MilliQ
System (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA, www.millipore.
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com). The different modified aptamers (AptThr) [20] used in
this study were prepared by TIB-MOLBIOL (Berlin, Germany, www.tib-molbiol.com). Their sequences and
modifications are shown below:
AptThr: 5′-GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG-3′
NH2-AptThr: 5′-NH2- GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG-3′
Bio-AptThr: 5′-Bio- GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG-3′
Stock solutions of aptamer, thrombin and other proteins
were diluted with sterilized and deionised water (to prevent
any DNA cleavage), separated in fractions and stored at
−20 °C until required. The buffer employed was PBS
(187 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 8.1 mM Na2HPO4 ·2H2O,
1.76 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.0). Stock solutions of aptamer and
thrombin were diluted with sterilized and deionised water,
separated in fractions and stored at −20 °C until use.
Electrode preparation procedures
Graphite-epoxy composite (GECs) electrodes used were prepared using a PVC tube body (6 mm i.d.) and a small copper
disk soldered at the end of an electrical connector. The working surface is an epoxy-graphite conductive composite,
formed by a mixture of graphite (20 %) and epoxy resin
(80 %), deposited on the cavity of the plastic body [8]. The
composite material was cured at 80 °C for 3 days. Before each
use, the electrode surface was moistened with MilliQ water
and then thoroughly smoothed with abrasive sandpaper and
finally with alumina paper (polishing strips 301044–001,
Orion) in order to obtain a reproducible electrochemical surface [21, 22].
Avidin modified graphite-epoxy composite electrodes
(AvGECs) were prepared with the same protocol as that used
to prepare the graphite epoxy composite. The composite is
formed by 2 % lyophilized avidin, 18 % graphite and 80 %
epoxy resin [9]. In this case, the composite material was cured
at 40 °C for 1 week.
Protocol
The scheme of the experimental procedures is represented in
Fig. 1, with specific steps described below. Before any immobilization, the aptamer solution was heated at 80–90 °C for
3 min to promote the loose conformation of the aptamer. Then,
the solution was dipped in a bath of cold water to obtain the
proper detecting conformation [23].
Aptamer immobilization
Physical adsorption After getting the proper aptamer conformation, the electrode was immersed in 160 μL of AptThr
solution, where the adsorption took place at room temperature
for 15 min with soft stirring. Finally, this step was followed by
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Fig. 1 Experimental scheme of
the different immobilization
techniques and biosensing steps.
[1], Physical adsorption; [2],
Electrochemical activation; [3],
Electrochemical grafting; [4],
Avidin-Biotin affinity

two washing steps using PBS buffer solution for 10 min at room
temperature, in order to remove any unadsorbed aptamer [24].
Avidin-Biotin affinity The AvGEC electrode was dipped in
160 μL of biotinylated AptThr solution for 15 min at room
temperature with soft stirring. This was followed by two
washing steps using PBS buffer solution for 10 min.
Electrochemical activation + covalent immobilization First,
carboxyl groups were electrochemically generated on the electrode surface, and next the aptamer was immobilized through
amide bonding. To obtain an active surface with carboxyl
groups, it was applied to the electrode a potential of +0.8 V
versus reference electrode Ag/AgCl/KCl (sat.) in 1 M HClO4
solution for 5 h [17]. After that, the electrode was immersed in
160 μL of aptamer in PBS solution with 1 mg of N -(3dimethylaminopropyl)-N ′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride
and 0.5 mg of N-hydroxysuccinimide for 24 h [23], with the
goal of covalent immobilization of the amino-ended aptamer
through the amide bond formation. This step was followed by
two 10 min washing steps with PBS buffer solution.
Electrochemical grafting + covalent immobilization In this
case, electrochemical grafting employing 4-aminobenzoic acid followed by aptamer immobilization through amide bonding was performed. Firstly, 30 mg of 4-aminobenzoic acid was
dissolved in 3 mL of 1 M HCl and cooled with ice. Then, the
diazonium salt was prepared by adding 570 μL of 2 mM
NaNO2 aqueous solution dropwise to the 4-aminobenzoic
acid solution, with constant stirring. The electrode was immersed in this solution, and 200 successive voltammetric
cycles ranging between 0.0 and −1.0 V (v =200 mV s−1) were

performed [25], generating a carbon-carbon bond. The modified electrodes (benzoic acid modified carbon) were washed
thoroughly with water and methanol and dried at room temperature. Finally, the electrodes were immersed in 160 μL of
aptamer solution with 1 mg of N -(3-dimethylaminopropyl)N ′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride and 0.5 mg of N hydroxysuccinimide during 12 h, with the goal of covalent
immobilization of the aptamer through the amide formation.
This step was followed by two 10 min washing steps with
PBS buffer solution [23].
Blocking step
After aptamer immobilization, the electrode was incubated in
160 μL of PEG 40 mM for 15 min at room temperature with
soft stirring to minimize any possible nonspecific adsorption.
This was followed by two washing steps using PBS buffer
solution for 10 min.
Thrombin assay
The last step was the recognition of Thr by the immobilized
AptThr. For this, the electrode was dipped in a solution with
the desired concentration of Thr. The incubation took place for
15 min at room temperature. Then, the biosensor was washed
twice with PBS buffer solution for 10 min at room temperature, and the EIS measurement performed.
Equipment
Impedance measurements were performed with an IM6e Impedance Measurement Unit (BAS-Zahner, Kronach Germany,
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www.zahner.de) or an Autolab PGStat 20 (Metrohm Autolab
B.V, Utrecht, The Netherlands, www.ecochemie.nl). Thales
(BAS-Zahner) and FRA (Metrohm Autolab) software were
used for data acquisition and control of the experiments,
respectively. A three electrode configuration was used to
perform the impedance measurements: a platinum-ring auxiliary electrode (Crison 52–67, Barcelona, Spain, www.
crisoninstruments.com), a Ag/AgCl pseudo-reference electrode prepared in the laboratory and the constructed GEC as
the working electrode. Temperature-controlled incubations
were done using an Eppendorf Thermomixer 5436 (Hamburg,
Germany, www.eppendorf.com).
EIS detection
Impedimetric measurements were performed in 0.01 M
[Fe(CN)6]3−/4− solution prepared in PBS at pH 7. The electrodes were dipped in this solution and a potential of +0.17 V
(vs. Ag/AgCl) was applied. Frequency was scanned from
10 kHz to 50 mHz with a fixed AC amplitude of 10 mV.
The obtained spectra were represented as Nyquist plots (−Zi
vs. Zr) in the complex plane and fitted to a theoretical curve
corresponding to the equivalent circuit with Zview software
(Scribner Associates Inc., USA, www.scribner.com). The
equivalent circuit was formed by one resistor/ capacitor element in series with a resistance. In the equivalent circuit, the
resistance in series with the capacitor element, R1, corresponds to the resistance of the solution, the resistance in
parallel with the capacitor element, Rct, is the charge transfer
resistance between the solution and the electrode surface,
while the capacitor element is the constant phase element
(CPE) associated with the double-layer capacitance. The use
of a CPE instead of a capacitor is required to optimize the fit to
the experimental data, and this is due to the nonideal nature of
the electrode surface. Any diffusional term was neglected as it
was not the object of this study. The chi-square goodness-offit was calculated for each fitting and in all cases the calculated
values for each circuit were <0.2, much lower than the tabulated value for 50 degrees of freedom (67.505 at 95 % confidence level).

Results and discussion
In the comparison of immobilization protocols, we observed
the change of the charge transfer resistance (Rct) between the
solution and the electrode surface after each electrode modification, and after the Thr sensing. The charge transfer process
monitored was that of the redox marker ([Fe(CN)6]3−/4−), as
usual in electrochemical impedance studies. In it, any modification of the electrode surface, i.e. the aptamer immobilization, the PEG blocking or the biosensing event altered the
electrochemical process of the redox marker [11, 26]. Thanks
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to these variations, it was possible to monitor each step of the
biosensing, in this case by following the variation of Rct.
In order to compare the results obtained from the different
electrodes used, and to obtain independent and reproducible
results, the relative signal was used, Δratio [9]. Thus, the Δratio
value was defined according to the following equations:
Δratio ¼ Δs =Δp

ð1Þ

Δs ¼ Rct ðAptThr‐ThrÞ −Rct ðelectrode‐bufferÞ

ð2Þ

Δp ¼ Rct ðAptThrÞ −Rctðelectrode‐bufferÞ

ð3Þ

where Rct (AptThr-Thr) was the electron transfer resistance value
measured after incubation with the thrombin protein; Rct
(AptThr) was the electron transfer resistance value measured
after aptamer inmobilization on the electrode, and Rct (electrode-buffer) was the electron transfer resistance of the blank
electrode and buffer.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, the Rct value, visualized as the
diameter of the semicircle, increased after each biosensing
step. This change was due to the inhibition of the electrochemical reaction of the redox marker at the electrode surface,
caused by the presence of blocking layers. Two different
factors should be taken into account to properly explain this
effect: electrostatic repulsion and sterical hindrance [27].
When the AptThr is immobilized onto the electrode surface,
an initial blocking layer is formed, where negatively charged
phosphate groups of the AptThr skeleton are responsible for
electrical repulsion towards the negatively charged redox
marker, thus producing the increase of the Rct value. The
addition of target protein (Thr) resulted in the increment of
the resistance value due to the sterical hindrance caused by the
formation of the complex AptThr-Thr.
Detection of thrombin: comparison between different
immobilization protocols
The goal of these experiments was to study and compare the
best immobilization technique using a graphite-epoxy composite. All steps of these experiments have been optimized
separately (data not shown). The obtained Thr calibration
curves are represented in Fig. 3.
The first technique used was physical adsorption. This
immobilization protocol is based on a direct adsorption of
AptThr through weak, labile bonds with active substrate sites,
in this case on a graphite-epoxy composite electrode. Adsorption is the simplest method to immobilize aptamers on electrodes. It does not require additional reagents or special
nucleic acid modifications, thus resulting in a rapid, simple
and low cost protocol for the aptamer immobilization [24].
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Fig. 2 Nyquist Diagram obtained for the Thrombin aptasensor prepared
by: a physical adsorption, b avidin-biotin affinity, c covalent bonding via
electrochemical activation and d covalent bonding via electrochemical

grafting. All experiments were performed in PBS solution and all EIS
measurements were performed in PBS solution containing
0.01 M K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6]

This method presented high sensitivity and low detection
limits, with a value for S/N=3 of 4.5 pM, see Fig. 3a.
The subsequent technique that was used to immobilize
AptThr was through avidin-biotin interaction of the properly
terminal-modified aptamer. The basis of this technique is the
strong affinity, in this case, between avidin and biotin to form
a complex (Ka =1 1015 M−1) [28]. The stability of this interaction is nearly equal to that of a covalent bond. In fact, it can
only be broken under very extreme conditions. As we can see
in Fig. 3b, this method presented high sensitivity and a low
detection limit, 4.7 pM for S/N=3.
Next, two different covalent bond immobilizations were
used. These covalent bonds on the electrode surface can
provide the benefits by structural flexibility and chemical
stability, thus improving hybridization efficiency. The first
technique used was through an electrochemical activation of
the electrode surface and carboxyl moieties formation. For its
operation, it needed application of a potential of +0.8 V vs Ag/
AgCl to the carbon electrode surface for a duration of 5 h in
perchloric acid 1 M. Due to the extreme conditions of the
approach, the electrodes were surface-modified with carboxyl
groups [17]. After that, this surface-confined carboxyl group
were activated with N -(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N ′ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride / N-Hydroxysuccinimide to

link amino groups of the properly terminated aptamers
through the carbodiimide reaction [29]. The other covalent
bond method used was electrochemical grafting [18]. This
method consists of anchoring 4-aminobenzoic acid molecules
to the electrode surface through diazonium salt reaction and
C-C bond formation. The modification steps could be followed through EIS, see Fig. 2d. The electron-transfer resistance
showed first a high increase due to the formation of anchor
points on the electrode surface, in the form of benzoic acid
functionalities; then a decrease in its value was observed due
to the immobilization of the amino ended aptamer on the
surface through the carbodiimide reaction, this decrease was
a consequence of electrostatic repulsion. These two covalent
immobilization methods presented narrower linear working
ranges although the sensitivities were higher; these can be
observed on the Fig. 3c and d. The highest net signal is
obtained with the electrochemical activation approach.
All numerical results are represented in Table 1. The
highest sensitivity was attained using affinity immobilization
due to the strong affinity of avidin with biotinylated AptThr.
This method presents more efficiency on the biorecognition
than the covalent immobilization methods. In addition, its
performance can be fine-tuned, by optimizing the amount of
avidin on the AvGECs for each specific application. Also, the
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Fig. 3 Calibration curves and regression lines for the four immobilization procedures tested: a physical adsorption, b avidin-biotin affinity, c
electrochemical activation and d electrochemical grafting. Uncertainly values correspond to five replicate experiments

best reproducibility was achieved using the avidin-modified
biocomposite platform, probably due to the surface presenting
less heterogeneity among different electrodes compared to
electrodes prepared using covalent bonding techniques. The
response with highest linearity was obtained using the electrochemical grafting method, what suggests a proper interaction of the bonded aptamer but the broadest linear range
corresponds to the affinity process. Largest impedimetric signal (Δratio) is observed for the electrochemically activatedamide bond immobilization, probably this is the configuration
with best space orientation, optimal proximity of ligand to
electrode and favorable steric effects. Finally, the lowest detection limit was yielded by the physical adsorption followed
by the affinity method. Probably the high sensitivity can be

attributable to the correct orientation of the receptor, while the
reduced linear working range could be defined by the amount
of recognition sites present on the electrode surface.
Apart of these response features, an important asset for
the electrochemical grafting is that immobilization can be
electrically addressed; this feature can be of high significance if preparing assays of aptamer biosensors for multiplex formats.
In order to judge the interest of the comparison done, the
four immobilization protocols were compared with other
label-free biosensors using aptamers for Thr detection. The
label-free techniques considered were differential pulse voltammetry, potentiometry, and EIS. The details are shown in
Table 2, where sensitivity info is presented as the LOD of each

Table 1 Calibration curves results obtained with different AptThr immobilizations. % RSD values correspond to five replicate experiments at 75 pM
thrombin concentration
Immobilization

Sensitivity (M−1)

Reproducibility (RSD %)

Linear range (pM)

LOD (pM)

Correlation coeficient (r)

Physical adsorption
Av-Bio affinity
Electrochemical activation
Electrochemical grafting

1.106 1010
1.530 1010
1.206 1010
8.756 109

7.2
4.9
8.3
7.2

7.5–75
0.75–100
2.5–100
0.2–10

4.5
4.7
10.5
7.3

0.998
0.999
0.996
0.994
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Table 2 Comparison of the proposed Thr aptasensor with other recent reported label-free aptasensors in the literature
Transduction technique

Platform

LOD

Interferents tested

RSD%

Ref

Differential pulse votammetry

Gold

10 nM

–

[33]

Differential pulse voltammetry

gold

3 nM

BSA, α-fetoprotein,
carcinoembryonic antigen
Human serum

Potentiometry

FET

6.7 nM

EIS
EIS

Gold
Gold recordable compact discs

80 pM
5 nM

BSA
Human serum

10
1

[36]
[37]

Human serum
BSA, lysozime,
Immunoglobulin G
Fibrinogen,
Immunoglobulin G, BSA
Fibrinogen,
Immunoglobulin G, BSA
Fibrinogen,
Immunoglobulin G, BSA
Fibrinogen,
Immunoglobulin G, BSA
Immunoglobulin G, BSA, Avidin

7.5
7.3

[38]
[39]

7.2

This work

4.9

This work

8.3

This work

7.2

This work

–

[40]

EIS

MWCNT

EIS

Platinum/ poly(pyrrole-NTA)/Cu2+

105 pM
4.4 pM

EIS

GEC/Physical Adsorption

4.5 pM

EIS

AvGEC

4.7 pM

EIS

GEC/Electrochem. Activation

10.5 pM

EIS

GEC/Electrochem. Grafting

7.3 pM

EIS

Chemically modified graphene

10 nM

biosensor compared. Our proposed aptasensor is on the first
range of lowest LOD and % RSD value, specially the avidinbiotin affinity method. These data demonstrate that our
graphite-epoxy composite electrodes can be sensing platforms
of choice for the development of aptasensors, in this case, for
detecting thrombin.
Cross-reactivity
Majoritary proteins in serum (BSA, Fibrinogen and Immunoglobulin G) which may accompany Thr [30], were tested as
potential interfering substances for the different aptasensors
towards Thr compared in the study, see the different EIS
spectra on the Supplementary Information.
The first protein studied was BSA. BSA is found in serum
at a level from 3,500 to 5,000 mg·dL−1, representing more
than 60 % of the total protein present. To perform the test, the
Table 3 Comparison among sensitivity values for interfering proteins in
serum, obtained with different protocols for AptThr immobilization (Each
sensitivity value obtain for calibration, of the single protein, n =4 in the
linear range)
Immobilization

Fibrinogen Immunoglobulin BSA
Thr
sensitivity
sensitivity sensitivity G sensitivity
(M−1)
(M−1)
(M−1)
(M−1)

Physical
adsorption
Av-Bio affinity
Electrochemical
activation
Electrochemical
grafting

1.106 1010 3.698 105

2.385 104

–

1.530 1010 1.499 104
1.206 1010 3.022 105

1.082 105
1.132 104

–
–

8.756 109

1.605 104

–

8.103 105

3

[34]
[35]

highest concentration in serum was used, 5,000 mg dL−1 [31].
When the aptamer was incubated with this protein, the electron interfacial resistance did not increase, and instead, in this
case a slight decrease was observed. Therefore, it was proven
that albumin was not recognized by the AptThr, and it did not
interfere with AptThr-Thr system, regardless of the immobilization method used.
Next, the protein studied was Fibrinogen. Fibrinogen is a
fibrous protein involved in the blood clotting process. By the
action of thrombin, fibrin is degraded and results in the formation of a clot. This protein is present in human serum in a
concentration range of 200 to 400 mg dL−1 [32]. It was
observed that the electron interfacial resistance increased as
Table 4 Comparison among EC50 values and % Cross-Response for
interfering proteins in serum, obtained with different protocols for AptThr
immobilization. (% CR=100 (EC50 Thr/ EC50 interfering protein)
EC50 (M)
fibrinogen
2.300 10−6
8.190 10−6
8.650 10−6

Immunoglobulin G

Immobilization

Thr

Physical adsorption
Av-Bio affinity
Electrochemical
activation
Electrochemical
grafting

4.400 10−11
4.600 10−11
4.390 10−11

2.280 10−11 8.930 10−6

5.000 10−5

Immobilization
Physical adsorption
Av-Bio affinity
Electrochemical
activation
Electrochemical
grafting

Thr
100
100
100

%CR fibrinogen
1.910 10−3
5.620 10−4
5.080 10−4

Immunoglobulin G
1.290 10−4
6.275 10−5
5.170 10−5

100

2.550 10−4

4.560 10−5

3.400 10−5
7.330 10−5
8.480 10−5
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a result of some type of recognition by the AptThr. Therefore,
this protein could act as interference for the system.
Lastly, the protein studied was Immunoglobulin G. Immunoglobulin G is a globular protein synthesized by the immune
system in response to the invasion of any bacteria, virus or
fungi. It is present in human serum over a range of concentrations from 950 mg dL−1 to 1,550 mg dL−1 in serum, with a
reference value of 1,250 mg dL−1. Immunoglobulin G also
acted as an interferent, which is proven by the increase in the
resistance Rct value. This behavior, which was also exhibited
by the aptasensor towards fibrinogen, may be due to some
biological interaction between the aptamer and these proteins.
These interactions are not yet fully described in the literature.
To evaluate the sensitivity of the aptasensor we compared
the calibration plots for the different proteins, pure solution of
single protein, by the different kinds of immobilization. Table 3, summarizes the parameters for each protein. The first
thing one can see is that all types of immobilization showed the
highest sensitivity for its target molecule, Thr, with its slope of
response being five to six orders of magnitude greater than the
slope for immunoglobulin G and also for fibrinogen. In addition, EC50 values for each type of immobilizations and %
Cross Response (% CR) for all interfering proteins were calculated, Table 4 [25]. The EC50 value corresponds to the
inflection point of the calibration curve towards the interfering
species and represents the concentration of protein that provides 50 % of the Δratio saturation value. Thus, the lower is the
EC50 value, the greater is the affinity (or the interference) of the
considered protein. The lowest EC 50 value obtained,
2.30 10−11 M, corresponded to electrochemical grafting immobilization for thrombin protein, and the larger, 8.480 10−5 M, to
electrochemical activation immobilization for immunoglobulin G. In overall, the % CR values, which states the degree of
response in comparison to primary analyte thrombin, ranged
from 1.910 10−3 to 6.275 10−5 %; these are openly low relative
values, where the largest % CR corresponded to fibrinogen in
adsorption immobilization. Therefore, it was demonstrated that
the aptasensor showed a much higher sensitivity to Thr, regarding potential interfering proteins, that when they display
some effect is due to the high level of concentration at which
they are present in serum. Given all recognition events are due
to the same aptamer used, the differences in interfering effects
are attributable to incomplete blocking by PEG in some of the
four protocols or to better immobilization orientation of the
aptamer for biosensing. The latter is probably the case in the
covalent immobilization (showing the lowest % CR) or some
displacement effect in the case of physical adsorption.

Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented the use of aptasensors for the
detection of thrombin based on graphite-epoxy composite
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electrodes. Results obtained with four kinds of AptThr immobilization (physical adsorption, avidin-biotin affinity, covalent
bonding via electrochemical activation and covalent bonding
via electrochemical grafting) were compared.
With the different methods reported, low detection limits
(in the pM level), ample ranges of response for thrombin
concentration (more than one decade) and low % RSD values
were achieved. Among the four methods proposed, avidinbiotin affinity was the best overall method displaying high
affinity with a sensitivity value of 1.530 1010 M−1, a linear
range of 0.75–100 pM and a reproducibility of 4.9 % RSD.
However, it is an expensive method, as it needs the incorporation of the expensive avidin on the biocomposite. The lower
detection limit attained was 4.5 pM by physical adsorption
method, although the latter was also the one with poorer
selectivity (highest % CR values). Considering interfering
effects produced by serum proteins, fibrinogen and immunoglobulin G demonstrated some effect, which may restrict the
utility of the aptasensor; still, given the high concentration
values at which they interfere and the low % CR determined
(lower than 0.001 %), these interfering effects may be tolerated. In the case a maximum accuracy is sought, a double
recognition sandwich scheme, or an amplification scheme
might be the solution.
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This work presents two examples of biosensors that employ DNA as the recognition element. The
transduction technique chosen is electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, which makes labeless
detection possible. In the ﬁrst case, a DNA probe was used to hybridize and detect a complementary
DNA target; this principle may be used to construct biosensors to conﬁrm a microbial, vegetal or
animal species. The working example shown is the detection of enterohaemorragic Escherichia Coli
O104:H4 bacteria, blamed of an epidemic outbreak in vegetables in Germany in 2011. As a second
example, a speciﬁc DNA aptamer, able to interact with proteins, is used to develop a biosensor to
detect thrombin, an important protein mediating in blood coagulation. Following the current trend
in the ﬁeld, these DNA biosensors have been prepared with help of nanocomponents in order to
improve or to conﬁrm and visualize the detection capabilities.

Keywords: Biosensor, DNA Sensing, Aptamer, Thrombin, Electrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopy.

1. INTRODUCTION
DNA biosensor (or genosensor) technologies are rapidly
being developed as alternatives to the classical gene
assay, due to several advantages such as rapid analysis, low cost, simplicity and the possibility of miniaturization. Genosensors are devices that combine, as a
biological recognition agent, single-strand DNA with a
transducer. The selectivity of this device is due to the
former, whilst its sensitivity is provided by the latter.1
Genosensors make use of the hybridization event to detect
a target DNA sequence.2 The determination of nucleic
acid sequences from humans, animals, bacteria and viruses
could serve as starting point to solve different problems:
investigation of food and water contamination caused by
microorganisms, detection of genetic disorders or bioterrorism threats, tissue matching, forensic applications, etc.
Inside the genosensor ﬁeld, recently has appeared a new
class: aptasensors. Aptasensors are biosensors that use
aptamers as the biorecognition element. Aptamers are artiﬁcial DNA or RNA oligonucleotides selected in vitro
which possess properties comparable to those of protein
monoclonal antibodies, and thus are clear alternatives to
∗
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already established antibody-based diagnostic or biotechnological products. This class of nucleic acids are able
to fold into complex three dimensional shapes,3 4 thus
forming binding pockets and clefts for the speciﬁc recognition and tight binding of any given molecular target,5
from metal ions and small molecules to large proteins and
higher order protein complexes. They can be considered
as a substitute for antibodies in certain therapeutic and
diagnostic application cases. Due to all these properties,
aptamers may be used in a wide range of applications,
such as therapeutics,6 molecular switches, drug development, afﬁnity chromatography7 and biosensors.8 One well
known and often used aptamer is selective to the thrombin
protein. Thrombin is the last enzyme protease involved in
the coagulation cascade, and converts ﬁbrinogen to insoluble ﬁbrin which forms the ﬁbrin gel, both in physiological
conditions and in the pathological thrombus.9 Therefore,
thrombin plays a central role in a number of cardiovascular diseases,10 and it is known for regulating many processes such as inﬂammation and tissue repair at the blood
vessel wall. Concentration levels of thrombin in blood
are very low, and levels as low as picomolar are associated with disease; because of this, it is important to
assess this protein concentration at trace level,11 with high
selectivity.
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Escherichia Coli O104:H4 is a Gram-negative bacterium notorious for the enterohaemorrhagic epidemic
outbreak in Germany and other European countries
in 2011. Early detection of this bacterium is important because its speciﬁc strain produces a Shiga toxin
which inhibits protein synthesis and causes a hemolyticuremic syndrome.12 A viable analytical method to detect
this bacterium is by ﬁnding speciﬁc fragments of its
DNA.13
Among the different types of genosensors or aptasensors, and depending on the technique employed for the
transduction, three main classes may be distinguished:
optical,14 piezoeletric,15 and electrochemical.16 Lately,
among the different electrochemical techniques available,
the use of Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)
is receiving an increasing amount of attention.17 EIS is
a characterization technique that provides electrical information in the frequency domain. Due to its ability for
probing the interfacial properties at the electrode surface,
lately EIS has been used for the sensitive observation of
bio-recognition events.18 19 Other important features presented by EIS are: it does not require any special reagent
for the analysis, it is capable of label-free detection and
it is a cost-efﬁcient technique. For all these reasons, EIS
is becoming an attractive electrochemical tool for numerous applications such as: immunosensing,20 genosensing,21
enzyme activity determination,22 studies of corrosion23 and
surface phenomena.24 Using this technique, each spectrum
obtained can be associated with an equivalent electrical
circuit which represents the experimental electrochemical
system.17 Each electrical element in the circuit is directly
correlated to a simple process such as electron transfer
resistance, diffusion, double layer formation or capacitance
change.
In recent years, the use of nanoscale materials for
electrochemical biosensing has seen an explosive growth.
A wide variety of nanoscale materials are now available such as carbon nanotubes, nanostructured silicon,
gold nanoparticles, quantum dots, etc. The great interest in nanomaterials has been driven by their outstanding
physicochemical properties.25 26 Within biosensing, some
of these are: high surface area, non toxicity, biocompatibility, charge-sensitive conductance (in biosensing) and integration with bioelectronic devices.27 This is especially true
when the target molecules are in the same order of dimension as the utilized nanocomponents, (in this case with
DNA and aptamers). These nanostructured materials-based
electrochemical DNA devices may in that case present a
number of key features, including high sensitivity, high
selectivity and fast response time.
In this work, we focus on the comparison of two
nanostructured biosensors based on an avidin bulkmodiﬁed graphite-epoxy composite electrode. The ﬁrst
case employed the speciﬁc DNA target corresponding to enterohaemorrhagic Escherichia Coli O104:H4 as
the biorecognition element; the second case employed
2
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a speciﬁc aptamer to detect thrombin. In the DNA
detection, gold nanoparticles were used to amplify the
impedance signal. Biorecognition elements, DNA and
aptamer previously biotinylated, were immobilized onto
avidin modiﬁed electrodes, thus taking advantage of the
strong interaction between avidin and biotin. This strong
interaction (afﬁnity constant Ka = 1015 ) has been studied
by several authors for the immobilization of several types
of biomolecules.28 29 The presence of avidin molecules
as anchorage points on the conductive composite electrodes, allows an easy immobilization of biotin modiﬁed
DNA or aptamer molecules onto the electrode surface.
Avidin graphite-epoxy composite electrodes (Av-GEC)
have been previously studied and used by our research
group in speciﬁc applications such as immunosensing30
and genosensing.31 32

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Chemicals
Potassium ferricyanide K3 [Fe(CN)6 ], potassium ferrocyanide K4 [Fe(CN)6 ], potassium dihydrogen phosphate,
sodium monophosphate, avidin, trisodium citrate, disodium hydrogen phoshate bihydrate, potassium phosphate
monobasic, streptavidin-gold nanoparticles, strep-AuNPs
(Ref. S9059) and the target protein thrombin (Thr),
were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA).
Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), sodium chloride and potassium chloride were purchased from Fluka (Buchs,
Switzerland). All reagents were analytical reagent grade.
All-solid-state electrodes (Av-GEC) were prepared using
50 m particle size graphite powder (Merck, Darmstadt,
Germany), Epotek H77 resin and its corresponding hardener (both from Epoxy Technology, Billerica, MA, USA)
and avidin. LI Silver Enhancement Kit was obtained from
Nanoprobes (Yaphank, NY). The aptamer (AptThr) used
in this study was prepared by TIB-MOLBIOL (Berlin,
Germany). Other oligonucleotides used in the study were
prepared by Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). E.Coli O104:H4
genome was specially sequenced shortly after the outbreak of haemolytic endemic syndrome in Germany in
2011.33 Their sequences and modiﬁcations are were as
follow:
• AptThr:
5 -Bio-TTTGGGTTGGTGTGGTTGG-3
• E.Coli O104:H4 Probe:
5 -Bio-CCTCACTCTGAACTGGGGGCGAATC-3
• E.Coli O104:H4 Target:
5 -Bio-GATTCGCCCCCAGTTCAGAGTGAGG-3
• Non complementary target
5 -GTACCAGCCCTTGTGATACAGCGGG-3 .
All solutions were made up using MilliQ water from
MilliQ System (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). The
buffers employed were: PBS (187 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM
KCl, 8.1 mM Na2 HPO4 · 2H2 O, 1.76 mM KH2 PO4 , pH
J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 14, 1–9, 2014
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7.0), TSC 1 (0.75 M NaCl, 0.075 M trisodium citrate,
pH 7.0), TSC 2 (0.30 M NaCl, 0.030 M, trisodium citrate, pH 7.0). Stock solutions of aptamer, thrombin and
oligonucleotides were diluted with sterilized MilliQ water,
separated in fractions and stored at − 20  C until used.
2.2. Equipment
AC impedance measurements were performed with an
Autolab PGStat 20 (Metrohm Autolab B.V, Utrecht, The
Netherlands). FRA (Metrohm Autolab) software was used
for data acquisition and control of the experiments.
A three-electrode cell was used to perform the impedance
measurements. The cell comprised an Ag/AgCl reference electrode, a platinum ring electrode (Crison 52-67-1,
Barcelona, Spain), and the constructed avidin modiﬁed
biocomposite (Av-GEC) working electrodes. Temperaturecontrolled incubations were done by using an Eppendorf
Thermomixer 5436.
2.3. Preparation of Working Electrodes
All solid-state working electrodes were prepared using a
PVC tube body and a small copper disk soldered to the
end of an electrical connector. The conductive part of the
Av-GEC was an avidin-epoxy–graphite conductive paste,
formed from graphite (18%), epoxy resin (80%) and avidin
(2%), which was deposited into the cavity in the plastic
body, ﬁlling it. The biocomposite material was cured at
40  C for one week.
Before each use, the surface electrode was wetted with
MilliQ water and then thoroughly smoothed with abrasive
paper followed by alumina paper (polishing strips 301044001, Orion, Boston, MA, USA) to expose fresh avidin
protein as anchorage site. The reproducibility of the construction and polishing processes for the biosensors have
been reported previously.34
2.4. Procedures
Two different procedures were employed in this work, the
general protocol is represented in Figure 1. The ﬁrst one,
shown in Figure 2, is used for DNA testing, and the second procedure is used for protein detection, in this case
thrombin, shown in Figure 3. All experimental procedures
are described in more detail below.
2.4.1. DNA Testing
The ﬁrst step of the protocol was DNA hybrid formation in a solution containing the biotinylated probe and its
complementary target. 30 pmol of biotinylated DNA probe
and 30 pmol of its complementary target in TSC1 buffer
were mixed in an Eppendorf tube; hybridization took place
in a thermomixer at 42  C for 30 min with soft stirring. After that, an avidin-modiﬁed electrode was dipped
into an Eppendorf containing the biotinylated hybrid. The
tube with the sensor was gently shaken for 20 min at
42  C. The previously formed biotinylated hybrid became
J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 14, 1–9, 2014

immobilized onto the electrode surface due to the high
afﬁnity between the avidin exposed on the electrode surface and the biotin moiety on the biotinylated hybrid. This
was followed by two washing steps with TSC 2 at 42  C
for 10 min.
In order to amplify the signal, strep-AuNPS and silver enhancement was used. GEC electrodes modiﬁed with
biotinylated hybrid were incubated in an Eppendorf tube
containing a solution of strep-AuNPs, 1:100 stock solution, in PBS buffer. The tube was then incubated at 42  C
with soft stirring for 20 min. This step was followed by
two gentle washing steps in PBS buffer for 10 min at
42  C.
Then, 20 l of solution obtained by the combination
of equal volumes of silver enhancer and initiator were
deposited onto the electrode surface, and left for 7 minutes to react. The electrodes were then washed with MilliQ
water in order to stop the reaction. The negative control
consisted of a non-biotinylated complementary target.
2.4.2. Protein Detection
The ﬁrst step consisted of immobilization of the aptamer
onto the electrode surface. An aliquot of 160 L of
biotinylated aptamer solution in MilliQ water (at the
desired concentration) was heated to 80–90  C for 3 min
to promote the loose conformation of the aptamer. Then,
the solution was dipped in a bath of cold water and the
electrode was immersed in it, at which point the adsorption took place at room temperature for 15 min with soft
stirring. This was followed by two washing steps using
PBS buffer solution for 10 min at room temperature, in
order to remove any unﬁxed aptamer.
Subsequently, the electrode was dipped into 160 L of
40 mM PEG for 15 min at room temperature with soft
stirring to minimize any possible nonspeciﬁc adsorption.
This was followed by two washing steps using PBS buffer
solution for 10 min.
The last step was the recognition of thrombin by the
immobilized aptamer. Therefore, the electrode was dipped
in a solution with the desired concentration of thrombin.
Incubation took place for 15 min at room temperature with
soft stirring. Afterwards, the biosensor was washed twice
with PBS buffer solution for 10 min.
All incubations took place at a controlled temperature in the thermomixer, with a stirring speed of
600 rpm.
2.4.3. EIS Measurements
Impedance measurements were recorded between 50 kHz
and 0.05 Hz, at a sinusoidal voltage perturbation of 10 mV
amplitude and a sampling rate of 10 points per decade
above 66 Hz, and ﬁve points per decade at the lower range.
All experiments were carried out at an applied potential of
0.17 V (vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode) in a PBS buffer
solution containing 5 mM K3 [Fe(CN)6 ]/K4 [Fe(CN)6 ] (1:1)
3
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Figure 1. General scheme protocols involved in the operation of hybridization DNA biosensor for genes (top), and aptamer biosensor for proteins
(bottom).

mixture, used as a redox marker. The impedance spectra
were plotted in the form of imaginary vs. real complex
plane diagrams (Nyquist plots, − Zi vs. Zr ) and ﬁtted to
a theoretical curve corresponding to the equivalent circuit with Zview software (Scribner Associates Inc., USA).
The obtained spectra were ﬁtted to a Randle’s equivalent circuit, shown in Figure 4; in this, the parameter R1
corresponds to the resistance of the solution, R2 is the

charge transfer resistance (also called Rct ) between the
solution and the electrode surface, whilst CPE is associated with the double-layer capacitance. For all performed
ﬁttings, the chi-square goodness-of-ﬁt test was thoroughly
checked to verify calculations. In all cases, calculated values for each circuit were < 0.2, much lower than the tabulated value for 50 degrees of freedom (67.505 at 95%
conﬁdence level). In our experiments, we focused on the

Figure 2. Scheme of the steps followed in an EIS genosensing experiment.
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Figure 3. Scheme of the steps followed in an EIS protein detection using an aptamer sensor.

Figure 4. Equivalent circuit used for the data ﬁtting.

charge transfer resistance (Rct ), which was used to monitor the electrode surface changes. Two different ways
to express Rct variation in normalized scale were chosen
according to the different protocols:  and ratio .35 Their
formulae are as follows:
 = Rct(hybrid or ampliﬁcation) − Rct(electrode-buffer)
ratio = s /p
with:
s = Rct(AptThr-Thr) − Rct(electrode-buffer)
p = Rct(AptThr) − Rct(electrode-buffer)

In the formulae p corresponds to Rct variation after
aptamer immobilization, whilst s represents Rct variation
after the last step of biorecognition and  corresponds to
the step of DNA biosensing (i.e., hybridization or signal
ampliﬁcation step).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Impedimetric Response
Figure 5 shows the different Nyquist plots obtained in a
whole experiment of E.Coli DNA and Thrombin biosensing. After each step of the protocol, an EIS measurement
J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 14, 1–9, 2014

was performed. As can be observed in Figures 5(a) and (b),
the Rct value diameter of the semicircle increased after
each step was performed. This corresponds to the augmented difﬁculty of the redox reaction of [Fe(CN)6 ]3−/4−
to take place at the electrode surface, due to the sensor
surface alteration.36 When a DNA hybrid or aptamer is
immobilized onto the sensor surface, an initial layer is
formed and a negatively charged interface is generated due
to the presence of the negatively charged phosphate backbone of DNA. This circumstance repels the redox marker,
also with negative charge, thus resulting in the inhibition
of the electron transfer process and in an increment of the
Rct value. The addition of strep-AuNPs in the ﬁrst case,
and protein thrombin in the second case, results in a further increment of the resistance value due to the hindrance
caused by the formation of a double layer. In this way, the
use of the EIS technique serves also as conﬁrmation that
the biosensing surface was correctly prepared.
3.2. Optimization of Amount of Receptor Immobilized
In the case of E.Coli DNA detection, the concentrations
of the DNA probe and target were similar to those in previous works:37 38 The DNA target assayed was 30 pmol,
previously found to be the saturation value.
EIS measurements with different concentrations of
aptamer and PEG were carried out in order to optimize
the aptamer and PEG concentration to be used in the protocol. Figure 6 shows the curve of AptThr ﬁxation onto
the electrode surface. In this graph, superposition of two
behaviors can be noted. First, the avidin-biotin interaction is detected, with an approximately steady value of p
3 K. After this, an uniform increase for higher aptamer
concentrations can also be observed, which corresponds to
simple non-speciﬁc adsorption on exposed surface sites.
The behavior exhibited by the ﬁrst follows the Langmuir
isotherm, displayed as an increase of Rct until a saturation
value, which was then chosen as the optimal concentration.
This value corresponds to a 1.5 M aptamer concentration.
To minimize any possible nonspeciﬁc adsorption onto the
5
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Figure 5. Nyquist Diagram for: (a) E. Coli detection and (b) Thrombin detection.

Figure 6. Optimization of the concentration of biotinylated aptamer for
thrombin Apt-Thr. Uncertainty values corresponding to replicated experiments (n = 5).

electrode surface, polyethylene glycol (PEG) was used as a
blocking agent following aptamer ﬁxation. Figure 7 shows
the curve of PEG concentration on the electrode surface
and, like in the previous case, there is an increase in resistance until a value of 40 mM of PEG where the saturation
value is reached. Therefore, the optimal concentration of
blocking agent was chosen as 40 mM.
3.3. Detection
After the subsequent optimization of concentrations of the
DNA probe or thrombin aptamer, the biosensing process
was performed.
3.3.1. DNA Testing
In this case, as explained before, the sequence followed
for EIS measurement was: (1) Bare Av-GEC electrode;
(2) biotinylated hybrid modiﬁed Av-GEC. In this speciﬁc
case, the hybridization took place in solution because a
previously observed increased efﬁciency.13 In fact, given
the DNA probe and target are both biotinylated, the
immobilization into the surface of the electrode can be
produced in two possible orientations, but both provide equivalent information as can be deduced from the
6

Figure 7. Optimization of the concentration of the blocking agent,
PEG. Uncertainty values corresponding to replicated experiments (n = 5).

comparable obtained RSD values. A non-complementary
target sequence, as well as the buffer solution alone, were
used as negative controls.
In Figure 8, results of experiments and negative controls
are represented as the increment in Rct between the bare
electrode and the sample modiﬁed electrode (). As can be
observed, the  increment corresponding to an experiment
before ampliﬁcation (bar (+), grey color) results in almost
doubling the  value corresponding to a negative control.
Also before ampliﬁcation, (bar (−), grey color), these values are highly signiﬁcant if compared with the associated
uncertainties, given as 7.5% RSD for direct measurement
and 3.1% RSD for the ampliﬁed case. In addition, further
increment of the  value in the experiment after ampliﬁcation (bar (+), white color) does not result in a signiﬁcant change in the case of negative control (bar (−),
white color). The net signal ampliﬁcation (positive test)
was of 34%. A rapid estimation of the detection limit was
5.4 pmols.
A Student’s t-test was performed to compare the
results obtained in the positive and negative experiments
(both before and after signal ampliﬁcation step). The
difference between the mean values was highly signiﬁcant in both cases. For the assay without ampliﬁcation
J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 14, 1–9, 2014
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Figure 8. Comparison histogram between experiments and negative
control (+) bars: experiments before (grey color) and after signal ampliﬁcation with gold nanoparticles (white color); (−) bars: negative control
before (grey color), after signal ampliﬁcation with gold nanoparticles
(white color). Indicated reproducibility corresponds to observed standard
deviation of ﬁve replicated experiments.

tcalc = 6797 > ttab = 213; for the assay with ampliﬁcation
tcalc = 5314 > ttab = 213, at the 95% conﬁdence level and
4 degrees of freedom. Finally, this conﬁrms the signiﬁcant
difference between the signal obtained for the hybridization experiment, with or without ampliﬁcation and that
obtained for non-speciﬁc hybridization experiments with,
and without ampliﬁcation.
3.3.2. Protein Detection
The association of the protein (in this case thrombin)
with the aptamer resulted in the switch of the surface
charge. This provided a positive charge interface that
led to a decrease in electron transfer resistance due to
the electrostatic attraction of the redox marker. Detected
changes in the interfacial electron-transfer resistances at
various protein concentrations enabled quantitative analysis of thrombin protein. Figure 9 shows the calibration curve, representing relative signal, ratio , versus the
concentration of thrombin. As can be observed, a saturation curve is obtained, where the initial step can be
approximated to a straight line, with a linear range from
0.75 pM to 100 pM for the protein. Moreover, a good linear relationship (r 2 = 09921) between the analytical signal (ratio ) and the thrombin concentration in this range
was obtained, according to the equation: ratio = 1053 +
1530 · 1010 [Thr]. The detection limit, calculated as three
times the standard deviation of the intercept obtained from
the linear regression, was 4.7 pM. The reproducibility of
the method showed a relative standard deviation (RSD)
of 4.9%, obtained from a series of 5 experiments carried
out in a concentration of 75 pM Thr. These are satisfactory results for the detection of thrombin in real samples,
since this level is exactly the concentration threshold for
the formation of thrombus.
J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 14, 1–9, 2014

Figure 9. Calibration curve versus thrombin concentration. (ratio =
s/p; s = Rct(AptThrBio-Thr) − Rct(bare electrode) ; p = Rct(AptThrBio) −
Rct(bare electrode) ).

To study the selectivity of this system, we evaluated the
response of proteins typically present in serum such as
ﬁbrinogen, immunoglobulin G and albumin. Table I summarizes the parameters of the calibration curve for each
protein as well as thrombin, in addition to their respective slopes and detection limits. The aptasensor showed the
highest sensitivity for its target molecule, thrombin, with
its slope being ﬁve orders of magnitude greater than the
slope for IgG, and six orders of magnitude larger than
the one for ﬁbrinogen. Thus, it was demonstrated that
the aptasensor exhibited a much higher sensitivity to Thr,
regarding potential interfering proteins, which displayed
this effect due to the high level of concentration in which
they may be present in serum.
3.3.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy
E.Coli DNA biosensors were investigated via SEM after
the silver enhancement treatment (an acceleration voltage
of 15 kV and a resolution of 2 m were used to take
the different images). Silver enhancement treatment was
employed in order to obtain an adequate size enlargement
of strep-AuNPs present on sensor surface to allow their
observation with SEM. This treatment was made possible with the use of the biotinylated target, which allowed
the coupling with extra elements to the free end. Images
obtained are shown in Figure 10. Image on the left corresponds to the experiment where the biotinylated complementary target was used during the hybridization step.
In the ﬁgure, the strep-AuNPs distribution onto the electrode surface is quite homogeneous. This also implies
a regular distribution of avidin molecules in the biocomposite and a well-organized formation of the hybrid.
Comparing this image with the one on the right, from
a negative control, where a non-complementary target
was employed in the hybridization, it is clear that the
7
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Table I. Summary of calibration results for thrombin and other major proteins presents in serum.
Protein
Thrombin
Fibrinogen
Immunoglobulin G
Albumin

Regression line
ratio = 1053 + 1530 · 10 [Thr]
ratio = 09857 + 1499 · 104 [Fbr]
ratio = 06942 + 1082 · 105 [IgG]
No response
10

Sensitivity (M−1 )

Detection limit

Typical conc. in serum

1530 · 10
1499 · 104
1082 · 105
–

47 pM
16 M
79 M
–

0
6–12 M
60–100 M
0.52–0.75 M

10

Figure 10. SEM images of (a) experiment using biotinylated hybrid + strep-AuNPS + silver enhancement treatment (b) negative control using probe +
non complementary target + strep-AuNPs + silver enhancement treatment. All images were taken at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV and a resolution
of 2 m.

strep-AuNPs are bound to the positive test biotinylated
DNA.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This work reports on an Av-GEC based biosensor platform
for two different detection strategies: the DNA hybrid and
protein detection using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. This electrochemical technique has demonstrated
itself as being a very sensitive technique for the monitoring
of biorecognition events such as the hybridization event
discussed as well as protein detection. The two strategies were performed and compared in order to improve
the Av-GEC performance. The ﬁrst strategy was used
for the rapid and sensitive detection of Escherichia Coli
O104:H4, and the second strategy was used for thrombin
detection employing an aptamer as the biorecognition element. These two systems presented high sensitivity and
reproducibility; accordingly, these methods could represent
a valid alternative to more conventional gene assays or
immunoassay techniques. The applicability of the avidinmodiﬁed surface is then demonstrated for the two different
biosensing variants. Signal ampliﬁcation of the biotinylated hybrid by strep-AuNPs was demonstrated with a
nanomaterial such as gold nanoparticles. In this case, net
ampliﬁcation of the signal can be approximately 34%,
thereby improving sensitivity. In addition, the observation
of the electrode surface by SEM after silver enhancement
8

treatment conﬁrmed the homogeneity of the Av-GEC bioplatform used, and thus permitted direct visualization of
the biosensor performance.
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a b s t r a c t
In this work, we present a label -free impedimetric aptasensor for the recognition of cytochrome c (Cyt
c) at a pM concentration level based on an epoxy-graphite composite electrode. The technique employed
for the detection of the protein Cyt c is electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Detection occurs
when the protein interacts with the immobilized aptamer on the aptasensor. The aptamer immobilization technique is based on its wet physical adsorption onto the electrode surface, which assures a simple,
ready-to-use preparation of the biosensing platform. The work ﬁrst optimizes concentration of immobilized aptamer, followed by blocking agent to avoid non speciﬁc interactions, and ﬁnally performs the
label-free detection of Cyt c. The amount of protein is quantiﬁed by the observed increase of the electrontransfer resistance, determined employing EIS and the [Fe(CN)6 ]3−,4− redox marker. Results demonstrate
that the aptasensor has a good detection range for Cyt c between 50 pM and 50 nM, as well as a high sensitivity with a low detection limit of 63.2 pM, well below levels of this protein in serum. Cross response
of the developed aptamer biosensor versus potential interfering proteins also present in human serum
has been fully characterized.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Cytochrome c (Cyt c) is primarily known as an electron-carrying
mitochondrial protein. The transition of Cyt c between the ferrous
and ferric states within the cell makes it an efﬁcient biological
electron-transporter whereas it plays a vital role in cellular oxidations in both plants and animals. It is generally regarded as
a universal catalyst of respiration, forming an essential electronbridge between the respirable substrates and oxygen. This protein
has been identiﬁed as an important mediator in apoptotic pathways. The release of mitochondrial Cyt c into the cytoplasm
stimulates apoptosis, therefore it is used as an indicator of the
apoptotic process in the cell [1]. For this reason, it is important
to evaluate its concentration. Normal non-pathological level of this
protein in human serum is around 2 nM [2].
In recent years, there has been great interest in the development of aptasensors [3]. Aptasensors are biosensors that use
aptamers as the biorecognition element. Aptamers are artiﬁcial
DNA or RNA oligonucleotides selected in vitro which have the ability
to bind to proteins, small molecules or even whole cells, recognizing their target with high afﬁnity and speciﬁcity, often matching
or even exceeding those of antibodies [4]. Furthermore, because

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +34 93 5813235; fax: +34 93 5812477.
E-mail addresses: manel.delvalle@uab.cat, manel.delvalle@uab.es (M. del Valle).
0925-4005/$ – see front matter © 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.snb.2013.10.040

of a marked reversibility, the recognition process can be reverted
and is stable in broad terms, an important advantage in front of
immunosensors. Among described cases in the literature, there
are two different conﬁgurations of aptamers: linear and molecular
beacon. Aptamers with a linear conﬁguration maintain, in certain
physicochemical conditions, a typical 3D shape conformation with
a speciﬁc binding site for the target molecule. Obviously recognition employs host-guest principles [5]. On the other hand, aptamers
with a molecular beacon conﬁguration initially form a loop that
changes conformation following binding to the analyte of interest
[6]. Aptamers can be used in a wide range of applications, such
as therapeutics [7], molecular switches, drug development, afﬁnity
chromatography [8] or biosensors [9].
In biosensor ﬁeld, different transduction techniques can be
used; optical [10], atomic force microscope [11], surface plasmon resonance [12], electrochemical [13] and piezoelectric [14]
aptasensors have been described. In the last years, among the
different electrochemical techniques reported, the use of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) has grown among these
studies [15]. EIS is a characterization technique that is based on
applying an AC potential to an electrochemical cell and measuring
the current that crosses through the cell [16]. It is very sensitive to
changes of the interfacial properties of modiﬁed electrodes upon
biorecognition events taking place at the electrode surfaces [17,18].
Other important features presented by EIS are that it does not
require any special reagent for the analysis, has the capacity for
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label-free detection and is a cost-efﬁcient technique. For all these
reasons, EIS is becoming a popular electrochemical tool for numerous applications such as immuno [18], genosensing [19], enzyme
activities [20] or studies of corrosion [21] or surface phenomena
[22].
In this communication, we report a label-free impedimetric
aptasensor for the recognition of Cyt c. The transducer employed
consists of a graphite-epoxy composite (GEC) electrode, of general use in our laboratories which has already been extensively
studied and applied to amperometric, enzymatic, immuno and
genosensing [23–25] assays. The uneven porous surface of the GEC
electrode allows the immobilization of aptamers on its surface
by simple wet physical adsorption. This surface can be renewed
after each experiment by simply polishing with different abrasive
papers and reused after the assay with a wet thermal treatment
[3]. This type of sensor has been already used for impedimetric detection of DNA hybridization [26] and very recently for
the ﬁrst aptasensor [3]. The transduction principle used is based
on the change of electron transfer resistance in the presence of
the K3 [Fe(CN)6 ]/K4 [Fe(CN)6 ] redox marker, which can be measured by EIS [16]. The proposed aptasensor showed appropriate
response behaviour values to determine Cyt c in the picomolar
range.

2. Experimental
2.1. Chemicals
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate, potassium ferricyanide
K3 [Fe(CN)6 ],
potassium
ferrocyanide
K4 [Fe(CN)6 ],
hexaammineruthenium(III)
chloride
[Ru(NH3 )6 ]Cl3 ,
sodium
monophosphate and the target protein cytochrome c (Cyt c),
were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Poly(ethylene
glycol) 1.000 (PEG), tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris),
sodium chloride and potassium chloride were purchased from
Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland). All solid-state electrodes (GECs)
were prepared using 50 m particle size graphite powder
(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) and Epotek H77 resin and its
corresponding hardener (both from Epoxy Technology, Billerica, MA, USA). All reagents were analytical reagent grade. The
aptamer (AptCytc) used in this study [2], with sequence 5 AGTGTGAAATATCTAAACTAAATGTGGAGGGTGGGACGGGAAGAAGTTTATTTTTCACACT-3 , was prepared by TIB-MOLBIOL (Berlin,
Germany). Stock solutions of aptamer and Cyt c were diluted with
sterilized and deionised water, separated in fractions and stored
at −20 ◦ C until used.
All solutions were prepared using MilliQ water from MilliQ
System (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). The buffer employed was
PBS (187 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 8.1 mM Na2 HPO4 ·2H2 O, 1.76 mM
KH2 PO4 , pH 7.0).
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2.3. Preparation of working electrodes
The electrodes were prepared using a PVC tube body (6 mm
i.d.) and a small copper disk soldered to the end of an electrical
connector. The working surface is an epoxy-graphite conductive
composite, formed by a mixture of graphite (20%) and epoxy resin
(80%), deposited in the cavity of the plastic body [25]. The composite
material was cured at 80 ◦ C for 3 days. Before each use, the electrode surface was moistened with MilliQ water, then thoroughly
smoothed with abrasive sandpaper and ﬁnally with alumina paper
(polishing strips 301044-001, Orion) in order to obtain a reproducible electrochemical surface.
2.4. Procedure
The analytical procedure for biosensing consists of the immobilization of the aptamer onto the transducer surface using a
wet physical adsorption procedure, the blocking to minimize
non speciﬁc adsorption and the recognition of the protein by
the aptamer. The scheme of the experimental procedure is represented in Fig. 1, with the steps described in more detail
below.
The ﬁrst step consisted of aptamer immobilization onto the
electrode surface.160 L of aptamer solution in MilliQ water
at the desired concentration was heated at 80–90 ◦ C for 3 min
to promote the loose conformation of the aptamer. Then, the
solution was dipped in a bath of cold water and the electrode was immersed in it, where the adsorption took place
for 15 min. This was followed by two washing steps using PBS
buffer solution for 10 min, in order to remove any unadsorbed
aptamer.
After that, to minimize any possible nonspeciﬁc adsorption, the
electrode was dipped in 160 L of PEG 35 mM for 15 min. This was
followed by two washing steps using PBS buffer solution for 10 min.
The last step is the recognition of Cyt c by the immobilized
aptamer. For this, the electrode was dipped in a solution with the
desired concentration of Cyt c. The incubation took place for 15 min.
Then, the biosensor was washed twice with PBS buffer solution for
10 min.
2.5. Cyclic voltammetry measurements
Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) experiments to determine the
redox potential of the redox pair K3 [Fe(CN)6 ]/K4 [Fe(CN)6 ] were
carried out at room temperature in PBS buffer containing
0.01 M K3 [Fe(CN)6 ]/K4 [Fe(CN)6 ] in the voltage range of −1.5 V to
1.5 V at a scan rate of 0.5 V/s. CV measurements to obtain surface
density of AptCytc were performed at room temperature in 10 mM
Tris buffer (pH 7.4) containing 50 M [Ru(NH3 )6 ]Cl3 , in the voltage range of −1.5 V to 1.5 V, at scan rate 0.05 V/s. In these CV, the
cathodic peak of the ﬁrst scan was integrated to determine the
AptCytc surface density on GEC electrodes.

2.2. Apparatus

2.6. Impedimetric measurements

AC impedance measurements and Cyclic Voltammetry were
performed in an Autolab PGStat 20 (Metrohm Autolab B.V,
Utrecht, The Netherlands). FRA and GPES (Metrohm Autolab)
software were used for data acquisition and control of the experiments. A three electrode conﬁguration was used to perform
the impedance measurements: a platinum-ring auxiliary electrode (Crison 52-67, Barcelona, Spain), an Ag/AgCl reference
electrode and the constructed GEC as the working electrode
(with a geometric area of 28.27 mm2 ). Temperature-controlled
incubations were done using an Eppendorf Thermomixer
5436.

Impedance experiments were carried out at an applied potencial
of 0.17 V (vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode) obtained from the redox
potential of [Fe(CN)6 ]3- /[Fe(CN)6 ]4− by CV (see Appendices A and
B), with a range of frequency of 50 kHz–0.05 Hz, an AC amplitude of
10 mV and a sampling rate of 10 points per decade above 66 Hz and
5 points per decade at the lower range. All measurements were performed in PBS buffer containing 0.01 M K3 [Fe(CN)6 ]/K4 [Fe(CN)6 ]
(1:1) mixture, used as a redox marker. In all cases impedance data
were recorded in the following order after each electrode successive modiﬁcation: (1) bare electrode; (2) immobilization step;
(3) Blocking step; (4) Biorecognition. The impedance spectra were
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of electrochemical aptasensor for the detection of Cyt c based on a graphite-epoxy composite.

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit used for the data ﬁtting. Rs is the resistance of the solution,
Rct is the electron-transfer resistance and CPE, the capacitive contribution, in this
case as a constant phase element.

plotted in the form of complex plane diagrams (Nyquist plots,
-Zi vs. Zr ) and ﬁtted to a theoretical curve corresponding to the
equivalent circuit with Zview software (Scribner Associates Inc.,
USA). The equivalent circuit, shown in Fig. 2, was formed by one
resistor/capacitor element in series with a resistance. The parameter Rs corresponds to the resistance of the solution, Rct is the charge
transfer resistance between the solution and the electrode surface, whilst constant phase element (CPE) is associated with the
double-layer capacitance (attributable to the interface between the
electrode surface and the solution). For all performed ﬁttings, the
chi-square goodness-of-ﬁt test was thoroughly checked to verify
calculations. In all cases, calculated values for each circuit remained
in the range of 0.0003–0.15 much lower than the tabulated value for
50 degrees of freedom (67.505 at 95% conﬁdence level). In this work,
we focused on the variation of change in resistance transfer (Rct ).
In order to compare the results obtained from the different electrodes used, and to obtain independent and reproducible results,
relative and normalized signals were needed [16]. Thus, the ratio
value was deﬁned according to the following equations:
ratio =

s
p

s = Rct(AptCytc−Cytc) − Rct (electrode-buffer)
p = Rct(AptCytc) − Rct (electrode−buffer)
where Rct(AptCytc-Cytc) was the electron transfer resistance value
measured after incubation with the Cyt c protein, Rct (AptCytc)
was the electron transfer resistance value measured after
aptamer inmobilitation on the electrode and Rct (electrode-buffer)
was the electron transfer resistance of the blank electrode and
buffer.

Fig. 3. Optimization of the concentration of AptCytc immobilized on each aptasensor. All experiments were performed in PBS solution and all EIS measurements were
performed in PBS solution containing 0.01 M K3 [Fe(CN)6 ]/K4 [Fe(CN)6 ]. Uncertainty
values corresponding to replicated experiments (n = 5).

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Optimization of aptamer and PEG concentrations
The ﬁrst step of the experiment was the optimization of the
experimental concentrations of aptamer immobilized on the electrode and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) on the electrode surface by
constructing its relative response curves.
The calibration curve was carried out by increasing amount of
concentration of AptCytc used from 1 to 2.5 M. The different concentrations were evaluated by the changes in the p . As can be
seen in Fig. 3, the p increased with the AptCytc concentration
until a saturation value. This is due to the physical adsorption of
the aptamer onto the electrode surface, which followed a Langmuir
isotherm; in it, the variation of Rct increased to reach a saturation value, chosen as the optimal concentration. The value relected
for the aptasensor corresponded to a concentration of aptamer of
1.75 M, as the compromise between the two extremes.
The use of blocking agent (PEG) on the electrode surface was
introduced to minimize the non speciﬁc adsorption of other species,
which would alter the observed impedimetric signal. Apart, these
other species can potentially interact or disturb the binding of the
Cyt c on the AptCytc in the further steps and thus must be avoided.
For the optimization of the PEG concentration we proceeded as

Table 1
Quantiﬁcation of surface coverage of all steps of the procedure.

 (10

11

2

molecules/cm )

Bare electrode

AptCytc

PEG

Cyt c (10−9 M)

0.04 ± 0.20

3.33 ± 0.34

3.45 ± 0.33

1.76 ± 0.34
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Fig. 4. Optimization of the concentration of the blocking agent, PEG. All experiments were performed in PBS solution and all EIS measurements were performed
in PBS solution containing 0.01 M K3 [Fe(CN)6 ]/K4 [Fe(CN)6 ]. Uncertainty values corresponding to replicated experiments (n = 5).

above. PEG concentrations were increased from 20 to 70 mM and
the electrochemical characteristics of the electrode were determined. As it can be observed in Fig. 4, the p increased up to a
certain saturation value. The value selected as the optimal PEG concentration was 35 mM, corresponding to the intersection of the two
extreme behaviours.
In order to obtain the surface coverage, a known procedure was used [27]. This consisted in obtaining the CV
responses of [Ru(NH3 )6 ]6+ on an epoxy-graphite composite electrode (electrode-buffer) with AptCytc, after PEG treatment and after
cytochrome c detection (see Appendices A and B). The results are
shown in Table 1. The values clearly show that the surface density
is maintained before and after PEG treatment.
3.2. Detection of Cyt c
The aptamer of Cyt c forms a linear single-strand oligonucleotide, in sequence that recognizes the protein by a speciﬁc
folding. During this folding, weak interactions between the aptamer
and protein of the host-guest type are created, leading to complex AptCytc-Cytc. One example of the obtained response after
each biosensing step is shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen in this ﬁgure, Rct increased after any modiﬁcation of the electrode surface.

Fig. 5. Nyquist diagrams for EIS measurements of: (black circles) bare GEC
electrodes, (grey circles) AptCytc modiﬁed electrodes and (dark grey circles)
AptCytc–Cyt c modiﬁed electrodes. All experiments were performed in PBS
solution and all EIS measurements were performed in PBS solution containing
0.01 M K3 [Fe(CN)6 ]/K4 [Fe(CN)6 .
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Fig. 6. Nyquist diagrams for different concentrations of Cyt c. All experiments were
performed in PBS solution and all EIS measurements were performed in PBS solution
containing 0.01 M K3 [Fe(CN)6 ]/K4 [Fe(CN)6 ].

This can be due to the increased difﬁculty of the redox reaction of
[Fe(CN)6 ]3−/4− to take place, due to the sensor surface alteration
[28]. Two different factors may be taken into account to explain
that: the electrostatic effect and the sterical hindrance. The electrostatic repulsion is more signiﬁcant in the ﬁrst step of protocol; when
the AptCytc is immobilized onto the electrode surface, a ﬁrst layer
is formed, where negatively charged phosphate groups of aptamer
skeleton are responsible of the electrical repulsion towards the
negatively charged redox marker, thus inhibiting the interfacial
transfer process and resulting in Rct increment. When the protein is
added Rct should decrease considering that the pI of the protein is
10–10.5 [29], and therefore it is positively charged, then favouring
electrostatically the arrival of the redox marker to the electrode. In
contrast, according to the capacitance values calculated from the
different experiments varying Cytc concentration, the capacitance
values are kept practically constant, 0.45 ± 0.03 F. The Rct increase
seems to be due, then, to the sterical factor dominating over the
electrostatic factor.
3.3. Sensitivity of aptasensor
In order to obtain the sensitivity of the aptasensor a complete calibration curve, was built deﬁned by using an increasing
concentration of Cyt c. Fig. 6, illustrates the increasing impedimetric signal with increasing Cyt c concentration. Relative signal
ratio were plotted for the different Cyt c concentration assays,
as shown in Fig. 7. As it can be observed, a logarithmic relationship was obtained, with a linear range from 50 pM to 50 nM

Fig. 7. Calibration curve, relative signal vs. Cyt c concentration. All experiments were
performed in PBS solution and all EIS measurements were performed in PBS solution
containing 0.01 M K3 [Fe(CN)6 ]/K4 [Fe(CN)6 ].
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Table 2
Comparison of the proposed Cyt c biosensor with other reported biosensing methods.
Analytical method

Detection limit

Biorecognition element

%RSD

Interfering proteins

Reference

EIS
EIS
CV
SQR-CV
Fluorescence
ICP-MS/TEM

63.2 pM
10 nM
0.5 M
0.2 M
44.4 pM
1.5 fM

Aptamer
Calixarens
Enzyme
Enzyme
Aptamer
Antibody

6.8
10
2.8
6.6

Albumin, Fbr, IgG
BSA
Ascorbic and Uric acid
Serum samples
Serum samples
Serum samples

Our work
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]
[30]

Table 3
Summary of calibration results for Cyt c and other major proteins presents in serum.
Protein

Regression line

Cyt c
Albumin
Fbr
IgG

ratio = 1.130 + 5.236 × 10 [Cyt c]
ratio = 0.672 +8.377 × 103 [Alb]
ratio = −0.909 + 5.3301 × 105 [Fbr]
ratio = −0.6181 + 4.435 × 104 [IgG]
8

Sensitivity (M−1 )

Detection limit

Typical conc. in serum

5.24 × 10
8.38 × 103
5.33 × 105
4.44 × 104

63.2 pM
0.300 mM
7.10 M
0.143 M

2 nM
0.52–0.75 mM
6–12 M
60–100 M

for the protein. Moreover, a good linear relationship (r = 0.993)
between the relative analytical signal (ratio ) and the Cyt c concentration in this range was obtained according to the equation:
ratio = 1.13 + 5.24 × 108 [Cyt c] (M). The detection limit was estimated as three times the standard deviation of the intercept
obtained from the linear regression, which was 63.2 pM. The reproducibility of the method showed a relative standard deviation (RSD)
of 6.8%, obtained from a series of 5 experiments carried out at a concentration of 500 pM Cyt c. Additionally, the proposed aptasensor
was compared with other detection methodologies for the direct
Cyt c detection. The detailed results are shown in Table 2, where
sensitivity info is presented as the LOD of each biosensor compared.
The lowest detection limit value among all the analytical techniques corresponded to [30], but this Cyt c biosensor used ICP–MS
as the transduction technique. This methodology displays high sensitivity but is not simple, portable or easy to use. Our proposed
aptasensor is on the second range of lowest LOD, thus demonstrating satisfactory results for the detection of Cyt c in real samples,
given this level corresponds to concentration in human serum.

3.4. Selectivity of the aptasensor
Cyt c is present in blood serum, which can be described as a
complex sample matrix containing hormones, lipids, blood cells
and other proteins. To study the selectivity of the system, we evaluated the response of proteins present in serum such as ﬁbrinogen,
immunoglobulin G and albumin. All proteins showed some degree
of interference for Cyt c. For this reason, the calibration curves were
built for the serum level concentration of each protein.
To evaluate the sensitivity of the aptasensor we compared the
calibration plots for the different interferent proteins. Table 3 summarizes the parameters of the calibration curve of each protein and
Cyt c, as well as their respective slopes and detection limits. The
aptasensor showed the highest sensitivity for its target molecule,
Cyt c, with its slope being three orders of magnitude greater than
the slope for ﬁbrinogen, ﬁve orders of magnitude greater than albumin and four orders of magnitude more than that of IgG. Therefore,
it was demonstrated that the aptasensor exhibited a much higher
sensitivity to Cyt c than that to regarding potential interfering proteins, which displayed this effect greatly due to the high level of
concentration in which they were assayed.
Apart of previous data, EC50 values for each protein and % cross
response (% CR) for all interfering proteins were calculated, as summarized in Table 4. The lowest EC50 value obtained corresponded
Cyt c, the target protein with a value of 6.68 × 10−10 M, and the
larger, 3.63 × 10−5 M, to Fbr. The largest % CR value corresponded
to Fbr, 0.05%, and the lowest to Alb. Therefore, it was demonstrated
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Table 4
Summary of EC50 and %Cross-response values of each interferent protein.
Protein

EC50 (M)

% Cross-response

Cyt c
Albumin
Immunoglobulin G
Fibrinogen

6.68 × 10−10
6.06 × 10−5
3.63 × 10−5
1.37 × 10−6

100
1.01 × 10−3
1.84 × 10−3
0.05

(%CR = (EC50 cytochrome c/EC50 interferent)100).

that the aptasensor showed a much higher sensitivity to Cyt c,
regarding potential interfering proteins, which displayed this effect
due to the high level of concentration in which they are present in
serum, and not in a secondary recognition by aptamer.
4. Conclusions
This comunication reported a simple label-free impedimetric
aptasensor for the recognition of Cyt c at picomolar concentration level based on GEC electrodes. EIS technique has demonstrated
itself as being a very sensitive technique for monitoring the biosensing event and conﬁrmation of steps performed for building the
aptasensor. The uneven surface of GEC allowed AptCytc to be
absorbed by a simple wet adsorption procedure. The simple preparation and the possibility of renewing the surface by polishing with
abrasive paper make it suitable for repeated use. From the results,
it can be concluded that the aptasensor showed a low detection
limit, 63.2 pM, good range of concentration for Cyt c detection, from
50 nM to 50 pM, and high sensitivity, 5.24 × 108 M−1 . In addition,
running an EIS assay is simple and quick - the Cyt c detection process can be ﬁnished in 40 min and the stability of a prepared sensor
is at least 24 h. The interference produced by serum proteins, such
as ﬁbrinogen, immunoglobulin G and albumin, demonstrated some
limitations in the operation of the aptasensor, although usable
given the concentration excess at which they manifest.
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In this work, we report a highly speciﬁc ampliﬁcation strategy demonstrated for the ultrasensitive
biosensing of thrombin with the use of gold-streptavidin nanoparticles (strep-AuNPs) and silver
reduction enhancement. The biotinylated aptamer of thrombin was immobilized onto an avidingraphite epoxy composite (AvGEC) electrode surface by afﬁnity interaction between biotin and avidin;
electrochemical impedance measurements were performed in a solution containing the redox marker
ferrocyanide/ferricyanide. The change in interfacial charge transfer resistance (Rct) experimented by the
redox marker, was recorded to conﬁrm aptamer complex formation with target protein, thrombin (Thr),
in a label-free ﬁrst stage. A biotinylated second thrombin aptamer, with complementary recognition
properties was then used in a sandwich approach. The addition of strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement
treatment led to a further increment of Rct thus obtaining signiﬁcant signal ampliﬁcation. The
AptThrBio1-Thr-AptThrBio2 sandwich formation was inspected by confocal microcopy after incubation
with streptavidin quantum dots. In order to visualize the presence of gold nanoparticles, the same silver
enhancement treatment was applied to electrodes already modiﬁed with the nanoparticle-sandwich
conjugate, allowing direct observation by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Results showed high
sensitivity and selectivity for thrombin detection, with an improvement from ca. 4.7 pM in a simple assay
to 0.3 pM in the ampliﬁed reported scheme.
& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Aptamers are synthetic nucleic acids (DNA or RNA) which
selectively bind to low-molecular-weight organic or inorganic substrates or to macromolecules such as proteins (Jayasena, 1999).
The afﬁnity constant of aptamers toward their substrates lies in the
micromolar to nanomolar range, comparable to the binding constants of antibodies to antigens (Jenison et al., 1994). The interest in
aptamers as speciﬁc binding agents originates from the relative ease
of their preparation by an evolutionary selection procedure that
eliminates the need for sophisticated design of the receptor units.
Not surprisingly, aptamers have found growing interest as active
separation materials in chromatography (Kotia et al., 2000), and
electrophoresis (Clark and Remcho, 2002), as therapeutic (Biesecker
et al., 1999; Hicke et al., 2001) or diagnostic agents, and as active
materials for biosensing (Evtugyn et al., 2012). The use of aptamers
for biosensing is particulary interesting, as aptamers could substitute
antibodies in bioanalytical sensing given they reveal obvious
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advantages over immunosensors. The aptamer of thrombin is the
most known and utilized aptamer. Thrombin is the last enzyme
protease involved in the coagulation cascade, and converts ﬁbrinogen
to insoluble ﬁbrin which forms the ﬁbrin gel, both in physiological
conditions and in a pathological thrombus (Holland et al., 2000).
Therefore, thrombin plays a central role in a number of cardiovascular diseases (Burgering et al., 1997), and is thought to regulate
many processes such as inﬂammation and tissue repair at the blood
vessel wall. Concentration levels of thrombin in blood are very low,
and levels down to the picomolar range are associated with disease;
because of this, it is important to assess its concentration at trace
level (Centi et al., 2007).
In recent years, there has been large interest in the development of aptasensors. Aptasensors are biosensors that use aptamers
as the biorecognition element. This type of biosensors can be
classiﬁed, depending on the technique employed for transduction,
into optical (Lee and Walt, 2000), piezoelectric (Srijanto et al.,
2012) and electrochemical types (Ocaña et al., 2012; Radi et al.,
2005). Electrochemical aptasensors make use of electrochemical
transduction for biosensing. Recently, among the different electrochemical techniques available, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) (McDonald, 1987), has been used in numerous
studies, also for protein detection (Lisdat and Schafer, 2008; Radi
et al., 2005). This technique is very sensitive to changes in the
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interfacial properties of the modiﬁed electrodes caused by biorecognition events at the electrode surface (Bardea et al., 1999; Loo
et al., 2012). For this reason, EIS is becoming an attractive
electrochemical technique for numerous applications such as
immunosensing (Loo et al., 2012), genosensing (Bonanni et al.,
2010), enzyme activity determinations (Li et al., 2012), studies of
corrosion (Blin et al., 2007) or other surface phenomena (Liao
et al., 2007).
Gold nanoparticles have been widely used in biosensing
for tagging purposes and also for ampliﬁcation thanks to their
excellent properties, such as high biocompatibility, distinctive
size-related electronic and optical behavior, high electrical conductivity and high catalytic activity. In recent years, several
protocols using gold nanoparticles-assisted electrochemical aptamer biosensing were developed with the aim of enhancing the
electrochemical response (Deng et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 2007).
In this work, we report a highly speciﬁc ampliﬁcation strategy
demonstrated for the ultrasensitive detection of thrombin with
the use of streptavidin gold nanoparticles and silver enhancement
treatment. The transducer employed consisted of an avidin graphiteepoxy composite electrode (AvGEC), of general use in our laboratories and already extensively studied and applied to amperometric,
enzymatic, immuno and genosensing assays (Bonanni et al., 2006;
Merkoci et al., 2005; Pumera et al., 2005). The uneven surface of the
avidin graphite-epoxy electrode allows the immobilization of biotinylated aptamer of thrombin (AptThrBio1) on its surface by afﬁnity
interaction between biotin and avidin. The change of interfacial
charge transfer resistance (Rct) experimented by the redox marker
was recorded to conﬁrm the aptamer sandwich formation with
target protein, thrombin (Thr). Then, a biotinylated second thrombin
aptamer (AptThrBio2), with complementary recognition properties
to those used in the previous approach was employed to form the
sandwich. The addition of strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement
treatment led to a further increment of Rct and the subsequent
achievement of signiﬁcant signal ampliﬁcation, high sensitivity and
improvement of selectivity.
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enhancement kit was obtained from Nanoprobes (Yaphank, New
York). All-solid-state electrodes (AvGECs) were prepared using
50 μm particle size graphite powder (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), Epotek H77 resin and its corresponding hardener (both
from Epoxy Technology, Billerica, MA, USA), and avidin. All
reagents were analytical reagent grade. Aptamers used in this
study were purchased from TIB-MOLBIOL (Berlin, Germany). Stock
solutions of aptamers were diluted with sterilized and deionised
water, separated into fractions and stored at  20 1C until required.
Their base sequences were:

 AptThrBio1: 5′-GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG-Biotin-3′,
 AptThrBio2: 5′-Biotin-AGTCCGTGGTAGGGCAGGTT
GGGGTGACT-3′ and

 AptCytc: 5′-Biotin-AGTGTGAAATATCTAAAC
TAAATGTGGAGGGTGGGACGGGAAGAAGTTTATTTTTCACACT-3′.
All solutions were made up using MilliQ water from MilliQ
System (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). The buffers employed were:
PBS (187 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 8.1 mM Na2 HPO4d2H2O, 1.76 mM
KH2PO4, and pH 7.0) and 10 nM PBS without NaCl and KCl.
2.2. Apparatus
AC impedance measurements and cyclic voltammetry were
performed with the aid of an Autolab PGStat 20 (Metrohm Autolab
B.V, Utrecht, The Netherlands). FRA and GPES (Metrohm Autolab)
software were used for data acquisition and control of the
experiments. A three electrode conﬁguration was used to perform
the impedance and cyclic voltammetry measurements: a
platinum-ring auxiliary electrode (Crison 52-67 1, Barcelona,
Spain), a Ag/AgCl reference electrode and the constructed AvGEC
as the working electrode (with a geometric area of 0.28 cm2).
Temperature-controlled incubations were done using an Eppendorf Thermomixer 5436. A scanning electron microscope (SEM)
(Merlin, Zeiss, Germany) and a confocal microscope (SP5, Leica,
Solms, Germany) were used to visualize the silver enhanced strepAuNPs and strep-QDs respectively on the electrode surface.

2. Experimental
2.3. Construction of working electrodes
2.1. Chemicals
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate, potassium ferricyanide K3[Fe
(CN)6], potassium ferrocyanide K4[Fe(CN)6], sodium monophosphate, streptavidin gold nanoparticles, 655 nm streptavidin quantum dots (strep-QDs), avidin and the target protein thrombin
(Thr), were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Poly
(ethylene glycol) 1000 (PEG), sodium chloride and potassium
chloride were purchased from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland). LI silver

The electrodes were prepared using a PVC tube body (6 mm i.d.)
and a small copper disk soldered to the end of an electrical
connector. The conductive part of AvGECs was an avidin epoxy
graphite conductive paste, formed from graphite (18%), avidin (2%)
and epoxy resin (80%), which was deposited into the cavity in the
plastic body, ﬁlling it, as shown Fig. 1(a) (Bonanni et al., 2007). The
composite material was cured in an oven at 40 1C for 7 days.
Before each use, the electrode surface was moistened with MilliQ

Fig. 1. (a) Scheme of construction of avidin graphite-epoxy composite electrodes and (b) scheme of the biosensing procedure.
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water and then thoroughly smoothed with abrasive sandpaper and
ﬁnally with alumina paper (polishing strips 301044-001, Orion) in
order to obtain a reproducible electrochemical surface (Lermo
et al., 2007; Williams et al., 2003).
2.4. Protein capture and ampliﬁcation protocol
The scheme of experimental protocol for thrombin analysis,
described in detail below, is represented in Fig. 1(b).
2.4.1. Aptamer immobilization
The ﬁrst step consists of aptamer AptThrBio1 immobilization
on the electrode surface. A volume of 160 μL of MilliQ water
containing 35 pmol of aptamer solution was heated to 80–90 1C
for 3 min to promote the loose conformation of the aptamer. Then,
the solution was dipped in a bath of cold water and the electrode
was immersed in it, where the avidin–biotin afﬁnity interaction
took place for 15 min at the electrode surface. This was followed
by two washing steps using PBS buffer solution for 10 min, in
order to remove any unadsorbed aptamer.
2.4.2. Blocking step
To minimize any possible nonspeciﬁc adsorption, the electrodes were dipped in 160 μL of PEG 40 mM. This was followed by
two washing steps using PBS buffer solution for 10 min.
2.4.3. Thrombin detection
The electrodes were dipped in a solution with the desired
concentration of Thr. The incubation took place for 15 min. Then,
the biosensors were washed twice with PBS buffer solution for
10 min.
2.4.4. Sandwich formation
In order to achieve the aptamer sandwich formation, the electrodes were dipped in 160 mL of PBS solution containing 12 pmol of
AptThrBio2. The incubation took place for 15 min. This was followed
by two washing steps using PBS buffer solution for 10 min.
2.5. Ampliﬁcation
Two different variants were used, with employ of quantum
dots, just for visualizing the sandwich formed, and with employ of
strep-AuNPs for impedimetric signal ampliﬁcation.
2.5.1. Addition of strep-QDs
Av-GEC electrodes modiﬁed with the biotin end aptamer
sandwich were incubated in a solution of 40 nM of strep-QDs for
20 min at 25 1C with stirring. Then the electrodes were washed
twice with 10 mM PBS buffer. Negative controls were performed
for the strep-QDs addition step either using AptCytc as second
aptamer.
2.5.2. Addition of strep-AuNPs
Av-GEC electrodes modiﬁed with the sandwich complex were
incubated in 160 μL of strep-AuNPs, from a 1/100 dilution of the
stock solution in PBS buffer. The tube was incubated at 25 1C with
gentle stirring for 20 min. This step was followed by two gentle
washing steps in PBS buffer for 10 min at 25 1C. Negative controls
were performed for the strep-AuNPs addition step using AptCytc
as aptamer without afﬁnity.
2.5.3. Silver enhancement of strep-AuNPs
Twenty microliters of a solution obtained by the combination
of 10 mL of enhancer and 10 mL of initiator were deposited onto the
electrode surface and left for 7 min to facilitate the reaction. Silver

enhancement occurs during the catalytic reduction of silver from
one solution (e.g. the enhancer) by another (e.g. the initiator) in
the presence of gold particles. The reduction reaction causes silver
to build up on the surface of the gold nanoparticles. After this
catalytic silver reduction, the electrodes were thoroughly washed
with deionized water to stop the reaction. The silver enhancing
solution was prepared immediately before each use. For silver
enhancement treatment, the negative control used was a nonbiotinylated AptCytc as aptamer without afﬁnity.
Different selectivity experiments carried out were performed
with the same protocol unless were speciﬁed.
All incubations were carried out at controlled temperature in
the thermomixer.
2.6. Impedimetric detection
Impedance experiments were carried out at an applied potential of 0.17 V (vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode), with a range of
frequency of 50 KHz–0.05 Hz, an AC amplitude of 10 mV and a
sampling rate of 10 points per decade above 66 Hz and 5 points
per decade at the lower range. All measurements were performed
in PBS buffer containing 0.01 M K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6] (1:1)
mixture, used as a redox marker. The impedance spectra were
plotted in the form of complex plane diagrams (Nyquist plots,
 Zi vs. Zr) and ﬁtted to a theoretical curve corresponding to the
equivalent circuit with Zview software (Scribner Associates Inc.,
USA). The equivalent circuit was formed by one resistor/capacitor
element in series with a resistance. In it, the resistance in series
with the capacitor element, R1, corresponds to the resistance of
the solution, the resistance in parallel with the capacitor element,
Rct, is the charge transfer resistance between the solution and the
electrode surface, whilst the capacitor element is the constant
phase element (CPE) associated with the double-layer capacitance.
The use of a CPE instead of a capacitor is required to optimize the
ﬁt to the experimental data, and this is due to the nonideal nature
of the electrode surface. For all performed ﬁttings, the chi-square
goodness-of-ﬁt test was thoroughly checked to verify calculations.
In all cases, calculated values for each circuit remained in the
range of 0.0003–0.15 much lower than the tabulated value for 50
degrees of freedom (67.505 at 95% conﬁdence level). In this work,
we focused on the variation of charge resistance transfer (Rct), as
indicator of changes on the electrode surface. In order to compare
the results obtained from the different electrodes used, and to
obtain independent and reproducible results, a relative transformation of signals was needed (Bonanni et al., 2006). Thus, the
Δratio value was deﬁned according to the following equations:

Δratio ¼ Δs/Δp
Δs ¼Rct (AptThrBio1-Thr/AptThrBio2/strep-AuNPs/silver enhancement)
 Rct

(electrode–buffer)

Δp ¼Rct (AptThrBio1) Rct (electrode–buffer)
where Rct (AptThrBio1-Thr/AptThrBio2/strep-AuNPs/silver enhancement) was the
electron transfer resistance value measured after aptamer sandwich formation; Rct (AptThrBio1) was the electron transfer resistance
value measured after aptamer immobilization on the electrode,
and Rct (electrode–buffer) was the electron transfer resistance of the
blank electrode and buffer.

3. Results
3.1. Electrode surface area characterization
Effective surface area was characterized by CV using a known
procedure (Shi et al., 2011). CVs for bare electrodes in ferricyanide
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followed expected trends, and a plot of peak current vs. the square
root of scan rate was linear, (see Supplementary information, Fig. S2).
Using the Randles–Sevcik equation (Bard and Faulkner, 2000), the
effective surface area of AvGEC was 0.197 70.05 cm2, while its
geometric area was 0.28 cm2. The avidin protein present in the
composite decreased the effective area due to the protein insulating nature, thus decreasing the effective surface area available
for signal transduction. This observation is also in agreement

Fig. 2. Nyquist diagrams for EIS measurements of: ●, bare AvGEC electrode; ○,
biotinylated aptamer of thrombin 1; ▼, biotinylated aptamer of thrombin and
thrombin protein; Δ, sandwich complex; ■, sandwich complex modiﬁed with
strep-AuNPs; and □, sandwich complex modiﬁed with strep-AuNPs and silver
enhancement treatment. All experiments were performed in PBS solution and all
EIS measurements were performed in PBS solution containing 0.01 M K3[Fe(CN)6]/
K4[Fe(CN)6].
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with impedance characterization of bare electrodes, just the
epoxy-graphite composite vs. those modiﬁed with avidin, whereas
the latter present increased impedance, in the form of larger Rct.
3.2. EIS characterization
For the operation details of the proposed aptasensor, the
amounts used of AptThrBio1 and PEG were optimized in a
previous work (Ocaña et al., in press); the AptThrBio2 amount
used was optimized by building its titer curve (see Supplementary
information, Fig. S1), and the strep-AuNPs were used just in excess
to AptThrBio2.
In Fig. 2, the EIS spectrum obtained for a biosensing experiment
using aptamer sandwich protocol and silver enhancement ampliﬁcation are shown. Impedance measurements were performed
before modifying the electrode surface (bare Av-GEC electrode),
after modifying the electrode surface with AptThrBio1, Thr,
AptThrBio2 (sandwich formation), strep-AuNPs and ﬁnally, after
silver deposition. As shown in this ﬁgure, Rct increased after any
modiﬁcation of the electrode surface. This can be due to the
increased difﬁculty of the redox reaction of [Fe(CN)6]3  /4  to take
place, due to the sensor surface alteration (Katz and Willner, 2003).
Two different factors may be taken into account to explain this:
the electrostatic repulsion and the sterical hindrance. The former
is more signiﬁcant in the ﬁrst step of protocol; when the
AptThrBio1 is immobilized onto the electrode surface by avidin–
biotin afﬁnity, a ﬁrst layer is formed, where negatively charged
phosphate groups of aptamer skeleton are responsible of the
electrostatic repulsion of the negatively charged redox marker,
thus inhibiting the interfacial transfer process and resulting in Rct
increment. The addition of Thr and a second ApThrBio2 to form a

Fig. 3. (a) Confocal images of: (left) positive control using biotinylated aptamer of thrombin 1 þthrombinþbiotinylated aptamer of thrombin 2þ strep-QDs and (right)
negative control using biotinylated aptamer of thrombin 1 þ thrombinþ biotinylated aptamer of cytochrome c þ strep-QDs. (b) SEM images of: (left) experiment using
biotinylated aptamer of thrombin 1 þ thrombinþ biotinylated aptamer of thrombin 2 þ strep-AuNPs þsilver enhancement treatment and (right) negative control using
biotinylated aptamer of thrombin 1þ thrombinþbiotinylated aptamer of cytochrome c þstrep-AuNPs þsilver enhancement treatment. SEM images were taken at a
acceleration voltage of 3 KV and a resolution of 2 mm and confocal images were collected at 625 nm and with excitation wavelength of 405 nm.
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sandwich results in a further increment of Rct due to the increased
quantity of negative charge and the hindrance caused by the
formation of a double layer. In this work, strep-AuNPs and silver
enhancement treatment were used with the aim of amplifying the
EIS sandwich formation signal. After the addition of strep-AuNPs
we can observe an increment of Rct value because of the increased
space resistance due to Au-streptavidin conjugates. Working at pH
7, streptavidin is slightly negatively charged (pI is around pH 5)
and this fact also contributes to enhancement of impedance
(Sivasankar et al., 1998). In the second ampliﬁcation step, silver
enhancement treatment (Cai et al., 2002; Hanaee et al., 2007), a
signiﬁcant increment of Rct value was also observed and attributable to the silver deposition on gold.
3.3. Confocal microscopy characterization
Aptamer sandwich formation was inspected by confocal microscopy after incubation with the strep-QDs. The images obtained
are shown in Fig. 3(a). The ﬁrst image (Fig. 3(a), left) corresponds
to the electrodes modiﬁed with aptamer sandwich formation and
strep-QDs. The ﬂuorescence points observed in this case are due to
the presence of the complex formed between strep-QDs and the
aptamer sandwich conjugated through the biotin–streptavidin
afﬁnity. The weak ﬂuorescence observed in the second image
(Fig. 3(a) right) corresponds to the negative control, which did not
use biotinylated complementary aptamer. Comparison of the two
images indicates that AptThrBio2 recognizes Thr and forms the
expected sandwich conjugate.
3.4. Scanning electron microscope characterization
In order to visualize the presence and distribution of gold
nanoparticles, the silver enhancement treatment was used. These
experiments also provided an image of the homogeneity and
accessibility of the anchorage points supplied by the avidin
entrapped in the biocomposite. SEM images taken at an acceleration voltage of 3 kV are shown in Fig. 3(b) left, illustrating a
positive experiment with aptamer sandwich and strep-AuNPs. As
it can be observed in Fig. 3(b) left, the distribution of silver
enhanced-gold nanoparticles is quite homogeneous. This also
implies a regular distribution of avidin molecules in the biocomposite and well-organized formation of aptamer sandwich onto
the electrode surface. Apart, the nanoparticles formed were
monocrystalline; that is, thanks to the disposition of the streptavidin around of gold nanoparticles, the silver crystallized in
speciﬁc directions. Comparing this experiment with the negative
control that did not use the biotinylated complementary aptamer,
Fig. 3(b) right, a surface without nanoparticles can be observed.
3.5. Analytical performance of the aptasensor for detection
of thrombin
Taking the already established reaction conditions for AptThrBio1, AptThrBio2 and PEG, the proposed aptasensor was then used
following the sandwich protocol, plus ampliﬁcation employing the
strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement treatment. Fig. 4(a) shows
calibration curves with increasing concentrations of Thr and Fig. 4
(b), their respective regression curves in the linear range, at the
different steps of the protocol: (1) AptThrBio1-Thr, (2) sandwich
formation between AptThrBio1, Thr and AptThrBio2, (3) aptamer
sandwich modiﬁed with strep-AuNPs, and (4) aptamer sandwich
modiﬁed with strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement treatment. In
our previous experience with silver enhancement, related to DNA
hybridization biosensing, it was not possible to obtain good
impedimetric measurements following ampliﬁcation treatment
(Bonanni et al., 2008). In this case, although the reproducibility was

Fig. 4. (a) Calibration curves and (b) linear portions of: (1, black circle) biotinylated
aptamer of thrombin 1, (2, blue circle) sandwich complex, (3, green square)
sandwich complex modiﬁed with strep-AuNPs, and (4, red square) sandwich
complex modiﬁed with strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement treatment. All
experiments were performed in PBS solution and all EIS measurements were
performed in PBS solution containing 0.01 M K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6]. Uncertainty
values corresponding to replicated experiments (n ¼5). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

not excellent, the calibration curve obtained showed a good RSD.
As can be seen in Fig. 4(a), all calibration curves increased until
the value of 100 pM of Thr, this could be due to the fact that
concentrations larger than 100 pM cause a saturation on the
sensor surface. Moreover, a signal increment of up to 89% between
AptThrBio1-Thr (the simple biosensing) and sandwich formation with strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement treatment was
observed. As can be observed in Table 1, the use of silver
enhancement treatment led to the highest sensitivity and signal
ampliﬁcation compared to the other calibration curves obtained.
This conﬁrms that the silver deposition on gold nanoparticles
increases essentially the sterical hindrance, producing an increment of observed impedance. Despite a higher sensitivity, the
detection limit obtained in this case, 0.3 pM, is slightly worse than
the one obtained with only strep-AuNPs. This fact, caused by the
deteriorated reproducibility, could be attributable to the increased
number of process steps and associated increased potential errors.
The best detection limit, approximately 0.2 pM, corresponded to
the sandwich and strep-AuNPS calibration curve. This conﬁrmed
that the proposed methods may reach a low detection limit and
ultrahigh sensitivity for the detection of thrombin.
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Table 1
Summary of calibration results.
Calibration curve

Regression curve

Detection limit (pM)

Linear range (pM)

% RSDa

% Ampliﬁcation

AptThrBio1-Thr
Aptamer sandwich
Aptamer sandwich/strep-AuNPs
Aptamer sandwich/strep-AuNPs/silv.enh

Δratio ¼ 1.042þ 0.0157[Thr]
Δratio ¼ 1.495þ 0.0194[Thr]
Δratio ¼1.874þ 0.0201[Thr]
Δratio ¼ 2.477 þ0.0219[Thr]

4.7
2
0.2
0.3

0.75–100
0.75–100
0.1–100
0.1–100

2.2
3.4
5.2
9.9

–
35
57
89

a

Corresponding to ﬁve replicate experiments at 75 pM thrombin.

Table 2
Comparison of proposed biosensor with other reported methodologies for thrombin detection.
Analytical technique

Detection limit

Reference

Amperometry
Potentiometry
Voltammetry
DPV
EIS
EIS
EIS and CV
EIS
SPR
Electroluminiscence
Electroluminiscence
Electroluminiscence
SERS
PET
FRET
Fluorescence

0.12 pM
6.7 nM
0.52 pM
7.82 aM
4.4 pM
0.1 pM
93 pM
0.2 pM
0.1 nM
1.6 fM
0.4 pM
0.5 pM
0.16 pM
13 pM
2.5 nM
1.1 nM

Bai et al. (2013)
Goda and Miyahara (2013)
Fu et al. (2013)
Zheng et al. (2007)
Xu et al. (2013)
Deng et al. (2008)
Zhang et al. (2013)
Our work
Bai et al. (2013)
Gui et al. (2013)
Wang et al. (2013)
Yang et al. (2013)
Wu et al. (2013)
Zhang et al. (2013)
Chen et al. (2013)
Kong et al. (2013)

When the proposed aptasensor was compared with other
detection methodologies for thrombin detection, some interesting
facts are inferred. The results are shown in Table 2, where
sensitivity information is presented as the LOD of each biosensor
compared. The lowest detection limit value among all the analytical techniques corresponded to (Zheng et al., 2007), but this Thr
biosensor used a double ampliﬁcation strategy, with thiocyanuric
acid and gold nanoparticle-labeled aptamer, and differential pulse
voltammetry (DPV). Our proposed aptasensor is on the second
range of lowest LOD in electrochemical techniques and impedance, thus demonstrating satisfactory results for the detection of
thrombin in real samples, given that this level corresponds to
physiological concentration. Moreover, the proposed aptasensor
showed many advantages: it is stable for 7 days, its surface is
easily regenerable by polishing and the followed procedure was
simple and easy.
3.6. Selectivity of the aptasensor
To verify that the signal was dependent on the speciﬁc
recognition, our protocol for thrombin detection was evaluated
by challenging it with possible interfering proteins present in
blood serum, comparing it to the simple biosensing, label-free
detection alternative, see Fig. 5. From this investigation, we found
that the presence of interfering proteins such as albumin, cytochrome c, ﬁbrinogen, prothrombin and immunoglobulin G, at
serum concentration level exhibits negligible response compared
with 75 pM Thr in the ampliﬁed sandwich protocol, even at
concentrations four or ﬁve orders of magnitude higher than typical
Thr concentration. The ﬁgure also demonstrates that the sandwich
protocol displays a clear advantage, more than the signal ampliﬁcation, the marked decrease of interfering effects that are still
noticeable in the simple biosensing scheme. These observations
suggest that the sensing mechanism relies on speciﬁc recognition
and that the aptasensor sandwich method is highly speciﬁc for the

Fig. 5. 3D bar chart of response towards different proteins present in serum,
without the ampliﬁcation protocol and with the sandwich/ampliﬁcation protocol.
Uncertainty values corresponding to replicated experiments (n ¼5).

detection of Thr. Moreover, it is important to emphasize that
prothrombin protein is the precursor of thrombin in the blood
clotting process and this aptasensor is capable of distinguishing
both proteins with high selectivity.
Apart of these proteins, other common compounds present in
blood were also tested for interference (see Supplementary
information Fig. S3). Uric and ascorbic acid showed negligible
responses compared with 75 pM Thr, tested at concentrations
eight and six orders of magnitude higher than that of Thr.
Dopamine exhibited certain low interfering signal (17%) at typical
serum concentration, but it should be considered that this compound is only present in serum during physical and emotional
stress.

4. Conclusions
In this work, the impedimetric signal ampliﬁcation for the
detection of thrombin was proposed using an aptamer sandwich
formation with strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement treatment.
The use of strep-AuNPs and strep-QDs permitted rapid formation
of an easily detected conjugate with a biotinylated aptamer
sandwich through a streptavidin–biotin interaction. Thanks to
the signal ampliﬁcation with strep-AuNPs and silver deposition,
it was possible to increase the sensitivity of the method. Besides,
for a comparable amount of AptThrBio1-Thr, the signal resulted in
89% ampliﬁcation, compared to results recorded with simple
biosensing AptThrBio1-Thr. Moreover, the limit of detection
obtained was 0.3 pM. A good linear range, 0.1–100 pM, and high
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selectivity with respect to different serum proteins and organic
compounds at serum concentration level were also attained with
this protocol. The silver enhancement treatment also permitted to
visualize the gold nanoparticles on the electrode surface with SEM.
This allowed conﬁrming the proposed steps of the protocol and a
homogeneous distribution of biosensing sites on the electrodes.
We believe that this method could be extended for the determination of other proteins in serum and that it results promising for
clinical application.
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Abstract
We r eport o n a s ensitive ap tamer-antibody i nteraction-based as say f or cy tochrome c ( Cyt c) us ing
electrochemical i mpedance. 4-amino b enzoic acid is used f or t he oriented i mmobilization of a minated
aptamers ont o m ulti-walled car bon nanotubes o n t he s urface o f a s creen-printed electrode vi a
electrochemical grafting. Impedance w as measured i n a

solution c ontaining the redox m arker

ferro/ferricyanide. T he c hange i n i nterfacial ch arge t ransfer r esistance ( Rct) ex perienced by t he r edox
marker was recorded to confirm the formation of a complex between aptamer and the target (Cyt c). A
biotinylated antibody against cytochrome c (Cyt c Ab) was then used in a sandwich type of assay. The
addition of streptavidin conjugated to gold nanoparticles and signal enhancement by treatment with silver
led t o a f urther i ncrease i n Rct. Un der optimized c onditions, a detection l imit a s l ow a s 12 pM w as
obtained. Cross-reactivity against other serum proteins (including fibrinogen, BSA and immunoglobulin
G) demonstrated improved selectivity.
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Introduction
Cytochrome c ( Cyt c) is a h eme c ontaining m etalloprotein located in th e
intermembrane space of mitochondria. It plays a central role in electron transport chain
and it is al so an i ntermediate in a poptosis. When mitochondria are i njured u nder
pathological conditions, Cyt c is released into the cytosol of the cell. This translocation
of Cyt c from mitochondria t o c ytosol i s a decisive e vent in th e a ctivation o f
intracellular si gnaling; i t r esults in a cascade o f casp ase ac tivation and l eads t o
programmed cell death (apoptosis). For this reason, the quantification of Cyt c may be
of great importance in clinical diagnostics and therapeutic research [1].
Aptamers are o ligonucleotides ( DNA o r RNA) t hat p ossess properties
comparable to those of protein monoclonal antibodies, and thus are clear alternatives to
well established antibody-based diagnostic or other biotechnological tasks for research
[2,3], therapy [4,5] and diagnostics [6,7]. This kind of functional nucleic acids can fold
into complex three-dimensional shapes, thus forming binding pockets and cavities able
for specific recognition. Therefore, aptamers are able to obtain a high affinity binding of
any gi ven molecular t arget, f rom metal i ons and sm all c hemicals st ructures t o l arge
proteins and higher order proteins complexes, even whole cells, viruses or parasites [8].
Aptamers ar e g enerated b y an i n vitro selection p rocess called S ELEX ( Systematic
Evolution o f L igands by E xponential E nrichment), w hich was f irst r eported i n 1 990
[9,10]. This method ha s pe rmitted t he i dentification of uni que D NA/RNA fragments,
from l arge sets o f r andom seq uence o ligomers ( DNA o r R NA l ibraries), w hich may
bind t o a specific t arget molecule w ith ve ry hi gh s pecificity a nd a ffinity [11]. Due t o
their numerous advantages versus antibodies, aptamers have been increasingly used in
biosensing in the recent years [12-17].
Among t he d ifferent el ectrochemical techniques av ailable, el ectrochemical
impedance sp ectroscopy ( EIS) [18] has be en us ed i n num erous s tudies [19-21]. T his
technique i s ve ry s ensitive t o c hanges i n t he interfacial pr operties of t he m odified
electrodes c aused b y b iorecognition ev ents at the el ectrode su rface [22,23]. F or t his
reason, E IS i s b ecoming an at tractive el ectrochemical t echnique f or n umerous
applications s uch a s immunosensing [24], en zyme act ivity d etermination [25],
genosensing [26,27], studies of corrosion [28] and other surface phenomena [29].
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Signal a mplification based on bi

ofunctional na nomaterials is attracting

significant attention due to the need for ultrasensitive bioassays. Among nanomaterials,
gold na noparticles ha ve been w idely us ed t hanks t o t heir e xcellent properties, su ch as
high bi ocompatibility, di stinctive s ize-related e lectronic a nd o ptical behavior, h igh
electrical co nductivity a nd h igh cat alytic act ivity [30]. F or example, D eng e t a l. [31]
used AuNPs stabilized with sodium dodecylsulfate to amplify the impedimetric signal
for the detection of thrombin, Zheng et al. [32] used network-like thiocyanuric acid/gold
nanoparticles to amplify the signal for the detection of thrombin, etc.
In t his w ork, w e r eport a sen sitive i mpedimetric ap tamer-antibody s andwich
assay for Cyt c detection using a highly specific amplification strategy with the use of
streptavidin g old n anoparticles an d si lver en hancement treatment. The e mployed
transducer consisted o f a multi-walled carbon n anotube ( MWCNT) scr een-printed
electrode which surface al lowed the im mobilization o f aptamer bi nding c ytochrome c
(AptCyt c) by c ovalent bond v ia pr ior e lectrochemical gr afting. As a t ransducer
material, MWCNTs are used for promoting electron-transfer between the electroactive
species a nd e lectrode and pr ovide a nove l m ethod f or f abricating b iosensors. The
change of interfacial charge transfer resistance (Rct) experimented by the redox marker,
was recorded to confirm the aptamer complex formation with target protein, cytochrome
c ( Cyt c). After th at, a biotinylated a nti-cytochrome c a ntibody ( Cyt c Ab) is u sed to
form the sandwich. The addition of strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement treatment led
to a f urther i ncrement o f R ct an d the su bsequent ach ievement o f si gnificant si gnal
amplification, high sensitivity and improvement of selectivity.

Experimental
Reagents and solutions
Potassium di hydrogen phos phate, pot assium

ferricyanide K

3[Fe(CN)6],

potassium f errocyanide K 4[Fe(CN)6], s odium monophosphate, 4 -aminobenzoic a cid
(ABA), sodium nitrite, N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride
(EDC), g old (I II) c hloride s olution (HAuCl4), N-hydroxysuccinimide ( NHS),
streptavidin gol d na noparticles, f ibrinogen, i mmunoglobulin G a nd t he t arget p rotein
cytochrome c ( Cyt c), w ere all purchased f rom S igma ( St. L ouis, MO, US A,
www.sigmaaldrich.com). P oly(ethylene g lycol) 1000 (
3

PEG), s odium c hloride,

hydroxylamine hydr ochloride ( NH2OH∙HCl) and potassium chloride were purchased
from F luka (Buchs, S witzerland). Polyclonal b iotinylated a nti-cytochrome c a ntibody
(Cyt

c

Ab) w as pur chased f rom

BioLegend ( San D iego, C alifornia,

www.biolegend.com). LI s ilver e nhancement ki t w as obt ained f rom N anoprobes
(Yaphank, N ew Y ork, www.nanoprobes.com). All r eagents w ere an alytical reagent
grade. The ap tamer us ed i n t his s tudy w as s ynthetized b y T IB-MOLBIOL (B erlin,
Germany, www.tib-molbiol.de). Stock solutions of aptamers were diluted with sterilized
and deionised water, separated into fractions and stored at −20 °C until required.
Aptamer s olutions w ere pr epared i n phosphate buffer pH 7 f rom s tock s olutions. A
well-known a ptamer f or t hrombin ( AptThr) w as us ed f or ne gative control pur poses.
Base sequences of both aptamers were the following:
AptCyt c:

5'–NH2–AGTGT GAAAT ATCTA AACTA AATGT GGAGG
GTGGG ACGGG AAGAA GTTTA TTTTC ACACT–3’

AptThr:

5'–AGTCC GTGGT AGGGC AGGTT GGGGT GACT–Biotin–3'

All solutions were prepared using MilliQ water from MilliQ System (Millipore,
Billerica, MA, USA, www.emdmillipore.com ). The buffers employed were: phosphate
buffer (187 mM NaCl, 2.7 m M KCl, 8.1 m M Na2HPO4·2H2O, 1.76 m M KH2PO4, pH
7.0) and triethylammonium bicarbonate (0.6 M).

Biosensing Protocol
The s teps o f t he e xperimental pr otocol f or Cyt c analysis, d escribed in d etail
below, are represented in Figure 1.
<FIGURE 1>
Aptamer immobilization
MWCNT scr een-printed e lectrodes were m odified with a minobenzoic a cid by
means of a one step procedure. Firstly, 30 mg of ABA were dissolved in 3 mL of 1 M
HCl and ice-cooled. Then, the diazonium salt was prepared by adding 570 µL of 2 mM
NaNO2 aqueous s olution dr opwise to t he 4 -aminobenzoic a cid solution, w ith c onstant
stirring. T he e lectrode w as immersed in this s olution, a nd 10 s uccessive v oltammetric
4

cycles ranging between 0.0 and -1.0 V (v=200 mV∙s-1) were performed [24], generating
a car bon-carbon bond a nd e liminating t he a zonium gr oup. T he modified el ectrodes
(benzoic acid modified) were washed thoroughly with water and methanol and dried at
room temperature. Finally, 60 µL of aptamer solution (together with 1 mg of EDC and
0.5 mg of NHS) was placed on the modified electrode and left to react for 12 h, with the
goal of covalent immobilization of the aminated aptamer through the amide formation.
This step was followed by two 10 min washing steps with phosphate buffer.
Blocking step
To minimize any possible nonspecific adsorption of secondary species, 60 µL of
PEG w ere dr opped ont o t he e lectrodes a nd left t o i ncubate dur ing 1 5 m in. T his w as
followed by two washing steps using phosphate buffer for 10 min.
Cytochrome c detection
60 µL of a solution with the desired concentration of Cyt c were dropped onto
the electrodes. The incubation took place for 15 min. Then, the biosensors were washed
twice with phosphate buffer for 10 min.
Sandwich formation
In order to ach ieve t he ap tamer–antibody sandwich f ormation, el ectrodes w ere
dropped 60 µL of Cyt c Ab, f rom a 1/ 500 di lution of t he s tock s olution i n phosphate
buffer. The incubation took place for 15 m in. This was followed by t wo washing steps
using phosphate buffer for 10 min.
Addition of strep-AuNPs
60 μL of strep-AuNPs, from a 1/100 dilution of the stock solution in phosphate
buffer w ere dr opped ont o t he e lectrodes [33]. This s tep w as f ollowed by t wo ge ntle
washing s teps i n phosphate buffer for 10 min at 25º C. In or der t o ob tain a ne gative
control, f or t he st rep-AuNPs ad dition st ep, an aptamer w ithout a ffinity (A pt T hr) w as
used instead of Apt Cyt c
Silver enhancement of strep-AuNPs
20 µl of a solution obtained by the combination of 10 µL of enhancer and 10 µL
of initiator (commercial solutions) were deposited onto the electrode surface and left for
5

7 m inutes t o f acilitate th e reaction [33]. A fter th e c atalytic silver reduction, t he
electrodes were thoroughly washed with deionized water to stop the reaction. The silver
enhancing solution was prepared immediately before each use. For silver enhancement
treatment, th e n egative c ontrol u sed w as a b iotinylated A ptThr a s a ptamer w ithout
affinity.
Gold enhancement of strep-AuNPs
The MW CNT scr een-printed e lectrodes m odified w ith s andwich a nd s trepAuNPs w ere i mmersed i n a s olution c ontaining a m ixture of 0.01% HAuCl4 and 0.4
mM N H2OH∙HCl (pH 6.0) for 2 min at 25ºC, rinsed, and then treated for 2 additional
min. I n or der t o pr event t he non -specific ba ckground o f f ine gol d particles, t he
electrodes were rin sed w ith a s olution o f 0 .6 M trie thylammonium b icarbonate b uffer
after each a mplification. S olutions for a mplification were f reshly p repared i n a
lightproof container before each use.
Different s electivity e xperiments w ere c arried o ut to v erify s electivity
characteristics of the assay with potentially interfering proteins instead of Cyt c.

Spiked samples preparation
Cytochrome c s erum s amples w ere pr epared by

adding three d ifferent

concentrations of Cyt c to undiluted serum samples. All e xperimental conditions were
the same as for the target detection.

Equipment
AC i mpedance m easurements w ere p erformed using an A utolab P GStat 20
(Metrohm Autolab B .V, U trecht, The N etherlands, www.metrohm-autolab.com). F RA
software (Metrohm A utolab) was us ed f or da ta a cquisition a nd c ontrol of t he
experiments. A t hree e lectrode configuration was us ed t o pe rform t he i mpedance
measurements: a platinum-ring auxiliary electrode (Crison 52–67 1, Barcelona, Spain),
a A g/AgCl r eference electrode a nd t he M WCNT-screen pr inted electrode a s t he
working e lectrode ( Dropsens, O viedo, S pain, www.dropsens.es). A s canning e lectron
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microscope (S EM) (M erlin, Z eiss, Germany, www.zeiss.com) w as u sed t o v isualize
gold enhanced strep-AuNPs on the electrode surface.

EIS detection
Impedance e xperiments w ere pe rformed a t a n applied pot ential of 0.1 7 V ( vs.
Ag/AgCl reference electrode), with a range of frequency of 50 kHz – 0.05 Hz, an AC
amplitude of 10 mV a nd a s ampling r ate of 10 poi nts pe r decade a bove 66 H z a nd 5
points p er d ecade a t t he l ower r ange. A ll m easurements w ere p erformed i n phosphate
buffer containing 0.01 M K 3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6] ( 1:1) m ixture, us ed a s a r edox
marker. The i mpedance sp ectra w ere p lotted in t he f orm of co mplex p lane d iagrams
(Nyquist plots, −Zim vs. Zre) a nd f itted t o a t heoretical c urve c orresponding t o the
equivalent circuit with Zview software ( Scribner Associates Inc., USA). The equivalent
circuit w as formed b y one r esistor/ cap acitor e lement i n ser ies w ith a r esistance; t he
Warburg t erm w as ci rcumvented as t he d iffusion p rocesses w ere n ot r elevant i n t his
study. F or all pe rformed f ittings, the c hi-square goodne ss-of-fit te st was th oroughly
checked t o verify t he cal culations. I n all ca ses, ca lculated v alues f or ea ch c ircuit
remained in the range of 0.0003 – 0.15, which was much lower than the tabulated value
for 50 de grees of f reedom ( 67.505 a t 95 % c onfidence l evel). T he most i mportant
parameter i n t his w ork is th e e lectron tr ansfer re sistance (R ct), w hich re flects the
resistance to charge transfer between the redox probe and the electrode surface. In order
to c ompare t he r esults obt ained f rom t he di fferent e lectrodes us ed, and t o obt ain
independent a nd reproducible results, a r elative t ransformation o f si gnals w as n eeded
[34]. Thus, the Δratio value was defined according to the following equations:
Δratio = Δs /Δp

(1)

Δs=Rct(AptCyt c/Cyt c/Cyt c Ab/strep-AuNPs/silver enhancement)−Rct(electrode-buffer)

(2)

Δp = Rct (AptCyt c) − Rct (electrode-buffer)

(3)

Where Rct(AptCyt c/Cyt c/Cyt c Ab/strep-AuNPs/silver en hancement) was the electron transfer resistance
value m easured af ter s andwich f ormation an d si lver t reatment; R ct(AptCyt

c)

was t he

electron transfer r esistance v alue m easured af ter aptamer i mmobilization on t he
electrode, and Rct(electrode-buffer) was the electron transfer resistance of the blank electrode
in buffer.
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Results and Discussion
The f undamentals o f t he d eveloped assay are i llustrated in Figure 1 . F irstly,
MWCNT sc reen-printed electrodes were modified w ith a mino be nzoic a cid. B riefly,
diazotation of A BA w as pe rformed w ith s odium ni trite i n hydr ochloride a cid, t he
resulting 4 -carboxybenzenediazonium i on s olution w as dr opped ont o t he M WCNT
electrode su rface an d t he p otential was c ycled as d escribed i n E xperimental S ection.
Figure 2a ) s hows t he N yquist pl ots obt ained by

electrochemical impedance

spectroscopy. As can be seen, modification of the MWCNT electrode with ABA gave
rise to a l arge in crease in the e lectron transfer re sistance as a co nsequence o f t he
electrostatic repulsion between the redox maker and the negatively charged carboxylate
groups. Thereafter, surface-confined carboxyl groups were activated with EDC/NHS to
form a mide bonds w ith a mino t erminated a ptamer. After ap tamer i ncubation, the Rct
decreased i n r elation to t he m odification s urface w ith A BA due t o r eduction of t he
negative ch arge density of t he el ectrode su rface, as c an b e obs erved in F igure 2 b).
Afterwards, the R ct v alue d iameter o f t he se micircle i ncreased af ter e ach p erformed
step. The addition of a target protein, Cyt c, and Cyt c Ab to form a complex AptCyt c–
Cyt c and a sandwich respectively, resulted in a less marked increment of the resistance
value due to the augmented quantity of negative charges and to the hindrance caused by
the f ormation of a doubl e l ayer. A fter t he a ddition of s trept-AuNPs w e can o bserve a
further increment of charge transfer resistance because of the increased hindrance due to
the f ormed c onjugates. I n t he s econd a mplification s tep, the si lver en hancement
treatment [35,36], a s ignificant i ncrement o f R ct v alue w as al so o bserved an d
attributable to the silver deposition on gold.
<FIGURE 2>
Optimization of the experimental concentrations involved in the aptamerantibody sandwich assay response to Cyt c
All concentrations involved in the analytical performance of the aptansensor for
detection of Cytc were optimized by c onstructing its relative response curve. For this,
increasing c oncentrations of AptCyt c and P EG w ere u sed t o d etermine t he
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immobilization and surface blocking, respectively, evaluating the changes in the Δp.
Figure 3a ) s hows t he c urve of AptCyt c immobilization o nto th e e lectrode su rface. I t
can be observed that the difference in resistance (Δp) increased up to a value. This is
due to the physical adsorption of the aptamer onto the electrode surface, which followed
a L angmuir i sotherm. E mbodied by t he v ariation of R ct which i ncreases to r each a
saturation value, the optimal concentration was chosen as i nitial value to reach it. This
value c orresponded t o a c oncentration of a ptamer o f 1.5 μM. Concerning blocking
agent, a nd as s hown i n F igure 3b ), a di fferent behavior was obt ained. The opt imal
concentration of blocking agent was chosen as 30 mM because it was the concentration
point where a small plateau was observed.
<FIGURE 3>
In addition, in order to obtain the optimal concentration of Cyt c Ab to be used
in the b iosensing p rotocol, response w as ev aluated with increasing c oncentration of
antibody. The optimal concentration was chosen as m aximum ∆ratio value, 1/ 500 s tock
dilution, Figure S1 (Supplementary Information).

Scanning electron microscope examination
Screen-printed MWCNT electrode surfaces were investigated by SEM after the
gold enhancement treatment. HAu Cl4 was e mployed i n or der t o a chieve an ad equate
amplification o f s trept-AuNPs p resent o n s ensor su rface t o allow t heir d irect
observation by SEM. SEM images taken at an acceleration voltage of 3 kV are shown in
Figure 4 , il lustrating a positive e xperiment w ith s andwich protocol a nd s trep-AuNPs
conjugation. As can be observed in Figure 4a), the distribution of gold e nhanced-gold
nanoparticles i s qui te homogeneous. T his also i mplies a

regular di stribution of

MWCNT a nd we ll-organized f ormation of sandwich c omplex ont o t he e lectrode
surface. This high density distribution also demonstrates the proper functionality of the
MWCNT pl atform a nd t he i mmobilization o f t he bi omolecule. C omparing t his
experiment with the negative control that did not use the biotinylated Cyt c Ab, Figure
4b), a surface with almost absent nanoparticles can be observed.
<FIGURE 4>
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Analytical performance of the aptamer-antibody sandwich assay for
detection of Cyt c
After e xperimental c oncentration o ptimizations, t he ap tasensor w as then u sed
following t he s andwich protocol, pl us a mplification e mploying t he s trep-AuNPs a nd
silver e nhancement t reatment. F igure 5 s hows c alibration c urves w ith increasing
concentrations of Cyt c and their respective regression lines in the logaritmic scale, at
the different steps of the protocol: (1) AptCyt c–Cyt c, (2) sandwich formation between
AptCyt c, Cyt c and Cyt c Ab, (3) aptamer sandwich modified with strep-AuNPs, and
(4) a ptamer s andwich m odified w ith s trep-AuNPs an d si lver en hancement t reatment.
Although reproducibility w as not i deal in al l cases, t he c alibration cu rves o btained
showed a good R SD. As can b e s een i n Figure S 2 (S upplementary Information), a ll
calibration curves increased until the value of 100 pM of Cyt c, this could be due to the
fact that concentrations larger than 100 pM caused a saturation on the sensor surface. As
can be observed in Table 1, the use of silver enhancement treatment led to the highest
sensitivity and signal amplification, resulting in 108 % increase compared to the simple
biosensing scheme. This demonstrates that the silver deposition on go ld nanoparticles,
basically increases t he st erical h indrance, p roducing an i ncrement o f o bserved
impedance, given this conductive silver is not wired to the electrode surface. Together
with th e higher s ensitivity, t he d etection l imit o btained in th is case was 12 pM
(calculated as the intersection w ith th e h orizontal reference lin e) and it is s lightly
improving the one ob tained w ith onl y strep-AuNPs (15 pM ). Without s andwich
amplification, signal is of the same magnitude than associated errors, making the assay
of impractical use. This results confirmed that the best method, showing a low detection
limit and an ultrahigh sensitivity for the detection of Cyt c involves the sandwich and
amplification protocol .
<FIGURE 5>
<TABLE 1>
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Selectivity of the aptamer-antibody sandwich assay
Control e xperiments w ere c onducted t o i nvestigate t he s pecificity of a ptamerantibody a ssay. I n t his work, majority s erum pr oteins, s uch a s hu man I gG, f ibrinogen
and albumin at serum physiological levels were tested to operate the aptasensor instead
of Cyt c under the s ame e xperimental c onditions. A s c an be s een in F igure 6, the
presence of interfering proteins such as albumin, fibrinogen and immunoglobulin G, at
serum concentration level exhibits negligible response compared with 100 pM Cyt c in
the a mplified s andwich pr otocol, e ven a t c oncentrations f our or

five or ders of

magnitude higher than typical Cyt c concentrations. Figure 6 also demonstrates that the
sandwich protocol displays as clear advantage, more than the signal amplification, the
marked decrease of interfering effects that are still remarkable in the simple biosensing
protocol. This i s especially r emarkable f or I gG pr otein ( human), which s hows
appreciable in terference in th e a ssay w ithout a mplification, a lthough i t be comes
practically negligible with the sandwich variant.
<FIGURE 6>

Detection of Cyt c in spiked serum samples
<TABLE 2>
The applicability of the biosensor was tested by the analysis of spiked samples
of human s erum s amples. F or t hat purpose, human ser um sam ples w ere sp iked with
three different concentrations of Cyt c. As s hown i n Table 2, t he recoveries of spiked
samples were between 94.6 % and 107.8·% when us ing this method, w hich s howed a
satisfactory result. In addition, a good reproducibility of the blanks was obtained, 5.54%
RSD. These findings imply that the developed methodology has a promising feature for
the analytical application in complex biological samples.
<TABLE 3>
Once we had confirmed t hat our biosensor w as ab le t o detect C yt c with
excellent an alytical performance also i n r eal s amples, its a nalytical features w ere
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compared t o ot her detection m ethodologies f or C yt c detection, as described i n t he
literature. Details are shown in Table 3, where sensitivity info is presented as t he LOD
of each biosensor compared. The lowest detection limit value among all the analytical
techniques c orresponded to ref [39], but t his C yt c biosensor used I CP-MS as t he
transduction t echnique. This m ethodology di splays hi gh s ensitivity but i s not s imple,
portable or easy to use. However, our biosensor showed the second lowest LOD value
and it was suitable for real samples, considering that the lowest level of Cyt c in serum
samples is about 10 pM [43].

Conclusions
An u ltrasensitive ap tamer-antibody sandwich a ssay f or c ytochrome c d etection
using e lectrochemical i mpedance t echnique w as r eported. D ue t o t he s ignal
amplification w ith s trep-AuNPs an d si lver d eposition, it w as p ossible to i ncrease t he
sensitivity of the assay. Additionally, for a comparable amount of AptCyt c–Cyt c, the
signal r esulted i n 1 08% a mplification, c ompared to re sults re corded w ith s imple
biosensing AptCyt c–Cyt c. Furthermore, the limit of detection obtained was 12 pM. An
acceptable linear r ange, between 25-100 pM, a nd hi gh s electivity w ith r espect t o
different s erum p roteins a t s erum c oncentration le vel w ere a lso a chieved w ith th is
protocol thanks to the double recognition scheme utilized. Finally, the suitability of the
biosensor for measurement in real samples was checked by determining Cyt c in human
serum sa mples. O btained r ecovery values i n t he r ange 94. 6–107.8%, demonstrated a
promising feature for the analytical application in complex biological samples.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1. Scheme of the experimental protocol.
Fig.2. a) Nyquist diagrams of: (●) Bare electrode, (○) Electrochemical grafting treatment and (▼)
Aptamer immobilization. b) Nyquist diagrams of: (●) Bare electrode, (○) aptamer immobilization,
(▼) Aptamer with Cyt c, (∆) sandwich complex with antibody, (■) sandwich complex modified
with g old-nanoparticles and (□) sandwich complex modified with gold-nanoparticles an d s ilver
enhancement t reatment. All ex periments wer e p erformed i n p hosphate b uffer and all EI S
measurements were performed in PBS solution containing 0.01 M K3[Fe(CN)6]/ K4[Fe(CN)6].
Fig. 3. a) Op timization o f t he amo unt o f cy tochrome c ap tamer Ap tCyt c immobilized o n each
electrode. b ) Op timization of t he co ncentration o f t he b locking ag ent, P EG. Un certainty v alues
corresponding to replicated experiments (n=5).
Fig.4. SEM i mages o f ( a) ex periment u sing sandwich co mplex + s trep-AuNPS+ g old
enhancement treatment (b) negative control using AptCyt c+ Cyt c + non complementary aptamer
+ strep-AuNPs + gold enhancement treatment. All images were taken at an acceleration voltage of
3kV and a resolution of 2 µm.
Fig.5. Calibration and regression curves of: (1) (black circle) AptCyt c and Cyt c, (2) (white
circle) sandwich complex, (3) (black triangle) sandwich complex modified with strep-AuNPs, (4)
(white triangle) sandwich complex modified with strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement treatment.
All ex periments wer e p erformed i n P BS s olution an d al l EI S meas urements w ere p erformed i n
phosphate buffer containing 0.01M K 3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6]. Uncertainty values corresponding
to replicated experiments (n = 5).
Fig.6. Comparison graph of r esponses t owards d ifferent p roteins present i n s erum, wi th s imple
biosensing s cheme (white b ar) and wi th t he s andwich/amplification p rotocol (grey bar). The
concentrations o f t he p roteins wer e: 100 p M Cyt c, 7 .35 µ M F br, 1 00 µ M I gG an d 0 .72 m M
BSA. Uncertainty values corresponding to replicated experiments (n =5).
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Table 1. Summary of the different calibration curves considering different stages of the
assay.

Calibration curve

Regression curve

Amplification %

RSD*%

(1)AptCytc/Cytc

∆ratio = 0.935 + 0.104∙ log[Cytc]

-

2.3

(2)Sandwich complex

∆ratio = 0.904 + 0.144∙ log[Cytc]

5

3.2

(3)Sandwich/ strepAuNPs

∆ratio = 0.241 + 0.651∙log[Cytc]

35

5.9

(4) Sandwich/strepAuNPs/Silver
enhanc.

∆ratio = -0.999 + 1.702∙log[Cytc]

108

6.8

*Corresponding to five replicated experiments at 75 pM.

Table 2 . R ecovery st udies p erformed i n sp iked ser um samples f or ap plicability o f
biosensor (n = 3).
Samples

[Cyt c] spiked

% Recovery

% RSD

(pM)
Sample 1

90.0

107.8

8.98

Sample 2

60.0

98.3

9.07

Sample 3

30.0

94.6

8.23
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Table 3. Comparison of the Cyt c biosensor with other reported biosensing methods.

Analytical

LOD

method
SPR

≥50 pM

Biorecognition

Linear

element

range

aptamer

80 pM-

Interference

Real

Reference

Sampes
x

√

[37]

80 nM
Fluorescence

266 pM

aptamer

-

x

√

[38]

ICP-

1.5 fM

antibody

0.1-20

√

√

[39]

√

x

[40]

√

√

Our work

x

√

[41]

√

√

[42]

nM

MS/TEM
EIS

63.2

Aptamer

pM
EIS

CV

50 pM50 nM

11.8

Aptamer-

25-100

pM

antibody

pM

10 nM

Enzyme

10 nM 500 µM

CV

0.5 µM

Enzyme

1-1000
µM

Figure 1
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Label-free selective impedimetric detection of Cu2+ ions
using catalytic DNA
~ a,a Natalia Malashikhina,b Manel del Valle*a and Valeri Pavlov*b
Cristina Ocan
Copper is an essential element for regulation of many biological processes, however, in excess it is
considered to be toxic for human health. This metal is frequently accompanied by other elements
such as cadmium, nickel and lead. Thus, developing a selective and simple method for determination
of copper in a matrix containing other heavy metal ions is of great importance. In this work, a novel
selective method for copper detection was developed using electrodes modiﬁed with the DNAzyme
capturing Cu2+ ions. The DNAzyme reconstituted with copper catalyzes oxidation of ascorbic acid
leading to the build-up and adsorption of oxidation products on the electrode surface and produces
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changes in the interfacial properties of the electrode. The increase in the interfacial electron-transfer
resistance is probed with electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) in the presence of the
reversible redox couple [Fe(CN)6]3/[Fe(CN)6]4 as a marker. The DNAzyme based biosensor combines

DOI: 10.1039/c3an36778a

excellent selectivity against other heavy metal ions with suﬃcient sensitivity to Cu2+ in the range

www.rsc.org/analyst

of 6.5–40 mM.

Introduction
Copper is a redox-active nutrient required in a number of
electron transfer processes of many biological reactions.1
However, at elevated concentrations it has been considered to
be toxic for human health. Short-term exposure to an excess of
copper can cause gastrointestinal disturbance, while long-term
exposure causes liver or kidney damage, neurodegenerative
diseases, etc.2 The World Health Organization (WHO) as well as
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) have set the
limit of copper in drinking water to be 2 mg L1 (32 mM) and 1.3
ppm (20 mM) respectively.3 Therefore, the development of a
sensitive, selective, comparatively inexpensive and portable
sensor for Cu2+ ion detection is of great importance.
Various analytical methods for the detection of copper ions
such as atomic absorption/emission spectroscopy,4,5 inductively
coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS),6,7 and capillary
electrophoresis8 provide reliable and accurate results, but
require expensive and sophisticated instrumentation and
complicated sample pretreatment. Many electrochemical
sensors such as ion-selective electrodes,9–12 and voltammetric13,14 and electrochemiluminescence sensors15,16 are
simple and relatively inexpensive, however, they suﬀer from
low reproducibility and have high detection limits and low
a
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selectivity. Metal-selective uorescent chemosensors have
attracted intense attention during the past few decades,
however, they need complicated organic synthesis and surface
modications; they require expensive instruments as well.17–20
Recently DNAzyme-based assays have attracted considerable interest for the detection of various analytes, including
heavy metal ions. DNAzymes (deoxyribozymes, catalytic DNAs,
DNA enzymes) are DNA molecules that exhibit diﬀerent catalytic activities such as RNA cleavage, ligation, phosphorylation
and porphyrin metallation.21 DNAzymes cleaving RNA in the
presence of diﬀerent divalent ion metals have been reported.22–26 Considering a DNAzyme a promising platform for an
application in biosensing various attempts were made for the
detection of target DNA,27,28 or ion metals such as lead,29 uranyl
ions,30 and mercury.31 So far, only a few DNAzyme based
sensors for copper ions have been reported.32–34 The design of
these DNAzyme probes involves labeling of the oligonucleotide
by uorogenic molecules. In this paper we report a novel labelfree electrochemical DNAzyme based biosensor for the detection of copper ions using avidin–graphite epoxy composite
electrodes.35 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is
a powerful and sensitive technique for following biosensing
events that take place at the surface of the electrode. Any tiny
disturbance at the interface would lead to impedimetric
changes.36 This method is of general use in laboratories and
has already been extensively studied and applied for amperometric, enzymatic, immune and genosensing assays.37,38 The
combination of benets of DNAzyme and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy allowed selective detection of copper
with a detection limit of 6.5 mM.
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Apparatus
AC impedance measurements were performed with an
IM6e Impedance Measurement Unit (BAS-Zahner, Kronach,
Germany) and Autolab PGStat 20 (Metrohm Autolab B.V,
Utrecht, The Netherlands). Thales (BAS-Zahner) and FRA
(Metrohm Autolab) soware, respectively, were used for data
acquisition and control of the experiments. A conventional
three-electrode system was used to perform impedance
measurements: an avidin–graphite epoxy composite (Av–GEC)
electrode as a working electrode, an Ag/AgCl electrode as a
reference electrode and a platinum-ring auxiliary electrode
(Crison 52-67 1, Barcelona, Spain) as a counter electrode.
Temperature-controlled incubations were done using an
Eppendorf Thermomixer 5436.
Chemicals
Potassium ferricyanide K3[Fe(CN)6], potassium ferrocyanide
K4[Fe(CN)6], ascorbic acid, 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), sodium hydroxide, potassium chloride, sodium chloride, avidin, and copper(II) chloride were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Spain). DNA phosphoramidites,
biotin-CE phosphoramidite, spacer-CE phosphoramidite 18
and other reagents required for solid phase oligonucleotide
synthesis were purchased from Link Technologies (UK). Oligonucleotide purication cartridges (OPC) and solvents for DNA
purication were purchased from Applied Biosystems (Spain).
DNAzyme used in this study was prepared by automated solidphase chemical synthesis (Applied Biosystems 3400 DNA
Synthesizer) and puried with oligonucleotide purication
cartridges (OPC), its purity was further analyzed by MALDI-TOF
mass spectroscopy. The synthesized DNAzyme has the following
sequence: 50 -biotin-(–O–CH2–CH2–O–)6 TTC TAA TAC GAT
TTA GAA TAA ATC TGG GCC TCT TTT TAA GAA C-30 , where
(–O–CH2–CH2–O–)6 corresponds to spacer-CE phosphoramidite
18. Solid-state electrodes (Av–GECs) were prepared using 50 mm
particle size graphite powder (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany),
avidin (Sigma-Aldrich) and Epotek H77 resin and its corresponding hardener (both from Epoxy Technology, Billerica, MA,
USA). All reactions were conducted in the buﬀer containing
50 mM HEPES, pH 7.0, 0.5 M KCl, 0.5 M NaCl. All water used in
the experiments was of nanopure grade (from Millipore Milli-Q
system).

Experimental
Electrode preparation procedure
Avidin–graphite epoxy composite (Av–GEC) electrodes, used for
easy immobilization of biotinylated DNAzyme, were prepared
using a PVC tube body (6 mm i.d.) and a small copper disk
soldered at the end of an electrical connector. The working
surface is an epoxy-graphite conductive composite, formed by a
mixture of graphite (18%), avidin (2%) and epoxy resin (80%),
deposited on the cavity of the plastic body.39,40 The composite
material was cured at 40  C for 7 days. Before each use, the
electrode surface was moistened with MilliQ water and then
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thoroughly smoothed with abrasive sandpaper and nally with
alumina paper (polishing strips 301044-001, Orion) in order to
obtain a reproducible electrochemical surface. The electrodes
were then washed twice for 10 minutes in the working buﬀer at
room temperature while stirring.
Immobilization of DNAzyme probe
An Av–GEC electrode was immersed in 160 mL of the desired
concentration of biotinylated DNAzyme in 50 mM HEPES, pH
7.0, 0.5 M KCl, and 0.5 M NaCl. Aer incubation for 1 h at RT
while stirring, the electrodes were washed twice for 10 minutes
in the working buﬀer at room temperature.
Reaction of DNAzyme with copper
Aer the immobilization of DNAzyme the electrode was
immersed for 20 minutes in the solution of the desired
concentration of CuCl2 and 30 mM concentration of ascorbic
acid in the working buﬀer at RT while stirring. The electrodes
were then washed twice for 10 minutes in the working buﬀer at
room temperature.
Impedimetric detection
Impedance spectra were recorded between 50 kHz and 0.05
Hz, at a sinusoidal voltage perturbation of 10 mV amplitude
and a sampling rate of 10 points per decade above 66 Hz and 5
points per decade at the lower range. The experiments were
carried out under open circuit potential conditions in an
unstirred solution of 0.1 M PBS buﬀer solution containing a
0.01 mM K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6] (1 : 1) mixture, used as a
redox marker. The impedance spectra were plotted in the form
of complex plane diagrams (Nyquist plots, Zim vs. Zre) and
tted to a theoretical curve corresponding to the equivalent
circuit with Zview soware (Scribner Associates Inc., USA). The
equivalent circuit was formed by one resistor/capacitor
element in series with a resistance. The chi-square goodness of
t was calculated for each tting by the FRA soware
employed (Eco Chemie, the Netherlands). In all cases impedance data were recorded in the following order aer each of
above described steps. In order to compare the results
obtained from the diﬀerent electrodes used, and to obtain
independent and reproducible results, relative signals are
needed.39 Thus, the Dratio value was dened according to the
following equations:
Dratio ¼ Ds/Dp
Ds ¼ Rct(DNAzyme–AA–Cu)  Rct(electrode–buffer)
Dp ¼ Rct(DNAzyme)  Rct(electrode–buffer)
where Rct(DNAzyme–AA–Cu) was the electron transfer resistance
value measured aer incubation with ascorbic acid and
copper; Rct(DNAzyme) was the electron transfer resistance value
measured aer DNAzyme immobilization on the electrode, and
Rct(electrode–buﬀer) was the electron transfer resistance of the
blank electrode and buﬀer.
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The analytical procedure for biosensing consists of the immobilization of the biotinylated DNAzyme onto the surface of the
avidin modied GEC electrodes, followed by binding of copper
ions to the –CTGGGCC– section of DNA. The reconstituted
DNAzyme enhances the rate of ascorbic acid oxidation by
oxygen. The accumulated oxidation products insulate the
surface of Av–GEC electrodes, changing their interfacial properties, followed by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) in the presence of the reversible redox couple
[Fe(CN)6]3/[Fe(CN)6]4 as a marker as depicted in Fig. 1.
Optimization of electrode surface
First, the concentration of DNAzyme immobilized onto the Av–
GEC electrode surface was optimized in order to achieve the
maximum surface coverage. For this purpose, increasing
concentrations of DNAzyme were used to carry out the immobilization, evaluating the changes in the Dp caused by the DNA
layer. The curve of adsorption of DNAzyme on the electrode
surface is shown on Fig. 2. It can be observed that the diﬀerence
in resistance (Dp) asymptotically approaches its maximum value
starting from 0.2 mM of DNAzyme concentration. This is due to
the formation of a chemical bond between the biotin moiety of
DNAzyme and avidin on the electrode surface, which followed a
Langmuir isotherm. The concentration of DNAzyme equal to
0.2 mM was chosen as the optimal concentration.

Fig. 2 Optimization of the concentration of DNAzyme placed onto the
electrode. Uncertainty values corresponding to replicated experiments (n ¼ 5).

Detection of Cu2+
Aer the optimization of DNAzyme concentration, and
following the above mentioned experimental protocol for the
detection of copper, the biosensor response was initially evaluated. Cu2+ ions captured by the layer of DNAzyme signicantly
enhance the rate of ascorbic acid oxidation41,42 in vicinity of the
electrode, consequently the electrode surface is partially
blocked due to the adsorption of oxidation products on it,
resulting in an increase in the interfacial electron-transfer
resistance. Representative Nyquist plots of DNAzyme in the
absence and presence of Cu2+ are shown in Fig. 3. As can be
seen, resistance Rct between the electrode surface and the

Fig. 1

Fig. 3 Nyquist diagram of: (a) electrode–buﬀer C, (b) DNAzyme, and (c)
ascorbic acid and Cu2+ 30 mM.

solution is increased. This fact is due to the eﬀect of the kinetics
of the electron transfer redox marker [Fe(CN)6]3/[Fe(CN)6]4
which is delayed at the interface of the electrode, mainly caused
by steric hindrance and electrostatic repulsion presented by the
oxidized products formed.

Schematic illustration of an impedimetric DNAzyme sensor for Cu2+.
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Selectivity of DNAzyme based sensor
Next, the selectivity of the assay for the detection of Cu2+ over
other divalent metal ions, frequently found together with
copper, such as nickel, cadmium and lead was investigated. All
concentrations tested were 30 mM. As can be seen from Fig. 5
only in the presence of copper, the primary species, does the
biosensor give a signicant response, so the interference with
other metal ions can be considered negligible.
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Fig. 4 Calibration curve, relative signal versus Cu2+ concentration. Uncertainty
values corresponding to replicated experiments (n ¼ 5).

Sensitivity of DNAzyme based sensor
To evaluate the sensitivity of the assay, new experiments with
solutions containing diﬀerent amounts of copper were performed and the calibration curve was built. Fig. 4 shows the
evolution of the Dratio relative signal, as extracted from the
Nyquist diagrams, for the calibration of the copper sensor. To
evaluate the linear range and detection limit of this DNAzymebased copper sensor, the calibration curve was built, representing the analytical signal expressed as Dratio vs. copper
concentration (Fig. 4). As the copper concentration rises, the
interfacial electron transfer resistance between the electrode
surface and the solution also increases up to 40 mM of Cu2+. As
can be seen, a linear trend is obtained with a linear range from
10 mM to 40 mM for Cu2+. From the least squares tting, sensitivity appeared to be of 4  102 mM1 and the detection limit of
6.5 mM. The repeatability of the method showed a relative
standard deviation (%RSD) between 2 and 6%, obtained from a
series of 5 replicates carried out for each standard in the
linear range.

Fig. 5 Impedimetric response obtained with diﬀerent metals assayed at the
same concentration (30 mM). Uncertainty values corresponding to replicated
experiments (n ¼ 5).
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In conclusion, we have described a simple biosensor for the
determination of copper(II) based on its DNAzyme immobilized
by a strong non-covalent avidin–biotin interaction on the electrode surface. Upon reconstitution with Cu2+ this DNAzyme
catalyzes oxidation of ascorbic acid with oxygen, leading to
blocking of the electrode surface by the reaction products. The
immobilization step, and the catalytic event inhibiting the
electron-transfer kinetics of the redox probe at the electrode
interface, can be monitored by labeless electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy. The DNAzyme biosensor shows a
linear response range of 10 mM to 40 mM Cu2+ and a detection
limit of 6.5 mM. Interference to some related metals can be
considered negligible. Advantages of the reported label-free
method for Cu2+ detection over other conventional techniques
are its simplicity and high selectivity.
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Abstract

9

In t his w ork, w e r eport a c omparative s tudy on t hree hi ghly s pecific a mplification

10

strategies for the ultrasensitive detection of thrombin with the use of aptamer sandwich

11

protocol. The protocol consisted on the use of a first thrombin aptamer immobilized on

12

the electrode surface, the recognition of thrombin protein, and the reaction with a second

13

biotinylated thrombin aptamer forming the sandwich. Through the exposed biotin end,

14

three v ariants h ave b een t ested t o amplify t he electrochemical i mpedance si gnal. The

15

strategies included (a) silver enhancement treatment, (b) gold enhancement treatment and

16

(c) insoluble product produced by the combination of the enzyme horseradish peroxidase

17

(HRP) and 3‐amino‐9‐ethylcarbazole (AEC). The properties of the sensing surface were

18

probed by electrochemical impedance measurements in the presence of the redox marker

19

ferrocyanide/ferricyanide. Insoluble product strategy and silver enhancement treatment

20

resulted i n t he l owest de tection l imit of t he pr obe ( 0.3pM), w hile gol d e nhancement

21

method r esulted i n h ighest r eproducibility, 8.8% RSD at pM t hrombin c oncentration

22

levels. Results of silver and gold enhancement treatment also permitted direct inspection

23

by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

24
25

Keywords : impedance, nanoparticles, aptamer, biosensor, thrombin, amplification.

26

1.Introduction

27

Aptamers are single-stranded nucleic acid molecules that can bind with high affinity and

28

specificity to a wide range of target molecules, such as drugs, proteins, or even whole

29

cells (1,2). They are generated by a n in vitro selection process called SELEX (3). This

30

method a llows the i dentification of a uni que RNA/DNA molecules f rom ve ry l arge

31

population of random sequence oligomers, which bind to the target molecule with very
1

32

high a ffinity a nd s pecificity. They s how di ssociation c onstant t ypically f rom the

33

micromolar to low picomolar range, comparable to those of some monoclonal antibodies

34

(4). Not surprisingly, aptamers have found growing interest as active separation materials

35

in chromatography (5), and electrophoresis (6), as therapeutic (7,8) or diagnostic agents,

36

and as ac tive materials f or biosensing (9). The us e of a ptamers as bi ocomponents i n

37

biosensing, aptasensors, offers over classical affinity sensing methods mainly based on

38

antibodies, a m ultitude of a dvantages, s uch as the pos sibility of e asily regenerate t he

39

function of i mmobilized a ptamers, t heir e asy and ho mogenous pr eparation a nd t he

40

possibility of using them without labelling.

41

In a ptasensor field, d ifferent transduction techniques can b e used; op tical(10), a tomic

42

force m icroscope(11), su rface plasmon resonance(12), e lectrochemical(13,14) and

43

piezoelectric(15). In the l ast ye ars, a mong t he different e lectrochemical t echniques

44

reported, t he u se o f el ectrochemical impedance s pectroscopy ( EIS) ha s gr own a mong

45

these studies(16). EIS is a characterization technique which is very sensitive to changes

46

of t he i nterfacial pr operties of m odified e lectrodes upon biorecognition events t aking

47

place at the electrode surfaces (17,18). Other important features presented by EIS are that

48

it doe s not require any s pecial r eagent f or t he analysis, h as the cap acity f or label-free

49

detection and is a cost-efficient technique.

50

Nowadays, si nce m any sm all t arget an alytes are p resent at u ltralow-levels, there ar e

51

increasing demands for ultrasensitive detection. Nevertheless, it is sometimes difficult to

52

obtain ultrasensitive detection of small targets. Thus, in order to carry out the sensitive

53

detection, the e xploration o f n ovel amplification s trategies is e ssential (19). Different

54

amplification st rategies h ave b een u sed in bi osensors, such a s the us e of go ld

55

nanoparticles (20,21), silver n anoparticles (22), enzymatic r eactions (23,24), graphene

56

(25), carbon nanotubes (26),…

57

In t his w ork, w e r eport a c omparative s tudy on t hree hi ghly s pecific amplification

58

strategies for the ultrasensitive detection of thrombin with the use of aptamer sandwich

59

protocol. The strategies included (a) silver enhancement treatment, (b) gold enhancement

60

treatment and ( c) i nsoluble pr oduct pr oduced by t he c ombination of t he e nzyme

61

horseradish p eroxidase ( HRP) an d 3 ‐amino‐9‐ethylcarbazole ( AEC).The protocol

62
63

consisted on the use of a first thrombin aptamer immobilized on the electrode surface, the
recognition of t hrombin pr otein, a nd t he r eaction w ith a s econd bi otinylated t hrombin
2

64

aptamer forming the sandwich. Through the exposed biotin end, the three variants have

65

been tested to amplify the electrochemical impedance signal.

66
67

2. Experimental

68

2.1. Chemicals

69

Potassium di hydrogen phos phate, pot assium f erricyanide K 3 [Fe(CN) 6 ], pot assium

70

ferrocyanide K 4 [Fe(CN) 6 ], s odium monophosphate, s treptavidin gol d nanoparticles,

71

avidin horseradish peroxidase (Av-HRP), 3-amino-9-ethylcarbazole, 655nm streptavidin

72

quantum dots (strep-QDs), avidin and the target protein thrombin (Thr), were purchased

73

from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Poly(ethylene glycol) 1000 (PEG), sodium chloride

74

and pot assium c hloride w ere pu rchased f rom F luka (Buchs, S witzerland). LI s ilver

75

enhancement kit was obtained from Nanoprobes (Yaphank, New York). All-solid-state

76

electrodes (AvGECs) were prepared using 50 μm particle size graphite powder (Merck,

77

Darmstadt, G ermany), Epotek H 77 r esin a nd its c orresponding ha rdener ( both f rom

78

Epoxy Technology, Billerica, MA, USA), and avidin. All reagents were analytical reagent

79

grade. Aptamers used in this study were purchased by Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO,

80

USA). S tock s olutions of a ptamers w ere di luted w ith s terilized a nd de ionised w ater,

81

separated into fractions and stored at −20 °C until required. Their base sequences were:

82

•

AptThrBio1: 5'-GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG-Biotin-3'

83

•

AptThrBio2: 5'-Biotin-AGTCCGTGGTAGGGCAGGTTGGGGTGACT-3'

84

•

AptCytc:5'-Biotin-

85

AGTGTGAAATATCTAAACTAAATGTGGAGGGTGGGACGGGAAGAAG

86

TTTATTTTTCACACT-3’

87

All s olutions w ere made up us ing M illi-Q w ater f rom Milli-Q S ystem ( Millipore,

88

Billerica, MA, USA). The buffers employed were: PBS (187 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 8.1

89

mM Na 2 HPO 4 ·2H 2 O, 1.76 mM KH 2 PO 4 , pH 7.0), acetate buffer 0.5M (pH 5.5), 10nM

90

PBS without NaCl and KCl.

91

2.2. Apparatus

92

AC i mpedance m easurements w ere p erformed w ith the ai d o f an Autolab P GStat 20

93

(Metrohm Autolab B.V, Utrecht, The Netherlands). FRA (Metrohm Autolab) software

94

was used f or da ta a cquisition a nd c ontrol of t he e xperiments. A t hree e lectrode
3

95

configuration w as used to pe rform t he i mpedance: a pl atinum-ring a uxiliary e lectrode

96

(Crison 52–67 1, Barcelona, Spain), a Ag/AgCl reference electrode and the constructed

97

AvGEC as the working electrode. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Merlin, Zeiss,

98

Germany) was used t o vi sualize si lver and gol d enhanced st rep-AuNPs on e lectrode

99

surface. Temperature-controlled incubations w ere done us ing a n E ppendorf

100

Thermomixer 5436.

101

2.3. Construction of working electrodes

102

The electrodes were prepared using a PVC tube body (6 mm i.d.) and a small copper disk

103

soldered to the end of an electrical connector. The conductive part of AvGECs was an

104

avidin epoxy graphite conductive paste, formed from graphite (18%), avidin (2%) and

105

epoxy resin (80%), which was deposited into the cavity in the plastic body, filling it (27).

106

The composite material was cured in an oven at 40 °C for 7 days. Before each use, the

107

electrode surface was moistened with Milli-Q water and then thoroughly smoothed with

108

abrasive sandpaper and finally with alumina paper (polishing strips 301044-001, Orion)

109

in order to obtain a reproducible electrochemical surface (28,29).

110

2.4. Protein capture and amplification protocols

111

The scheme of experimental protocols for thrombin analysis, described in detail below,

112

is represented in Fig. 1.

113

2.4.1. Aptamer immobilization

114

The first step consists of aptamer AptThrBio1 immobilization on t he electrode surface.

115

A volume of 160 μL of MilliQ water containing 35pmols of aptamer solution was heated

116

to 80–90 °C for 3 m inutes in order to promote the loose conformation of the aptamer.

117

Then, the solution was dipped in a bath of cold water and the electrode was immersed in

118

it, where the avidin-biotin affinity interaction took place for 15 minutes at the electrode

119

surface. T his w as f ollowed by t wo w ashing s teps us ing P BS buf fer s olution for 10

120

minutes, in order to remove any unadsorbed aptamer.

121

2.4.2. Blocking step

122

To avoid any possible nonspecific adsorption, the electrodes were dipped in 160 μL of

123

PEG 40 mM. This was followed by two washing steps using PBS buffer solution for 10

124

minutes.
4

125

2.4.3. Thrombin detection

126

The e lectrodes w ere di pped i n a s olution w ith t he d esired c oncentration of T hr. T he

127

incubation took place for 15 minutes. Then, the biosensors were washed twice with PBS

128

buffer solution for 10 minutes.

129

2.4.4. Sandwich formation

130

In order to obtain the aptamer sandwich formation, the electrodes were dipped in 160 µl

131

of PBS solution containing 12pmols of AptThrBio2. The incubation took place for 15

132

minutes. T his w as f ollowed by t wo w ashing s teps us ing P BS buf fer s olution f or 10

133

minutes.

134

2.4.5 Amplification Protocols

135

Three different variants were used;

136

Silver enhancement treatment(30)

137

AvGEC el ectrodes modified w ith t he san dwich complex w ere i ncubated in 160 μL o f

138

strep-AuNPs, from a 1/100 dilution of the stock solution in PBS buffer. The tube was

139

incubated a t 25º C w ith gentle s tirring f or 20 m inutes. T his s tep was f ollowed by two

140

gentle w ashing s teps in P BS bu ffer f or 10 minutes a t 25 ºC. N egative c ontrols w ere

141

performed for the strep-AuNPs addition step using AptCytc as aptamer without affinity.

142

20 µl of a solution obtained by the combination of 10 µl of enhancer and 10 µl of initiator

143

were deposited onto the electrode surface and left for 7 minutes to facilitate the reaction.

144

Silver enhancement occurs during the catalytic reduction of silver from one solution (e.g.

145

the e nhancer) by another ( e.g. t he initiator) in the pr esence of gol d nanoparticles. The

146

reduction reaction causes silver to build up on the surface of the gold nanoparticles. After

147

this catalytic si lver r eduction, the electrodes were t horoughly w ashed w ith de ionized

148

water to stop the reaction. The silver enhancing solution was prepared immediately before

149

each u se. F or si lver en hancement t reatment, t he n egative control u sed w as a n on-

150

biotinylated AptCytc as aptamer without affinity.

151
152
5

153

Gold enhancement treatment

154

AvGEC electrodes modified w ith t he san dwich complex w ere i ncubated in 160 μL o f

155

strep-AuNPs, from a 1/100 dilution of the stock solution in PBS buffer. The tube was

156

incubated a t 25º C w ith gentle s tirring f or 20 m inutes. T his s tep w as f ollowed by two

157

gentle w ashing s teps in P BS bu ffer f or 10 minutes a t 25 ºC. N egative c ontrols w ere

158

performed for the strep-AuNPs addition step using AptCytc as aptamer without affinity.

159

The modified electrodes modified with sandwich and strep-AuNPs were immersed in a

160

solution containing a mixture of 0.01% HAuCl 4 and 0.4 mM NH 2 OH∙HCl (pH 6.0) for 2

161

min at 25ºC, rinsed, and then treated for 2 a dditional min. In order to prevent the non-

162

specific background of fine gold particles, the electrodes were rinsed with a solution of

163

0.6 M t riethylammonium b icarbonate b uffer a fter e ach amplification. S olutions were

164

freshly prepared in a lightproof container before each use.

165

Insoluble product treatment

166

AvGEC electrodes modified with the sandwich complex were incubated in 160 μL of av-

167

HRP, from a 1/500 dilution of the stock solution in PBS buffer, during 30 minutes with

168

gentle stirring. This step was followed by two gentle washing steps in PBS buffer for 10

169

minutes at 25ºC.

170

10 mg of AEC were dissolved in 1mL of DMF (yellow color). Then, 66 µL of the previous

171

solution were mixed in 2mL of acetate buffer 0.5M (pH 5.5). After that, 66 µL of H 2 O 2

172

0.3% was added to the previous solution. Finally, 20 µL of this solution were deposited

173

onto the electrode surface for 15 minutes, a red product were deposited onto the electrode

174

surface, Figure 2. This step was followed by twice washing steps with distillated water.

175

Different sel ectivity ex periments car ried o ut w ere p erformed w ith t he sam e p rotocol

176

unless where specified.

177

All incubations were carried out at controlled temperature in the thermomixer.

178
179
180
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181

2.5. Impedimetric detection

182

Impedance experiments were carried out at an applied potential of 0.17V (vs. Ag/AgCl

183

reference electrode), with a r ange of frequency of 50KHz-0.05Hz, an AC amplitude of

184

10 mV and a sampling rate of 10 points per decade above 66 Hz and 5 points per decade

185

at the lower range. All measurements were performed in PBS buffer containing 0.01M

186

K 3 [Fe(CN) 6 ]/K 4 [Fe(CN) 6 ] (1:1) mixture, us ed a s a r edox m arker. The i mpedance

187

spectra were plotted in the form of complex plane diagrams (Nyquist plots, −Z im vs. Z re )

188

and fitted to a theoretical curve corresponding to the equivalent circuit with Zview software

189

(Scribner Associates Inc., USA).

190
191

3. Results

192

The modification of the electrodes surface with the sandwich formation as w ell as t he

193

three d ifferent a mplification s trategies w ere s tudied b y electrochemical impedance

194

spectroscopy us ing a s olution of K 3 [Fe(CN) 6 ]/ K 4 [Fe(CN) 6 ] a s a r edox marker i n t he

195

bulk solution.

196

A typical spectrums obtained in these experiments are shown in Figure 3. The equivalent

197

circuit was formed by one resistor/ capacitor element in series with a resistance. In it, the

198

resistance in series with the capacitor element, R s , corresponds to the resistance of the

199

solution, the resistance in parallel with the capacitor element, Rct, is the charge transfer

200

resistance between the solution and the electrode surface, whilst the capacitor element is

201

the constant phase element (CPE) associated with the double-layer capacitance. The use

202

of a C PE instead of a c apacitor is required to optimize the fit to the experimental data,

203

and this is due to the nonideal nature of the electrode surface. For all performed fittings,

204

the chi-square goodness-of-fit test was thoroughly checked to verify calculations. In all

205

cases, calculated values for each circuit remained in the range of 0.0003-0.15 much lower

206

than the tabulated value for 50 degrees of freedom (67.505 at 95% confidence level). Thus

207

demonstrating the high significance of the final fits.

208

The parameter of interest in our case is represented by the change transfer resistance Rct.

209

This value in t he sp ectrum co rresponds t o the d iameter o f t he sem icircle. In o rder t o

210

compare the results obtained from the different electrodes used, and to obtain independent
7

211

and reproducible results, a relative transformation of signals was needed (31). Thus, the

212

Δ ratio value was defined according to the following equations:

213

Δ ratio = Δ s /Δ p

214

Δ s = Rct (AptThrBio1-Thr/AptThrBio2/strep-AuNPs or Av-HRP/silver enhance. or gold enhance. or insoluble product) − Rct

215

(electrode-buffer)

216

Δ p = Rct (AptThrBio1) − Rct (electrode-buffer)

217

where Rct

218

was the electron transfer resistance value measured after thrombin incubation, sandwich

219

formation a nd di fferent s ignal a mplification m ethods; Rc t (AptThrBio1) was t he el ectron

220

transfer resistance value measured after aptamer immobilization on the electrode, and Rct

221

(electrode-buffer)

222

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the Rct value increased after each biosensing step. This change

223

was d ue t o t he i nhibition o f t he el ectrochemical reaction o f th e re dox m arker a t th e

224

electrode surface, caused by the presence of blocking layers. Two different factors should

225

be taken into account to properly explain this effect: electrostatic repulsion and sterical

226

hindrance. T he f ormer is m ore s ignificant in th e f irst s tep o f p rotocol; w hen t he

227

AptThrBio1 is immobilized onto the electrode surface by a vidin–biotin affinity, a first

228

layer i s f ormed, w here n egatively ch arged phosphate gr oups of a ptamer s keleton a re

229

responsible of the electrostatic r epulsion of t he negatively charged r edox marker, thus

230

inhibiting the interfacial transfer process and resulting in Rct increment. The addition of

231

Thr and a second ApThrBio2 to form a sandwich complex results in a further increment

232

of Rct due to the increased quantity of negative charge and the hindrance caused by the

233

formation o f a double l ayer. In F ig. 3 a) a nd b), after th e a ddition of strep-AuNPs a n

234

increment of Rct value was observed because of the increased space resistance due to

235

gold streptavidin c onjugates. In a ddition, w orking a t pH 7, s treptavidin i s s lightly

236

negatively charged (pI is around pH 5) and this fact also contributes to enhancement of

237

impedance (32). In the second amplification step, silver or gold enhancement treatment

238

(33,34), a significant increments of Rct values were also observed and attributable to the

239

silver or gold deposition on gold. In the case of silver treatment the increment of Rct is

240

higher t han the gold e nhancement obtained due t o the f act th at silver de position

241

mechanism is faster than gold deposition mechanism.

(AptThrBio1-Thr/AptThrBio2/strep-AuNPs or A v-HRP/silver en hance. o r g old en hance. o r in soluble p roduct)

was the electron transfer resistance of the blank electrode and buffer.

8

242

As can be seen in Fig 3c), after the addition of av-HRP in insoluble product strategy, an

243

increment of Rct was produced due to the sterical hindrance because of the size of the

244

enzyme. In the enzymatic reaction step, Rct showed a higher significant increase which

245

indicates that the precipitation has a big effect on the charge transfer reaction.

246
247
248
249
250
251

Detection of thrombin: comparison between three different amplification strategies
The aim of these experiments was to study and compare the best amplification techniques

252

using a sandwich protocol. All steps of these experiments have been optimized separately

253

(data not shown). The obtained calibration curves are represented in Fig. 4. As can be

254

seen in this figure, all calibration curves increased until the value of 100pM of Thr, this

255

could be due to the fact that concentrations larger than 100pM cause a saturation on the

256

electrode surface.

257

The first amplification method used was silver enhancement treatment. This well-known

258

method i s b ased on t he de position of s ilver a fter t he a ddition of s trep-AuNP i n t he

259

sandwich a ptamer modified el ectrode. This s trategy p resented hi gh sensitivity and

260

reproducibility.

261

Secondly, the amplification method used was gold enhancement treatment. This method

262

is based on the same protocol which have just explained before, in this case with gold

263

deposition. This protocol showed high reproducibility and sensitivity.

264

Finally, the last amplification strategy used was insoluble product treatment. This method

265

is f ocused on t he pr oduction of a n i nsoluble pr oduct b y an en zymatic r eaction. These

266

reagents are converted t o water a nd i nsoluble pr oduct, w hich pr ecipitate and cau se a

267

blocking of t he e lectrode s urface, producing a hi gh i ncrement of R ct. T his s trategy

268

presented high sensitivity and low detection limit.

269

All numerical results are represented in Table 1. The highest sensitivity was attained using

270

insoluble product reaction due to the fast blocking of the electrode surface, while showed

271

the l owest r eproducibility va lue. In addition, t his m ethod beside si lver enhancement

272

treatment showed the lowest detection limit of the target analyte, 0.3pM, demonstrating

273

that t hese m ethods presented u ltrahigh sen sitivity for t he de tection of t hrombin.

274

Moreover, a signal increment of up t o 189 % between simple biosensing and insoluble

275

product strategy was observed. However, gold enhancement treatment showed the best

276

reproducibility va lue, 8.8 %RSD. T his c onfirm t hat si lver e nhancement and i nsoluble
9

277

product strategies may reach a low detection limit and ultrahigh sensitivity for thrombin

278

detection.

279
280
281
282

Scanning Electron Microscope characterization

283
284

In order to confirm the presence and distribution of gold nanoparticles onto the electrode

285

surface w ith si lver an d gold en hancement t reatment, S EM images w ere t aken. These

286

experiments a lso pr ovided a n i mage of t he ho mogeneity a nd accessibility o f t he

287

anchorage p oints s upplied by t he a vidin entrapped i n t he b iocomposite. S EM i mages

288

taken at an acceleration voltage of 3 kV are shown in Figure 6. Figure 6 a .1) and a.2)

289

showed positive and negative control with the use of silver enhancement method, while

290

Figure 6 b. 1) a nd 6 b. 2) s howed positive a nd ne gative c ontrols of gol d e nhancement

291

treatment. A s c an be s een, bot h pos itive c ontrols s howed a qui te hom ogeneous

292

distribution of the nanoparticles. That fact also implies a regular distribution of avidin

293

molecules in the biocomposite and a well-organized formation of aptamer sandwich onto

294

the el ectrode su rface. While si lver en hancement t reatment sh owed monocrystalline

295

particles, gold enhancement treatment showed sphere nanoparticles, this could be due to

296

the f act th at s ilver c rystallized in s pecific d irections th anks to the d isposition of t he

297

streptavidin a round of gol d na noparticles. Comparing t hese ex periments w ith t heir

298

respectives negative c ontrols that did n ot u se th e b iotinylated complementary ta rget

299

aptamer, a surface without nanoparticles can be observed.

300
301

Selectivity of the aptamer sandwich protocol

302
303

Selectivity of each amplify strategy was examined by challenging thrombin with different

304

possible interfering proteins. Prothrombin, IgG, fibrinogen, BSA and cytochrome c were

305

employed to investigate the specificity of the three methods for the detection of thrombin.

306

As s hown i n F igure 7, i t i s obs erved t hat incubation with t hese p roteins produced

307

negligible response compared with 75pM Thr even at concentration four or five orders of

308

magnitude higher than t ypical T hr c oncentration, de monstrating t hat t he t hree s ignal

309

amplification methods possessed sufficient specificity to thrombin detection.

310
10

311

4. Conclusion

312
313

In current study, three different signal amplification strategies were studied and compared

314

for t he ul trasensitive impedance detection of t hrombin (silver en hancement t reatment,

315

gold enhancement treatment and insoluble product reaction produced by the combination

316

of HRP and AEC).

317

With the different strategies reported, low detection limits in the pM level, ample range

318

of responses for thrombin concentration and low %RSD values were achieved. Among

319

the three methods proposed, insoluble product reaction and silver enhancement treatment

320

were the best overall methods displaying low detection limits, 0.3pM, and high affinities

321

with a s ensitivity va lues of 6.99·10

322

whole methods showed high selectivity values. The silver and god enhancement treatment

323

also permitted to visualize the gold nanoparticles on the electrode surface with SEM. This

324

allowed confirming the proposed steps of the protocol and a homogeneous distribution of

325

biosensing sites on the electrodes.
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M-1 and 2.19·10
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443

Tables

444
445

Table 1. Calibration results of the three amplification methods.

446

Amplification

Sensitivity

strategy

(M-1)

*

RSD

Detection

Amplification

Linear

(%)

limit (pM)

factor %

Range
(pM)

Silver

-14

9.9

0.30

89

0.1-100

-14

8.8

0.45

80

0.1-100

-14

11

0.30

189

0.1-100

2.19·10

enhancement
Gold

2.02·10

enhancement
Insoluble

6.99·10

product
reaction
447

*

Corresponding to five replicate experiments at 75pM thrombin.
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464

Figure Captions

465
466

Figure 1. Scheme of the experimental procedures of the three amplification strategies.

467

Figure 2. Insoluble product reaction.

468

Figure 3. Nyquist diagrams of: a) silver enhancement treatment, b) gold enhancement

469

treatment a nd c ) insoluble pr oduct r eaction.● bare AvGEC electrode, ○ biotinylated

470

aptamer of t hrombin 1,

471

sandwich complex, ■ sandwich complex modified with strep-AuNPs o r a v-HRP , □

472

sandwich c omplex modified w ith s trep-AuNPs a nd s ilver e nhancement t reatment or

473

modified with av-HRP and insoluble reaction. All experiments were performed in PBS

474

solution and all EIS measurements were performed in PBS solution containing 0.01M

475

K 3 [Fe(CN) 6 ]/K 4 [Fe(CN) 6 ].

476

Figure 4. Regression curves of: a) silver enhancement treatment, b) gold enhancement

477

treatment and c) insoluble product reaction. (1) ( b lack circle) biotinylated aptamer of

478

thrombin 1, (2) (white circle) sandwich complex, (3) (black triangle) sandwich complex

479

modified with strep-AuNPs or av-HRP, (4) (white triangle) sandwich complex modified

480

with strep-AuNPs and silver enhancement treatment. All experiments were performed in

481

PBS s olution a nd a ll E IS m easurements w ere p erformed in P BS s olution c ontaining

482

0.01M K 3 [Fe(CN) 6 ]/K 4 [Fe(CN) 6 ]. Uncertainty va lues c orresponding t o r eplicated

483

experiments (n = 5).

484

Figure 5. SEM images of: a.1) experiment using biotinylated aptamer of thrombin 1 +

485

thrombin + biotinylated a ptamer o f th rombin 2 + s trep-AuNPs + silver en hancement

486

treatment, a .2) e xperiment us ing b iotinylated aptamer of t hrombin 1 + t hrombin +

487

biotinylated ap tamer o f cy tochrome c + st rep-AuNPs + si lver en hancement t reatment,

488

b.1) experiment us ing bi otinylated a ptamer of t hrombin 1 + t hrombin + bi otinylated

489

aptamer of thrombin 2 + strep-AuNPs + gold enhancement treatment and b.2) experiment

490

using bi otinylated a ptamer of t hrombin 1 + t hrombin + bi otinylated a ptamer of

491

cytochrome c + strep-AuNPs + gold enhancement treatment. SEM images were taken at

492

a acceleration voltage of 3 KV and a resolution of 2 µm.

493

Figure 6. 3D bar chart of the three amplifications methods response towards different

494

proteins present in serum. Uncertainty values corresponding to replicated experiments (n

495

= 5).

▼

biotinylated aptamer of thrombin and thrombin protein, ∆
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